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T H E A R C H A E O L O G Y OF MASCULINITY

—

The Process of Personal Archaeology in the Creative Arts.

ABSTRACT

Contemporary gender studies reveal the evolution of a plurality of masculinities
since World W a r T w o . The associated social change surrounding masculinity has
demanded a re-evaluation of gender roles by Western m e n w h o , historically, have
not been encouraged to be introspective about their emotional development.
However, w h e n compelled by circumstances to examine some of the forces which
have moulded their lives and which keep them in bondage they become aware that
the traditional values surrounding patriarchal politics, w o m e n , war, religion and
death are no longer adequate. A major factor in this inadequacy is that traditional
role models have been superseded by those projected by Hollywood and the mass
media.

The evolution of new role models has led to confusion and uncertainty about the
definition of masculinity and what it is to be a m a n . T o m a k e sense of their
personal identity and the construction of their masculinity some m e n embark on a
process of personal archaeology. This is the theme of the research for The
Archaeology of Masculinity which examines the heroic role played by fathers and
other m e n in boys' lives. The creative work and the explication of it in the
documentation deal with the broad issue of the construction of masculinity by
addressing the specific relationships between incest and sexual abuse,
dysfunctional father-son relations, and the construct of sexual preference within a
particular historical and cultural context. It also reveals some of the unrealistic
standards of unattainable masculine ideals promoted in popular Western culture.
The thesis is both autobiographical and generalised and has been articulated in four
exhibitions.
Central to the work is an analysis of the therapeutic content of the creative
T o s o m e degree all art draws on the subconscious for inspiration. However,
autobiographical art specifically objectifies emotions and sub-conscious feelings
and is often self-revealing to the artist after the work is completed. Such unveiling
of repressed knowledge can be cathartic, and this dissertation provides a case
history where a fuller understanding of the effects of early childhood trauma was
reached through a process of creative therapy.
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CLEMENT FREIR DUNCAN
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PROLOGUE
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events which impinge on m y life. However, the intention is to record m y
perceptions of the way things were as I grew up in order to make sense of the
outcome. Sometimes it has been a painful process. However, it has been
essential for me. I have reclaimed the rights which were mine.
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Chapter 1

METHODOLOGY

Within the context of contemporary gender studies this research is about the
construction of masculinities and men's self concepts. It examines father-son
relationships, male relationships with other males, and male child sexual abuse.
The research has been approached autobiographically, so m u c h of the writing is in
the first person. I work professionally both as a psychologist and as an artist and
the early motivation for this research c a m e from m y observations as a
psychotherapist.

The submission consists of ceramic sculptures and a written dissertation. During
the research period I have had four major exhibitions which are documented
photographically in the dissertation. The writing traces the creative processes and
the development of the work for the exhibitions and analyses the finished
sculptures. It also provides the theoretical bai*e for the overall research.
As indicated by the title of this research, The Archaeology of Masculinity—The
Process of Personal Archaeology in the Creative Arts, archaeology is a primary
theme of the submission. There are three main components to be considered—the
construction of the written dissertation, the exhibition design and the personal
development which occurred during the research period. All three areas use the
archaeological metaphor, each being treated as an archaeological site to explore the
developmental journey of an artist and his masculinity through making art, and
through written analysis of the processes. A s a "personal archaeology" it
assembles the fragments which denote the layers of a personal history.
The major exhibition Archaeologies—Images, Vestiges and Shadows in 1992
m a d e the most direct references to scientific archaeology, using actual drawings
and artefacts from archaeological digs to inform the general theme. However, in
contrast to this grand statement about past cultures, the central ceramics installation
of the exhibition w a s about personal introspection and contemplation. It w a s
physically located in the middle of the large gallery space, as an inner sanctum that
enclosed the viewer and surrounded him or her with intimate, personal icons of
masculinity, giving an overpowering sense of the mystery of a personal narrative.
T h e objects were enclosed in glass m u s e u m cases, arranged to suggest a
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progression across time, as in traditional archaeological displays. A more detailed
explanation of these works appears in Chapter 8. The narrative of the subsequent
exhibition Reliquaries was a m u c h more subtle display of a personal journey, still
focusing on the archaeological metaphor but offering a distillation of the overall
theme of the research. Far removed from the formality of glass m u s e u m cases, the
small objects contained in w o o d e n boxes marked with a few words of text
demonstrated the 'less is more' principle, leaving space for the contemplative
viewer to read himself or herself into the story.

The written text was treated similarly, as an archaeological site selectively d
into areas of investigation, in the same w a y that grids mark out a fresh area of land
for excavation to unearth a past culture. Within these theoretical grids some layers
of information that surfaced during the research were discarded while other
material w a s reserved for special consideration. There was a process of moving
from the general to the specific. For example, in covering a range of aspects of
twentieth century western masculinity, feminism, although a rich and significant
influence on the topic, received minimal space in favour of including such things as
the changing trends in representations of m e n in advertising and s o m e of the
cultural pressures involved in being a man. In further narrowing the field these
topics were in turn selectively explored to provide a context for a more individual
account of a journey through an 'uncertain' childhood. Even closer examination of
the childhood w a s framed in written vignettes about that childhood. These
provided some of the most precious fragments as potent insights into the child, just
as a tiny ceramic shard might provide the vital key to understanding the lifestyle
sophistication or the degree of technical development of an ancient civilisation.

In the compounding process of writing about the writing about the art I had mad
uncovered m a n y different layers of awareness from different viewpoints. The first
level of self-communication was in making the art, a primary subjective act,
bypassing verbal processing. Then, documenting the objects in writing provided
the next level of analysis about m y personal communication within the art. T o then
remove the analysis even one stage further from the primal act of creating, by
writing about the writing, I constructed a situation of almost clinical objectivity to
show what the original communication was about. A n d even within that process
each re-drafting of the writing distilled the content further, making the purging
more complete. A s Colmer states, "The person w h o finishes an autobiography is
not the same person w h o began it. H e or she m a y be changed by outward events,
but also and more importantly by the process of writing".1

!john Colmer, Australian Autobiography, Oxford University Press, Melbourne, 1989, p. 55.
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It was not m y intention that this research be specifically 'homosexual' in its focus,
because m u c h of m y clinical research w a s from interviews with m e n of all
sexualities. I found similar self-image problems of masculinity to exist across the
range of subjects, with the only c o m m o n factor being their biological
classification. However, I realised as the writing evolved, that I have a particular
gendered consciousness which voices m y writing. Plummer discusses a similarly
gendered reading of any text, including even further possible variations of the
reading, beyond simply male and female, from gay and lesbian viewpoints.2 The
same factors influenced m y creation of the sculptures and their interpretations by
the viewing public. This w a s particularly evident in responses to the first two
exhibitions (described in Chapters 6 and 7 respectively) which were, as it
happened, the most sexually confronting bodies of work exhibited to the most
traditionally 'hetero-sexual' publics.

Evidence of the personal development that occurred during the research period is
found interwoven through all areas of the submission as an exchange between
thinking, creating and writing. A s noted in the next chapter, once I consciously
acknowledged the autobiographical component in the work n e w directions became
evident, providing fresh impetus for the overall research. T o examine the
importance of autobiography to the process a separate chapter entitled
Autobiography is included.

^Ken Plummer (ed.). Modern Homosexualities: Fragments of lesbian and gay experience.
Routledge, London, 1992, p. 9.
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Chapter 2

AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Autobiography has acquired a n e w respectability in literary circles in the last fifty
years, generating a plethora of writing on autobiographical theory. Jelinek claims
that autobiography "began receiving consideration as a literary genre worthy of
serious critical study"3 w h e n all branches of literature underwent formal analysis
after the war. Colmer chose to limit the research for his Australian Autobiography
(1989) to this period, acknowledging it as "the time w h e n the rapidity of social
change naturally prompted retrospection and analysis".4 Spengemann observes a
rapid change in the last half of the seventies w h e n the genre of autobiography rose
from a position of scholarly neglect to being "critically respectable, not to say
fashionable".5 I suggest that this w a s a significant reflection of the activity of the
w o m e n ' s m o v e m e n t at that time. T h e feminist influence o n psychological
research, notably the critique of objectivity and neutrality, w a s most influential in
this period. The Culture of Autobiography

(1993) 6 presents a range of essays

typical of the current concerns about women's writings, minority autobiography
and non-Western writing. In this context it should be noted, however, that such
life-writing does not exist at all as an indigenous form in some cultures, like India
for example "where the individual is subsumed within the community and the
oneness of all things"7 and perhaps where the critical view of autobiography as
'self-indulgent' m a y still prevail. However, amongst Western theoreticians
Folkenflik's collection indicates a sense of excitement and liberation at the demise
of a somewhat stuffy academic attitude to autobiography.8 Although I cannot
claim to have consciously ridden this w a v e of literary change it is significant that
m y studio practice responded in s o m e 'collective unconscious' w a y to echo the
growing trend of self-reflection. O f course, as cited earlier, this trend w a s also
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Estelle C. Jelinek, in Folkenflik, p. 9.
^Colmer, p. 2.
^William C. Spengemann, in Folkenflik, p. 9.
^Robert Folkenflik (ed.), The Culture of Autobiography, Stanford University Press, California,
1993.
7
Colmer, p. 153.
8
Folkenflik, p. 11.
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evident, beyond literature, in men's groups, and the already established women's
groups acted as primary sources of influence.

As discussed later in the text, the autobiographical content of both my sculptura
and written work increased with each n e w stage of the work. In fact, the most
significant thrust in the writing of this dissertation occurred about halfway through
the research period, after three or four years of work, w h e n I finally acknowledged
and accepted that the D C A process for m e was primarily about self-revelation.
The autobiographical component then actually became the pivotal dynamic for
making the sculptures and writing about them. A s M o h r points out, "To accept
one's past—one's history—is not the same thing as drowning in it; it is learning
h o w to use it".9 W h e n I permitted myself to m o v e in this n e w direction it was a
personally liberating experience which I felt encouraged to develop further.
However, I soon came to see autobiography not as a simple linear record of the
facts in the time line of a life but, as Colmer defines it, "a curious hybrid,
compounded of fact and fiction".10 The first point of uncertainty is that facts in
themselves are open to different interpretations by different observers and so are
subject to dubious verification. The second point of uncertainty is that perceptions
of time are more unreliable as the years pass, especially when looking at a younger
lifetime from an older adult perspective. Martin Duberman pondered this problem
in his autobiography Cures. H e wrote, " H o w to describe "Larry"? Thirty-five
years of sea change have intervened, repositioning the m e m o r y at every turn,
smoothing over the jagged ups and d o w n s of our years together to a hazy
sweetness". 11

Further compounding results from aspects of the emotional

dissociation from fact in order to write a particular life story. Bruner promises
autobiography readers the certain discovery not only of the "unique values as a
personal quest for the truth about the self and society but also the author's blind
spots and inconsistencies of vision", which are inherent functions of the selfreferential process.12 Diarists and autobiographers are ever-conscious of the
inevitable menace of a potential reading public, whose responses accord to
personal vested interest in both exposed and concealed 'fact'. For this reason I
decided to include the disclaimer at the beginning of the dissertation warning all
readers w h o ventured further that it was m y account of the construction of m y life,

^Richard Mohr, Gay Ideas: Outing and Other Controversies, Beacon, Boston, 1992, p. 172.
10
Colmer, p. 159.
^Martin Duberman, Cures: A Gay Man's Odyssey, Dutton, N Y , 1991, p. 28.
l^Jerome Bruner, 'The Autobiographical Process', in Folkenflik, p. 39.
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as it appeared at the time of writing, describing, in Colmer's words, "a succession
of selves and a significant pattern out of the past".13

Even with this bold gesture of warning, the process of documenting the details of
one's personal life, especially one's sexuality, is threatening. In weighing up the
possibilities of this threat, I considered the option of being extreme, totally 'out',
aligned with readers and viewers most sympathetic to m y choice of lifestyle, flying
in the face of the social and familial repression that had kept m e on guard for most
of m y life. However, for m e this would have been out of character and would
merely add further support to that very repression, derived from the pernicious
binary opposition of 'homosexual/heterosexual'.

Since coming out I have

deliberately chosen to publicly display m y sexual preference as just one balanced
part of the expression of m y self. A t every opportunity I resist being treated
'differently' simply because I have a same-sex partner. I have avoided adopting
the extremes of heart-on-my-sleeve, flamboyant 'queen' culture, resisting
membership of elitist 'gay societies', choosing m y friends on their attributes as
people rather than on their habits of genital sexuality. In this I feel a resonance
with Plummer w h e n he agonises over the contradictory nature of his position in
society:
...wanting to go beyond the straitjacketing of the categories I have
spent most of m y academic life attacking. T o have a lesbian and gay
studies is to reinforce the very artificial divisions the dominant culture
uses in the regulation of our lives....And yet, that said, w e also
desperately need a gay and lesbian studies.14
I understand that 'Stonewall' confrontation tactics of various intensities are
essential for progress but I also understand that the 'quiet achiever' has a different
but equally powerful role to play in changing the status quo. I have found this to
be m y most effective means as a gay m a n to effect change in m y society.
To write 'my autobiography is about myself appears to state the obvious, but
hidden within this tautology is a vast arena of literary theory, focused on
determining which 'self is represented, and clarifying issues surrounding fact,
time and emotional influences. Autobiography has always attracted genre critics
because of the "elusiveness of the form, its resistance to simple categorization".15
T h e basic direction and design of an autobiography is dictated by a range of
possible contexts, depending on the point of view of the writer. Writing usually
implies a readership, so in determining which 'self was the agent of m y writing I

13

Colmer, p. 159.
l^Plummerp, 12.
^Colmer p. 1.
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needed to consider for w h o m I w a s writing and I needed to ask whether the
primary self of m y writing was a sociologist, genealogist, creative therapist, artist
or psychologist. Answering such questions immediately established s o m e
parameters and also revealed that just as there were m a n y selves to contextualise
the writing, there were also multiplicities of possible subjects to be interpreted
from that writing, according to the contexts of the readership. This interplay
between writer intent and reader interpretation has become the matter for m u c h
post-modern analysis of subjectivity and representation in autobiography. Colmer
offers two explanations for the post-modernist fascination with autobiography:
First, it offers an excellent testing ground for assessing the
impersonality of literary structures, since it can be s h o w n — o r so it is
believed—that both the author and his world are linguistic creations that
exist only within specific literary structures. Second, it offers
interesting evidence to support post-modernist claims that it is the
reader not the author w h o generates the meaning of texts.16
I was partially aware of some of the perils of autobiography with regard to
academic rigour. M u c h of m y personal data w a s extracted from nebulous sources
such as fictive memories, emotions, anecdotes, photographs and even
subconscious imagination. Therefore, at first, I was tentative about the validity of
such personal writing in an academic dissertation. However, as indicated at the
beginning of this chapter, m y subsequent investigation into current theory on
autobiographical writing revealed this style to be of growing popularity and
importance, especially as a n e w voice for marginalised groups previously silenced
by the academic barriers of critical literary standards. I w a s encouraged by
Middleton's view that "the impetus towards a better understanding of masculinity
by m e n has c o m e from just such confessional material. The courage and acuity of
such writing are impressive and will remain important".17 In the area of child
sexual abuse first-hand accounts from adult survivors w h o consulted m e as
personal clients, or from publications in the field, were distinctly confessional
records which provided "a privileged access to specific kinds of experience"18 not
available through other forms of writing.

16

Colmer, p. 51.
Peter Middleton, 77a? Inward Gaze, Routledge, London, 1992, p. 21.
18
Colmer, p. 1.
17
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Traditionally the most c o m m o n model of autobiography has been the heroic,
patriarchal version written by men. In the literature on autobiographical analysis
the frequently cited benchmarks are m e n such as Rousseau and St Augustine19 and
other writers w h o have followed their model to establish a dominant literary
culture that is white, middle-class and masculine. These strong heroic viewpoints
drowned out the voices of any culture of lesser status, defined by class, race,
colour, gender or sexual preference. For a long time women's autobiography has
been excluded by this model, but more recently w o m e n have been writing about
their experiences as separate and not defined by the men's model. In researching
autobiographical agency Sidonie Smith contrasts the "I" of traditional
autobiography, which she calls "the universal subject", against a n e w "I" of the
twentieth century, contextualised by the female body. 20 Whereas nineteenth
century w o m e n generally wrote their stories in compliance with the hegemonic,
patriarchal literary traditions, m a n y of their successors strove "to break the
authority of inherited narratives"21 by creating n e w narratives. In doing so some
of these twentieth century w o m e n writers attempted to set up an equivalent to the
male version but others have seen this as still being determined by the men's
model. They are emphatic that their lived experiences are in no w a y a binary
opposite of men's lived experiences. From the work of such revolutionaries the
acknowledgement of women's lives as being different from men's and yet equally
as valid for documentation was a primary breakthrough, in a general sense. The
flow-on effects to other parts of society then m a d e w a y for the voices of other
more marginalised cultures to be heard, including especially the gay and lesbian
population. A s Plummer observes:
In just two decades—symbolically since Stonewall and the rise of the
second wave women's movement—the loves that once dared not speak
their n a m e , that were hidden from history, that were shrouded in
stigma have emerged as a visible and vocal force....One sign of these
enormous changes has been the growth of a rich, diverse, and literate
n e w area of interdisciplinary, intellectual enquiry: lesbian and gay
studies....In reading lesbian and gay biographies before the 1970s it is
a commonplace to hear how, in the search for self-understanding, little
helpful literature could be found: most of what existed was clinical,
destructive, life-negating. It led people to believe they were freaks,
alone in the world....Writings on homosexualities have been largely
rescued from the voices of the 'scientific' experts questing for the
'truth' of the homosexual person and have instead become the voices of
the people with these experiences.22

^Rousseau, for example in Colmer, p. 6., Kadar, p. 188., Smith, p. 8., Folkenflik, p. 3. and
Augustine, for example in Colmer, p. 20., Gilmore, p. 35-36., Kadar, p. 188., Folkenflik, p. 19
^Sidonie Smith, Subjectivity, Identity and the Body, Indiana University Press, Bloomington
1993, p. 5.
21
Smith, p. 183.
^Plummer, p. xiv-xv.
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The proliferation of such life-writing in the last fifty years has revolutionised our
various social histories.

T h e w o m e n ' s m o v e m e n t has actively sourced

autobiographical accounts to redress the imbalances of patriarchal histories of our
societies. So have African Americans w h o , as a result of their background of
slavery, were prohibited from learning to read or write and so were excluded from
the usual recording arenas of mainstream personal histories.23 It appears to m e
that gay m e n have also effectively re-written their histories through autobiography.
In fact, they have m o r e in c o m m o n with the newer w o m e n ' s model of
autobiography than with the traditional model which defines maleness in a very
narrow band, with only one recognisable masculinity, the binary opposite of
women.

I chose to write in this style as the best reflection of the personal archaeolog
process. Choosing to write autobiographically for m e was a w a y of 'talking back',
seen by autobiographers as an effective w a y of reconstructing deficient areas of our
society. Plummer sees autobiography as a tool for n e w optimism:
For such writings never simply reflect the world: they also actively
assemble it, setting languages, images, metaphors, discourses which
enable a re-visioning and a re-creating...it enables us to m o v e beyond
the given worlds into newer, and hopefully more emancipating ones.24
My writing empowered me to assert myself as an individual, and to empower me
to publicly discard some of the baggage imposed upon m y self-image during m y
life so far. The 'stories' are anecdotal sketches of some of the important aspects of
m y life, which if described in full would have been laboured, unlike the fragments
of m e m o r y and reminiscence coming from one's o w n searchings or from the oral
histories offered by parents or other predecessors.25 A s Colmer writes, "anecdote
is a memorable device for indicating a position without directly stating it,"26 and its
informality permits it to undermine more established, opposite points of view. I
used satire in m y anecdotes to debunk some of the myths about myself that I had
been conditioned to believe by m y particular social environment's inherited
narratives about masculinity. The assertive act of documenting one's life proclaims
(albeit, silently to oneself, at first) that one has a life worth documenting—not the
view I had held of myself for the previous forty-something years. E d m u n d White
prefaces his edition of gay short stories as bold and assertive:

23

Folkenflik (ed.), p. 12.
^Plummer p. xv.
2
*The names of the people in my anecdotes have been changed where necessary.
26
Colmer, p. 155.
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"If gays tell each other—or the hostile world around them—the stories
of their lives, they're not just reporting the past but also shaping the
future, forging an identity as m u c h as renewing it....Acknowledging
homosexual desires and integrating them into a larger notion of the serf
is the first bold act of gay fiction, whether written or whispered".27
Beyond this function of personal introspection an autobiography "can be read not
only as a personal expression, as a narrative expressing "inner dynamics", but as a
cultural product as well".28 Obviously it is not possible to separate the 'dancer
from the dance' or the socialised self-image from the society. In this regard m y
childhood environment of Port K e m b l a in the 1950s is the raison d'etre of m y
autobiography and is in agreement with John Colmer's observation that, unlike the
patriarchal religious authority which inspires m u c h European and other
autobiography, Australian autobiography is fuelled by "an authoritarian educational
system and the demand for social conformity".29 H e continues his comparison:
T h e picture that emerges from Australian autobiography is of a
strongly authoritarian society, intolerant of h u m a n differences, timidly
conventional, highly class-conscious, thoroughly materialistic and
utilitarian in its values, and either distrustful or positively hostile
towards the arts.30
These were certainly the experiences of growing up in Port Kembla in the 1950s,
from what I can recollect. But then, as George Johnston wrote, " w e can never
k n o w what is true recollection, and what has been implanted there to seem true".31
Chapter 3 presents an overview of some of the factors pertinent to masculinity over
the past fifty years and specific to this investigation.

27

White. p. ix,x.
Bruner, in Folkenflik, p. 39.
29
Colmer, p. 10.
30
Colmer, p. 10.
31 Johnston, in Colmer, p. 29.

28
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Chapter 3

OVERVIEW

M e n perceive their ma^ulinity in the light of their social conditioning, and m u c h of
their construction is modelled on the m e n around them. Fathers, or father figures
within the boy's family environment are the most influential models of masculinity
because they are the most available in the first years of life w h e n m u c h of the
foundational structure is established. A s the child grows the scope then broadens
to include other models outside the family, such as school teachers, television
identities, cinema stars and sporting heroes. These external agents have become
more influential in the past fifty years, especially since our domestic culture
absorbed the electronic media into the h o m e environment. Television has provided
a n e w and vast range of images of m e n , informing children of a possible world of
m e n beyond that of their fathers'.
Some of the myths surrounding masculinity and male superiority were also laid
bare in the 1970s by the challenge from the women's movement. O n e of its most
important outcomes was the prompting of discussion about the nature of femininity
and masculinity within the more widely-accessible context of popular culture.
Previously these issues had been debated by only relatively small numbers of
people within the A c a d e m y or within the works of such scholars as Reich and
Marcuse. A s Biddulph writes, about the effects of the women's m o v e m e n t on
men, "You can't liberate half the human race. M e n can change in the main areas of
their lives: being a son, a parent, a lover, a worker and a friend to other men". 3 2
H e implies a separate masculinity for each of these areas. A s such changes were
investigated it became obvious that some m e n were also disadvantaged by the same
patriarchal powers as w o m e n . M e n were stirred, some perhaps for the first time,
to actually examine the authorities which structured their lives and which were
historically thought to be inviolable. T h e Church, 33 State and Family were
scrutinised. T h e Church was a prime target because it was so patently sexist, with
a manifesto which w a s generally considered to be unquestionable because of its

32

Steve Biddulph, 'Loosen the Ties', Good Weekend, August 27 1994, p. 17.
As this dissertation refers generally to the Western world, "the Church" implies the Christian
church as a whole which has contributed to and supported the hegemonic views of masculinity and
femininity.
33
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divine origins. The State could be evaluated with more objectivity than either the
Church or the family because it relied less on claims to divinity or emotional
bonding. Family authority c a m e under scrutiny because fatherhood w a s also
found to enjoy an elevated status based on socially constructed myths.
Although women were the main protagonists of these changes in the 1970s, as
stated above, they were not the only beneficiaries. During this time, as an initial
focus to the anti-sexist men's movement, the first men's discussion groups were
established to discuss their lives and emotions.34 Three main themes emerged in
these groups:
...recognizing and working on participants' sexist attitudes and
behaviour towards w o m e n ; discussing their o w n masculinity, h o w it
was formed in growing up, and h o w it constricts the expression of
their emotions and limits the depth of their relationships; and providing
emotional support for each other.35

Connell points out that these initial groups were very much about heterosexuality
and that gay possibilities were omitted from the agenda. However, in response to
changes wrought by these groups there was an evolution to 'masculinity therapy'
in which "The main thing to overcome is men's inhibitions and inexpressiveness
which leads them into emotional binds".36 M e n examined the input of their fathers
and other family, Church or State authority figures to the construction of their
masculinity, and the demand for similar groups has continued in the ensuing
twenty years. M a n y m e n found a voice to speak about their feelings. The Western
reticence to consider variations on the hegemonic version of masculinity has
gradually given w a y to acceptance that there is n o w a range of possible
masculinities from which to choose. The 'heroic' male stereotype began to lose its
grip. A s such groups became established, various n e w agendas evolved to cause
further social change, including the needs of gay men. Connell comments on the
instability of some of these groups, undermined by feelings of guilt, anger and
frustration towards and about the women's movement, and about feeding into
other men's networks. D'Emilio suggests further complications within the gay
groups, "Because everyone w h o participates is at some stage of coming into their
sexuality and coming out about their identity...We carry into the movement as well
the accumulated grievances of our other social identities".37 However, through

3

^Rowena Chapman & Jonathan Rutherford (eds.), Male Order - Unwrapping Masculinity,
Lawrence & Wishart, London, 1988, p. 41.
35
Bob Connell. Gender and Power. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1987, p. 234.
36
Connell, p. 236.
37
John D'Emilio, Making Trouble: Essays on gay history, politics and the university. Rout
N Y , 1992, p. xxix.
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these discussions Fatherhood was demystified to some extent and the experiences
of boyhood were given a n e w perspective, especially those pertaining to sexual
development, previously classified as an unmanly subject for discussion. A s these
changes began to filter through to society the effects were felt in some families and
in some sections of the Church.
Of relevance to this dissertation, one very important outcome of this newly
liberated discussion w a s the unearthing of countless repressed cases of childhood
sexual abuse. A m o n g s t w o m e n this was not so n e w because there had always
been public reports of rape and implied incest, considered by m a n y to be a logical
outcome of patriarchal dominance. However, for m e n to be given permission to
acknowledge such events in their lives was, on the one hand shocking to our
society, but on the other the unfolding of a whole n e w panorama of emotional
investigation. For example, in the Catholic Church in Australia m e n began to
challenge the divine protection offered to priests w h o had taken sexual liberties
with them as male child parishioners. The Church, forced by this challenge to
acknowledge its precarious position in the 90s, responded by setting up a multimillion dollar insurance policy to cover itself against charges of child sexual abuse.
Adult male survivors w h o were in Catholic schools and orphanages in Australia
since the 1950s publicly named priests w h o exploited the availability of young
boys in their care and then left them alone to c o m e to terms with possibly
irreparable damage to their masculine identities. T h e ascribed infallibility of the
priesthood has kept these survivors muzzled in secret pain and shame for forty
years, so protecting the clergy from exposure.

T w o hundred and fifty

compensation claims had been lodged in Perth by October 1993. O n the opposite
side of Australia where similar exposure was brewing one social worker reported
to the press, "... the allegations I w a s involved in were very difficult to pursue
because w e were going against Michael Evans [a teaching brother]38 w h o was
almost G o d in Wollongong at that time".39 In the Wollongong diocese six
publicly-reported cases opened the investigations.40 After twelve months of
public outcry, w h e n one of the n a m e d priests w a s formally charged and another
had been 'moved on' to yet another career appointment, the Church still maintained
its privileged position and was reported to have m a d e no m o v e to communicate
directly with the victims regarding an apology, pastoral care or compensation.41

3

° M y addition.
Illawarra Mercury, 20 October 1993, p. 4.
^Illawarra Mercury, 20 October 1993, p. 57.
41 At the time of publication of this document thefirstpriest had been gaoled and the other had
committed suicide on the night before he was due to appear in court.
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A s I examined some of these issues which informed m y research I came closer and
closer to investigating m y o w n story of childhood sexual abuse which I had hidden
for almost thirty years. B y doing so I was more able to lay bare the cultural
processes that had initially inspired the research. In fact it was not until I was able
to think through m y o w n development that I could adequately speak about the
broader issues. I investigated the issues of masculinity jointly through a literature
search, through observations drawn from m y clinical practice and through selfinvestigation. However, the tangible matrix which united these areas and m a d e it
possible for m e to undertake the investigation was derived from m y art-making
processes. M y artwork has always been a significant source of self-esteem.
During this period of investigation the process of creating and interpreting
generated a self-knowledge and a self-therapy which also had implications for an
understanding of broader cultural patterns, explored later in this paper.
For the practical expression of these issues of masculinity the first sculptures
based on an interrogation of observations of other men's conflicts with their
personal (sexual) identities. I w a s fascinated by the compensatory behaviours
some m e n would adopt in order to accept themselves or to fit their socially
prescribed identities, and this w a s m y initial focus in the studio. However,
inherent in the evolution and maturation of any original research concept over a
period of six years is the tendency for the process to acquire its o w n m o m e n t u m in
leading the artist into unplanned areas of exploration. A s a result the sculptures
gradually developed into an expression of m y o w n personal identity. M y father
and m y masculinity inform this research.

The general theme of the first of the four exhibitions was 'the man in conflict w
external social pressures'. These sculptures explored aspects of the representation
and experience of masculinity, and the conflicts of self-image and publicly
displayed image in response to social gender roles. There was a change of m o o d
in the second exhibition as the theme became more introspective and tentatively
autobiographical and expressed 'the m a n in a process of self-discovery'. The
sculptures in the third show extended their story into an expression of 'the m a n
finding his identity through a process of personal archaeology'. They contained
information about the personal mythologies m e n create to m a k e their lives
meaningful to themselves. The final exhibition installation was entirely about m y
o w n personal archaeology and distilled m y feelings and mythologies about the
legacy I received from m y father and grandfathers in constructing m y masculinity.
It was an important conclusion because it was so directly self-revealing.
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The cathartic value of m y art-making forms a major part of this paper. Linked
with the process of writing about the sculptures, there w a s an evolution of m y
understanding of the wider therapeutic value of the creative process. According to
Robert Lawler:
Making images and signs distinguishes m e n from other living
creatures. Modern Psychology has shown that through images m a n
externalises and becomes aware of his o w n inner nature. Imagemaking is the projection outward of our inner content. Powerful,
concrete representations clarify values, behaviours, characteristics and
life roles toward which individuals can grow and develop. Not only do
images help us see our interior nature but also help us to build our selfimage both individually and socially.42
Just as the painter Munch claimed his paintings were his diaries43 my sculptures
became the chroniclers of m y life as it had developed from childhood. However,
the most surprising aspect of this documentation process was that some of the
sculptures were like instant replays of m y immediate present, even revealing data
of which I w a s not consciously aware at the time of making the work. The
analysis of this process gave m e a greater self-awareness and also a grounding for
the next stage of m y development as an artist/psychologist/man. This is the
reported experience of m a n y autobiographers. For example, I could identify with
George Johnston w h o , through his autobiographical trilogy,44 was "changed by
the very process of writing about his life and suffers a modern existential
anguish".45 Objectifying m y personal thoughts and histories in clay and in words
served as a sort of unveiling of shrouded consciousnesses. S o m e of what was
uncovered is the subject of the next chapter which looks more closely at m y
childhood.
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Robert Lawler, 'Earth Honouring: The New Male Sexuality'. (Audio tape of uncertain origin).
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Chapter 4

PORT K E M B L A — G R O W I N G UP MASCULINE

Port Kembla—industrial town in the fifties. M e n played sport and were employed
in or around the steel industry. There was not much sophistication in the living—
life was generally focused on middle/working class values. I remember it as a
very male culture. There were three hotels in Wentworth Street—'MEN O N L Y '
bars, with wives outside the doors on the footpath, pleading with husbands to
come h o m e for tea. The hard work ethic was applauded. 'Steelworks Macho'
was the dominant culture and football was the heroic sport.
Sydney was two hours away by car and the escarpment was ever-present as a
barrier dividing city from country. The steel town was separate from the glamour
of city sophistication. W e believed our positioning as poor country cousins.
My father worked in Port Kembla, so that is where I grew up. I could speculate
about m y different fate as a m a n had m y father been a lawyer on the North Shore
of Sydney, or an international concert pianist. But he was an engineer, and
growing up in Port Kembla in the fifties prescribed a certain type of masculinity.
It was not wise to entertain any feelings of being different in that time and place.
Developing and exploring one's sexuality as a Methodist boy in 1960s Port
Kembla was quite different from the same process for boys of the next generation.
Obviously 'another time, another place' is a hypothetical situation, but it serves to
point out the type of journey that was available to me.
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The

Radiogram

The radiogram icon arrived in our loungeroom in 1953, two days
before my favourite grandmother died. It was custom built in Sydney.
The Macauleys who used to be neighbours had a similar unit, so I
guess we went to the same factory on their recommendation.

I

remember the family pilgrimage to the cabinet-maker's workshop to
choose the design, or maybe it was for thefinalinspection before
delivery. We probably tied the trip in with a visit to my less favourite
grandparents at Willoughby. It was certainly one of those 'how long
until we get there, Dad?' days. We drove in the green Oldsmobile with
its yellow-brown leather seats and a rope passenger strap across the
back of the front seat.
Walnut veneer, rounded corners, with a lift top to load our two LP
records—Mario Lanza as "The Student Prince", and Gordon

MacRae

and Shirley Jones singing "Oklahoma". LP's were priced at a constant
£2.12.6 or 52/6dfor quite a few years. If you had six LP's they could
all be loaded above the turntable together to plop down automatically
one by one on top of each other. The old twelve inch records crashed
rather than plopped
The beige crushed velvet covering the speakers was sumptuous and
was irresistible to my seven-year-oldfingers,but I was forbidden to
touch it. I used to lie on the floor listening to the hi-fidelity sound as
my wanderingfingerssecretly felt the pile of the fabric bend and spring
and change direction as I stroked it. The radiogram was around the
corner in the loungeroom so no-one could see me do it.
Because it was around the corner my uncle could stand in the doorway
near the radiogram and divide his attention between talking to my
mother preparing meals in the kitchen and at the same time expose
himself to me as I listened to the serials—more forbidden touching.
This must have been after hefinishedwork, aboutfive-thirty,because
"Greenbottle" was the serial on at that time.

/ was fascinated by his erectile mechanism. He called it 'him'. I was
also fascinated by the mechanism which kept the lid open. It made a
dry metallic scraping sound as the lid was pushed up. And then to
lower it you pushed it a bit further up until it clicked and then was able
to be closed. If you put yourfingerin, you could trip the catch so it
wouldn't lock open—little boy's seven-year-old fingers, touching,
investigating.
Classical music was never played by my parents. (My uncle had a lot
of classical music and books. We had Reader's Digest Condensed
Books.) I became familiar with the theme music to "Blue Hills",
listened to religiously by my less favourite grandparents on their two
fortnightly visits each year—lots of chinking of cups of tea on saucers
with buttered wheatmeal biscuits, and lots ofsh-ing to remind us that
children were to be seen and not heard. "Portia Faces Life" was on in
the morning if I was off school sick or on holidays. Then there was the
"JackDavey Show" and Bob and Dolly Dyer's "Pick A Box" (my first
memory of an American accent). On Saturday nights there was "Jack
Papworth's Old Time Dance", broadcastfromthe Albert Palais.
My knowledge of music grew from hungry listening to "Sound Stage",
or was it "Show

Time"?

Anyway

the theme music was

Oscar

Hammerstein's "Carousel Waltz". And then there was "Australia's
Amateur Hour" and "The Gladys Moncrief Show". (Her house with
sandstone retaining walls and arched gate was on the Princes Highway
at Blakehurst, a few doors from Bob and Dolly Dyer's green and black
mansion. A high point of any trip to Sydney was to be able to pick
these out as we drove past in the green 1955 Holden, registration plates
BKZ205.) Gladys Moncrief singing "Vilia" from Lehar's "The Merry
Widow" was a magic escape world for me, beyond the mundaneness of
my Port Kembla

existence. And other Broadway

"Brigadoon" and "Paint Your Wagon"

musicals like

also fed my fantasy. I

remember feeling embarrassed about my eagerness to listen to such
radio programs. The best times were when the rest of the family was
busily doing other things. I was secretly relieved to be left to my own
devices because I could lose myself in the magic world of radio without
feeling self-conscious about my 'sissy' tastes.

Inevitably I was moulded by m y particular social milieu of post-war Port Kembla.
But m y misfit status made the moulding process painful. A s a child I played the
violin, was small of stature, spoke well, did not play football, went to church,
liked art and was too scared to fight other boys. M y self-image was developed
through contact with the people I mixed with, and h o w I thought they perceived
m e , especially during m y childhood and adolescence. M y brother w h o is almost
twelve years younger than I had a vastly different socialisation, with the same
parents in a world that had moved on a long way from m y childhood.
I still remember starting school, at age five, when I was thrust into a new and
terrifying environment away from m y mother and the security of home. I
experienced the authority of new and different w o m e n , as teachers, and then new
and different male teachers. For the first time I became aware that I was different
and that not everybody was a 'nice' person. S o m e kids were dirty, and different,
and had funny names, and ate different food for lunch, and smelled, and had
mothers w h o went to work, and had parents w h o did not come to the Mothers'
Club and to the Parents' and Citizens' Club, and w h o were allowed to come to
school with no shoes. I discovered teachers w h o could be nasty. I discovered
kids w h o could be cruel, w h o liked to victimise other kids like me.
My mother 'ran' the canteen, and the Mothers' Club, and my father 'ran' the
Parents' and Citizens' Club of the Port Kembla Public School. In the days when
responsible committees of Mothers' Clubs discovered the nutritional value of
"Oslo" lunches distributed from 'milk sheds' at schools, the aluminium cups
which contained our daily dose of calcium-rich milk always had a residual smell
of sour milk. The memory of putting them to m y lips still makes m e grimace, with
vivid olfactory recall. At the time when the same responsible committee inflicted
peanut butter and honey on brown bread as a sensible lunch for m e as a school
child, some kids' parents would allow them to go across the road and buy a pie
from the pie shop next to the Fire Station. O h h o w I longed to be allowed that
freedom. M y sense of being different even existed in a simple thing like buying
m y lunch. M y hand-knitted school jumper, m y look-alike Stamina school
trousers and m y imitation Globite school case also marked out m y difference.
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I liked taking flowers to the teachers, and taking them gifts at the end of each year.
I remember picking rose buds and asparagus fern at h o m e (or from M r s
Anderson's garden—j^he had better flowers) and wrapping the stems in the foil
wrapping saved carefully from chocolate blocks and Easter eggs. I would
smuggle them across the school playground and along the corridor to the office of
Miss Fawcett, the Headmistress, hoping no-one would see m e , especially not
another child. I remember cringing w h e n a teacher or parent (perhaps M r s Pratt)
m a d e a loud fuss in the corridor about what a nice boy I was to bring Miss Fawcett
flowers. I liked being the teacher's pet, especially with w o m e n teachers. Even at
age five or six conflict surrounded the fact that I wanted recognition and praise and
I wanted to please people, and I wanted to show them that I liked them, and I
aspired to this in all ways.

In these years school authorities continued to assume the role of making their boy
students into m e n by perpetuating the heroic, male-dominant standards of pre-War
Australia. Ehrenreich states:
the breadwinner ethic was the only normal state for an adult male, and
that the achievement of maturity necessitated the successful completion
of a number of 'life tasks' namely marriage and fatherhood. Failure to
complete these tasks was incompatible with adult masculinity; those
w h o failed were characterised as either not fully adult, or not fully
masculine.46
However, these pre-war values sat uncomfortably amongst Australian culture as it
settled back into a peacetime routine. The turmoil of 1939-1945 had changed
expectations so that the rules for post-war, Western males were unclear. For boys
at school and at home, role model teachers and fathers were undergoing change.
Buchbinder saw that "they had been emasculated by the very practice—war—
which had traditionally allowed m e n to display masculine qualities such as
courage, fortitude, endurance, stoicism and sheer physical strength...the old w a y
of life for m e n had been radically, irrevocably arrested then altered".47 It is ironic,
with respect to this research, that m y father felt a strong sense of rejection,
possibly a blow to his sense of being a m a n , w h e n the Government would not
allow him to go to war because he worked in the 'essential' industry of
shipbuilding. I can only speculate on the possible effects that a greater exposure to
the 'world of m e n ' on the battle front m a y have had on his subsequent relationship
with m e . Although I have written extensively about m y relationship with m y

^Barbara Ehrenreich, in Chapman & Rutherford, p. 233.
David Buchbinder. Masculinities and Identities. Melbourne University Press, Melbourne,
1994, p. 9.
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father in this paper there were other m e n and boys outside the family w h o were
also important to m y development. They all contributed to m y overall concept of
masculinity.
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Man 1

Mr Vandenberg was myfirstmale teacher and I wanted to please him.
I was about eight. I guess he was mid-twenties because he married
Miss Brickwag around this time. She had taught me for a month in my
first year of school when I was in Transition, a grade that doesn 't exist
now, between Kindergarten and First Class. Primary school classes
were segregated in the 1950s. Male teachers taught boys and female
teachers taught girls. Playgrounds were also segregated all through my
schooling. Vandenberg had a pipe for smoking, which was also a
useful tool of attack on the heads of errant boys. Fortunately I was a
good speller so I was often the spectator when other boys were
punished. "Don't be a goose all your life!" was the usual admonition
as he threw chalk, again aimed at the head of some inattentive boy. He
was the first person I recognised as having a conscious program to
make me feel different. He would have seen it as a campaign to make
me integrate with the other boys. But Vandenberg saw sport as the
measure of manhood. He could not conceive that any boy would not
thrive on playing football and cricket. So when he encountered my
reluctance to play in the under-six-stone-seven football team, and my
ready ability to drop the cricket ball (because it stung) he belittled me
with sarcasm at every opportunity on the sportingfield.I already
regarded myself as substandard, relative to my sports-minded peers,
but now with sport as a formal requirement of my schooling it was no
longer possible to remain inconspicuous. The Vandenberg attitude was
pervasive in encouraging the boys in their anti-intellectual, macho
thinking. My sense of isolation grew in that environment. I became
the kid who was sent on messages to other teachers, sometimes
because I was academically good, but more often because the sporting
activity could do without me.

/ normally suffered this embarrassment in silence and never told my
parents because I already sensed my father's disappointment in my
non-sporting disposition. I didn't want this officially acknowledged at
home too. However, one day my Fourth Class teacher, Mr Morrissey,
took the victimisation too far and nearly broke me, and I needed my
parents to defend me. I did not have the same natural ability in maths
as I had in spelling. But neither was I at the bottom of the class. On
this day I had made a mistake in an arithmetic test and I could not
understand the teacher's explanation. Although there were others with
far more errors than me, I was marched to the front of the room, held
by the back of the neck at point blank range from the solution written
on the blackboard, and had my head repeatedly bashed against the
board, supposedly to get the message through. After my parents' visit
to the Principal's office next day Morrissey was mysteriously removed
from the staff and transferred to another school.

I still remember that head-banging event as a time of solidarity with m y parents.
Violence was not approved of in m y family. I learned that it was not acceptable to
express anger through violence. In fact I learned that it was not acceptable to
express anger at all. This was a virtue to be cultivated. This displayed a dignity
befitting a m a n , along with other emotions stifled in order to project a socially
acceptable version of masculinity. I still do not express m y anger.
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Appendectomy

An appendectomy is pretty serious stuff for an eleven year old boy.
When the pre-op nurse was shaving the area to be incised and said
jokingly "we won't shave any further down—there's nothing to shave"
in an effort to put me at ease, I remember she actually caused me
embarrassment

acute enough to match the state of my appendix.

Then, after the surgery the beaming Sister Crux, observing my selfperceived grave state of health, said, "don't worry—you're not going
to die ". Not what a boy wanted to hear when what he needed was a
mum to fuss and sympathise a bit in response to his tears.
But at age eleven one was assumed to be becoming a man in my family,
with high school only a few months away. Tears of self-pity would
not have been approved of. My pragmatic parents would not have seen
any need to be there as I emerged from the recovery ward, nor to visit
me more than once each day for the week I was hospitalised—that
would have been seen as overdoing the attention on the somewhat
austere Duncan agenda.
I learned not to ask for attention and not to expect it, in order to avoid
disappointment. That sort of toughness was what men should display.
But the feeling of distance and abandonment

became familiar. I

remember it early when my parents sent me to a sex education lecture,
age ten or eleven, but did not go with me. I remember it later when I
completed myfirsttertiary qualification and they did not come to my
graduation ceremony.
Because they did not celebrate such high points of my life with me I
found it easy to distance myself from my own self-worth, gradually
displaying a more inert facade. That was a safer base from which to
operate my life.

Even n o w school days evoke the most unpleasant memories for m e . Those years
were permeated with "the unrelieved perception of being less than"4* and I was
desperate to escape that status. Colmer refers to the Australian male's straggle
between the developing self and the pressures of a highly conformist society as a
significant source of discomfort.49

Monette offers a parallel American

school/sport example:
The g y m was the third and final strike that proved I was a loser going
in. For at Andover a strong body was the vessel of a strong mind, and
two hours of teaming occupied the centre of every afternoon....Words
cannot even approximate the bone-zero dread I felt, w h o had only
played the outermost outfield, cringing at every fly ball.50
In a similar way, my being emasculated on the grounds of not participating in
sport caused continuous pain. The prospect of leaving school w h e n I was
eighteen promised to be the great escape. In the meantime I escaped whenever
possible into the more comfortable areas of art and music. F r o m Monette's
autobiography, I read with empathy, " M y failure to achieve the school's idea of
manhood proved to m e that I was no m a n at all. For there was no other kind".51 I
desperately wanted to belong somewhere and I had to m a k e up the deficiency.
But, of course, w h e n I left school and worked at the steelworks I met the same
value judgements which regarded sport as the true measure of manhood, and art
and music as totally irrelevant. According to Colmer, "Contempt for the intellect,
worship of sport and a deep suspicion towards the arts have m a d e it difficult in
Australia for the artist as a young m a n to pursue his calling with any
confidence". 52 This was certainly the situation in Port Kembla during m y
adolescence w h e n m y values were being explored and developed.

I had

aspirations towards intellectual pursuits, I hated sport with a passion and I had a
great affinity for the arts—just the attributes Colmer prescribes for a retarded and
under-confident development, and a healthy environment for 'poofter-bashing'. I
therefore had to develop a dual personality to survive as a m a n and I cultivated
supportive friendships with other young m e n w h o were similarly escaping the pain
of being misfits.

48paul Monette, Becoming A Man: Half A Life Story, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Florida, 1992,
p. 64.
49
Colmer, p. 13.
50
Monette p. 62
SlMonettep. 64.
52
Colmer, p. 13.
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Man 2

We were friends all through high school. He had gone to a Catholic
school before we met and he lived in a working class suburb a few
miles from me, in a housing commission house with worn lino on the
floors. Frank was very intelligent, but inside the house was a cultural
desert—no books, no music lessons, no art. His father worked at the
steelworks, I think as a tradesman or a labourer. I clearly understood
Frank's drive to use education as a means of escaping the stigma he felt
from his working class family background, especially when I visited
his home. His father was usually down at the pub, or sitting on the
brown vinyl nite-n-day divan in the darkened loungeroom listening to
the races on the transistor at the same time as he watched the football on
the TV, with a bottle of KB at hand. The form guide, from that section
of the paper which I alwaysflickedpast, was usually open on the
kitchen table.
His family was very kind to me and I was always made to feel
welcome, but I felt that his parents were from a completely different
planet to mine. They both smoked too and always smelled of nicotine
and had yellowed fingers. I remember his mother having a bad
smokers' cough and a rough, smokers' throat when she spoke. I was
afraid of her coarseness. I think they liked greyhounds too. I was
convinced that only lower class people followed the 'Dapto Dogs'. I
never once saw them entertain at home in seven years and I don't think
their social life went any further than the local RSL club. On the day of
his sister's wedding I remember feeling embarrassment for Frank when
I saw his mother leave the house wearing a very ordinary cardigan and
carrying a handbag that did not match her shoes.
I never understood the anomalous role that going to Mass every Sunday
played in their lives because Catholics were a mystery to my Protestant
naivety. There was a Bible in the house because the mother had
converted from the Anglican Church to Catholicism on her marriage,
which was also beyond my comprehension. In the fifties Catholic
services in Port Kembla were still in Latin and only the priest, Father
Gallagher, read the Scriptures. To me this seemed like an easy way out
because I had to labour through learning the catechism and reading

passages from the Bible each week in front of the Methodist youth
group.

And

then to add

to my

confusion about religious

denominations, when I wasfifteenmy sister married a Catholic. Father
Gallagher officiated and my mother wore a green ensemble with
matching handbag and shoes.
I guess I felt a sense of superior separation from Frank's family
environment. There was no obvious reason for our compatibility,
considering the differences in socio-economic levels and religious
backgrounds. And yet we became quite inseparable. We both dreaded
the sportingfieldand I guess we could have been seen as similar in
other ways. We were both slightly sibilant, had two older sisters and a
younger brother, and I respected and admired his superior intelligence,
especially in Maths.
Ii is interesting to note with hindsight that, despite my sexual precocity,
Frank was never a part of my sexual activity or fantasy. In fact, I don't
remember

us ever having intimate discussions about sex, and yet

during those years Ifrequentlyhad such discussions with other peers
both inside and outside my school life. I do remember defending
Frank's reputation whenever cruel, macho schoolboy insinuations were
made about him being 'queer'. This was during my first intense burst
of Christianity, between the ages of twelve and sixteen, when I would
respond to dirty jokes and related conversation with a pious "That's not
very nice!"

However,

I always defended underdogs because I

personally knew the pain of being singled out as being different. In my
relationship with Frank it was as if we had an unspoken mutual
agreement about some off-limits areas of our lives.
A year after we finished school, when Frank's homosexuality was
declared, I was shocked and felt as though he had betrayed me. To
think that I had defended his sexual integrity even as recently as a week
before made

me feel very foolish. To cover my hurt pride and

embarrassment I responded with declarations of moral judgement and
disgust. A more honest assessment of the situation would be that he
had acted in a way that I wanted to act.

A s an adolescent in Port Kembla I was constantly confronted by m y mismatch
with the prevailing standards of masculinity. In m y working class environment
conforming to the average was applauded. A n y 'tall poppy' behaviour was
quickly ridiculed and victimised. Most of this was experienced in the school
playground, or was m y perception of what m y family thought. I guess they voted
Liberal and I remember the waterside workers as one topic of family
disapproval—their frequent work stoppages on the wharves used to be given over
the radio just after the funeral announcements each evening. However, through
Frank 53 I was able to acquire a first-hand view of working class values to help
form some values of m y own. Here was a family that clearly had no pretences
about life and no apparent aspirations to change their status, except for Frank. But
not all Port Kembla families lacked ambition for their children.

53Refer Man 2 Story, this document.
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3

David Vance and I both went to Sunday School at the Port Kembla
Methodist Church. He had rosy cheeks and old parents. His mother
never worked when I knew her and his father was a sales assistant in a
hardware store. His mother fussed over him. We didn't have much to
do with each other as kids. We did not really connect until we had
finished high school.
When we both studied Metallurgy at Wollongong Technical College we
became inseparablefriendsfor a few years. We devoured classical
music together. David already knew a lot about music and I was greedy
to know more. I urgently wanted tofillwhat I considered to be a great
lack in my cultural training. We went to Sydney Symphony Orchestra
performances together and to Musica Viva concerts in Wollongong.
Romola Costantino was the pianist at one concert in the Wollongong
Town Hall. We were amused at the way her bottom rose from the
piano stool each time she accented her playing with full, two—handed
chords. In thefrontrow of the audience there was an asthmatic child.
As the wheezes crescendoed the chords became more violent and so the
synchronous bottom lifted higher. Her gaze left the keyboard and
became a sideways glare until finally she stopped playing and
demanded to have the child removed.
When David was twenty his father died. We went together to the Daily
Mercury office to place the notice in the obituary column. The office
woman at the desk asked for details in hushed tones. "Ah... when had
we... ah... lossst Mr Vance?"

David replied in his accustomed

irreverent manner that we hadn't "... ah... lossst" him—he had merely
died. There were frequent bouts of hysterical laughter around such
irreverences, and especially about the Methodist years. (Old Miss Tulip
snoring in church. Mrs Naggs's 'red-ned' drink at Sunday School
picnics.) David was the church organist until his irreverence finally
became so noticeable that it could be no longer tolerated by the church
fathers, and mothers.

We discovered wine together—both boys from non-drinking, nonsmoking families—usually cheap flagon sauterne at exhibition
openings. I smoked a pipe and grew a beard. We both smoked
cigarettes and went to the theatre—"Green Julia" at the Ensemble and
"Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead" at The Parade. We were
both silenced by the film version of "Lord of the Flies" at the
Wintergarden at Rose Bay. We talked with great animation about
sitting behind the orchestra in the Sydney Town Hall watching Moshe
Atzmon 'feel' the notes as he conducted. We talked about sex from a
distance, but never about personal experiences.
From the onset of my second serious religious phase when I was
twenty-two the Vance sort of humour disappeared from my life. Life
became serious and responsible.

Of course m y memories of the Port Kembla years are not all sad ones but they are
certainly lacking in colour, like an album of old sepia-toned photographs. The
anecdotes I have included are selections from this album, giving retrospective
glimpses of h o w it was for m e across the first twenty years. I can only k n o w a
'Port Kembla' childhood, so for m e these personal stories are significant in
moulding m y responses to the more general cultural changes in masculinity
discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5

MASCULINITY A N D CULTURAL C H A N G E SINCE THE 1950s.

The developments in m y life as a m a n were a function of the w a y our culture has
changed in the past fifty years. Lynne Segal proposed that there were "at least two
opposed faces of masculinity in the 50s. There was the n e w family m a n , content
with house and garden. A n d there was the old wartime hero, w h o put 'freedom'
before family and loved ones".54 Other possible masculinities emerged from the
gulf between these old and n e w values. S o m e m e n continued to model themselves
on their fathers and grandfathers, oblivious to, or ignoring, the n e w options.
Others responded with confusion because the rules had changed and the
boundaries, which had for a time traditionally separated male and female gender
roles, were less clearly defined as they adjusted to the n e w order. Male role
models in Australia have continued to change dramatically. M y masculinity was
moulded by values that have been in a state of flux for most of the twentieth
century.
Patriarchal dominance and the imbalance of gender roles was a social and political
issue before the turn of the century so change was inevitable with the women's
vote. "By the 1920s", as Marilyn Lake has observed, "misogynists were in retreat;
the culture had been, to a degree, 'feminised'".55 Whereas traditional masculinity
had been defined in terms of responsible breadwinning during the Second World
W a r this definition w a s destabilised as " w o m e n were called out in increasing
numbers to take their places in occupations previously designated inappropriate for
t h e m — o n the production line, in the transport industry, in factories, on the farms
and in the defence forces, fulfilling 'male' roles".56 Changes in response to
feminism in the past twenty years have led to n e w research into masculinity and
homosexuality, both male and female, which reveals what masculinity looks like
n o w and h o w it has evolved. Prior to this time there was a great lack of substantial
informed discussion into homosexuality, and outside the A c a d e m y it w a s

^^Lynne Segal, 'Look Back In Anger', in Chapman & Rutherford, p. 88.
^Marilyn Lake, 'The Politics of Respectability: Identifying the Masculinist Context', in S.
Magery, S. Rowley & S. Sheridan (eds.), Debutante Nation, Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1993, p.
14.
56(3ary Wotherspoon (ed.), Being Different, Hale & Ironmonger, Sydney, 1986, p. 16.
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"practically a 'taboo' subject in Australian society".57 McGregor, writing in the
late sixties, continues, "it is rarely discussed, there is virtually no literature upon it,
and the mass media think twice before they even allow the word to appear in print
or over the air".58 Subsequently the research expanded and in Plummer's survey
of the emerging literature of the time he found:
The most prominent early text of gay male theory was Dennis Airman's
(1971) Homosexual: Liberation/Oppression, which sets up a range of
debates to be constantly refined over the next twenty years....Altaian's
work, like so m u c h of his time, w a s informed partly by a Marxist
Freudianism and partly by the counterculture of the late 1960s,
bringing a certain optimism about the possibilities of liberation.59
The focus of my writing, so far, links the definition of masculinity to the effects
familial relations, mostly because that is the subject matter of m u c h of m y
discussion with clients in therapy. However, a broader perspective is needed to
acknowledge s o m e of the larger socio-economic forces at play. A s McGregor
wrote prophetically in the mid-sixties, "Australia is an intensely parochial,
masculine and conformist country becoming less so".60
McGregor cites the growth of white-collar workers as one of the most profound
social changes in Australia since the end of the war. "For the first time in
Australian history there are n o w more white-collar workers w h o sit behind a desk
or sell things than skilled and unskilled workers w h o m a k e a living with their
hands."61 In the workforce 'real men' were traditionally associated with physical
strength applied to manual labour, but as technology has progressed the decline in
manual work has diminished the concept of this image of masculinity. This icon
of hard work is further undermined by the employment of w o m e n to n o w push the
same buttons of heavy industry as the m e n , so changing the politics of a
previously male-exclusive domain.

In the fifties in Australia the changes in ethnicity also affected the historical ba
of male society. A s our migrant nationality mix changed, our assumed, white
Anglo-Saxon supremacy was challenged, as "the arrival of so m a n y migrants with
radically different customs...forced Australians to change their scale of
values...but it will be s o m e time before Australians lose their suspicion of
outsiders and those w h o do not fit easily into the native pattern".62 The pecking

57craig McGregor, Profile of Australia, Penguin, England, 1968, p. 65.
^McGregor, p. 65.
^Plummer, p. 7.
^McGregor, p. 54.
61
McGregor, p. 105.
62
McGregor, p. 47.
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order of our class consciousness moved from being defined by wealth to being
established on racial grounds. During m y schooling in a locality affected by high
migration impact I certainly learned to consider non-English-speaking students
(and Australian Aborigines) as lesser peers. After all, most of them were the
offspring of m e n (and w o m e n ) working as mere labourers at the Steelworks,
which by default displaced m y middle-class parenting to a higher relative social
elevation. A similar shift occurred amongst white Australian (Anglo-Saxon)
w o m e n w h e n they saw middle-European w o m e n enter the workforce in factories
as labourers.
These 'foreigners', or "NAs"63 as we smugly referred to them in code, challenged
our heterosexual equilibrium with the spectacle of their 'strange' customs. A s w e
saw these patriarchs sitting around like groups of peasants in front yards, as w e
saw m e n physically touching each other and actually kissing to greet each other,
w e began to feel colonised by their presence. A major shift c a m e as time
progressed and they began to build newer and bigger houses than ours in 'our'
neighbourhood, as they began to buy fruit shops and real estate businesses, and as
they began to marry our w o m e n . The colonisation shifted to become integration.
I remember associating migrants with an earthy sexuality too, unlike that of my
o w n culture. Visiting their Nissan huts at the migrant hostel I saw the close living
as inevitable informer of 'what parents did'—our doors to bedrooms and
bathrooms were always closed or ajar. I heard the migrant kids speaking of bodily
functions with a frankness and awareness that I envied. I remember once seeing
two naked Italian m e n , skylarking and jostling in m o c k anal intercourse, in the
open in a swimming pool change room, and at other times migrant m e n in the
Steelworks shower rooms walking around fully exposed while the 'Australians'
carefully wrapped towels around their lower bodies. I therefore perceived a sort
of Continental exotica with respect to masculinity and sexuality, which I can
assume was more widespread than just where I grew up. A n e w wave of similar
cultural challenge has occurred more recently with the large influx of Asian
migrants or visitors in the last ten to fifteen years.
D'Emilio argued "that two aspects of capitalism—wage labour and commodity
production—created the social conditions that m a d e possible the emergence of a
distinctive gay and lesbian identity"64 and thus further m o v e d the balance of
hegemonic heterosexuality by the introduction of alternate masculinities. I

6 3 New Australians.
^D'Emilio, p. 3.
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unwittingly tapped into these sorts of changes and created a particular masculinity.
With hindsight I have been able to interrogate the circumstances of m y past, as
recorded in this writing, to form a more acceptable .self-image. Similarly, E d m u n d
White, in writing his story, began by saying, 'This separation of a quarter-century
helped to promote the calm, .self-accepting tone of this n e w novel. If I'd hated
myself as a boy and adolescent, I n o w felt an affection for the miserable kid I'd
once been, a retrospective kindliness one might call "the pederasty of
autobiography".65
For my generation significant change also occurred because, amongst other
reasons, television and adolescence arrived simultaneously. T o fill the shortfall of
suitable traditional family examples, w e were able to draw on a n e w flood of m e n
as role models of masculinity portrayed in cinema and television. "Theriseof the
n e w man," says C h a p m a n , "coincided with developments in advertising which
were moving from product-based to lifestyle advertising".66 Frank's67 working
class cultural desert began to blossom. M y limited world of radio fantasy opened
up into a panorama of possibilities. The pain of school life and the sense of being
misfits in our environments took on a n e w sense of transience for both of us.
Seeing worlds beyond Port Kembla was exciting, informative and nourishing. At
the same time it was frustrating because as the media and entertainment industries
invaded our private lives in this n e w w a y they accelerated the growth of a
tantalising beauty myth which was evolving around masculinity. They exposed us
to more things about which w e could be insecure. According to Lawler,
Hollywood took over the role as "image projector for the masses",68 previously
filled by European Christianity and earlier by Greek mythology. In our h u m a n
frailty w e are susceptible to such modelling influences as w e look for god-like
ideals to which w e can aspire.
The 'Hollywood' factor in the Australian media and entertainment industries
provides copious image models from which boys m a y choose.

However,

'choosing' implies more control of the process than actually occurs. In reality w e
are involuntarily and constantly flooded with innumerable, random, potential rolemodelling influences. W e respond to very different cultural influences compared
with our grandparents, for w h o m this particular type of psychological flooding did
not exist either in quantity or content. The most obvious signs of change, relevant
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to this study, are the visual representations of masculinity in television, cinema and
advertising which n o w continuously bombard the collective social mind with
information about m e n , m u c h of which is subliminally perceived. Each n e w
billboard advertising image or magazine cover male is loaded with the latest, most
up to date, instant data on what it is to be a m a n at that moment, with a n e w and
more updated view soon displacing that image for the next moment. This
dispensing of reference information is analogous to the frames of a documentary
movie film, which plays back its record of society at an ever-increasing rate. W e
strive to respond to these renewed images out of a sense of personal insecurity.
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Bandstand

Watching Brian Henderson's "National Bandstand" on the seventeen inchAstor
television was a ritual at David's place every weekend. It was black and white, of
course, but they had a three-toned plastic sheetfixedto thefrontof the screen
which was supposed to make the picture look coloured. It was worth watching
right to the end to see all those gawks dancing around Brian, trying to elbow their
way into view of the camera to wave to their mums, because sometimes you 'd
know about someone from Port Kembla who had a ticket to be in the audience.
We only ever saw about one person that we recognised, but there were lots of look
alikes that we almost recognised and wished we were them.
Some of the stars, like Johnny O'Keefe singing "Shout", Col Joye, The Allen
Brothers, and The Delltones, had the sort of clothes we all wanted. And they
could do the latest dance steps, like "The Madison". I was never allowed to go to a
rock concert at the Stadium in Sydney to see them live. But at home we had "The
Tornadoes", the Goodger boys from Windang, who used to perform at the
Saturday afternoon dance at the Port Kembla Band Hall. We all tried to look very
cool, emulating "Bandstand" behaviour, doing "The Madison" Port Kembla style,
impressing all the girls with the latest 'star' talk. We all had long, slim, black
'Kookie' combs

69

to groom our Brylcreamed hair and David even had a 'Kookie

jacket'—a sort of cotton jacket/shirt with a striped falsefrontsewn in. I had a
striped shirt, a poor relation of the real thing, but the 'Kookie' comb protruded
proudly from the pocket. I could afford the genuine comb.

69Kookie' was a character in the television series Seventy-Seven Sunset Strip.
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Every boy's need to have a 'Kookie' comb, or any equivalent signifier of current
adolescent masculinity, was greatly exacerbated by the advent of television. A s
discussed at the beginning of this chapter, its effects were not all negative if, for
example in Frank's case,70 it could provide positive stimulation not being offered
within the family environment. O n the other hand, there are some obvious moral
problems with the w a y in which television advertising manipulates the public. Its
pervasive presence in the h o m e moulds and constructs social values from a very
young age, regardless of socio-economic status and often beyond the control of
parents. For example, child-directed advertising for toys informs both children
and adults about what 'real' boys need for successful boyhood amongst their
peers, and what trappings constitute successful parenting of sons. Parallels can be
drawn for clothing advertising which remains gender-specific through to
adulthood.

Sports apparel is a particularly high pressure market area for

conformity, because, as Dyer observes, it provides "the most c o m m o n
contemporary source of male imagery—not only in pin-ups of sportsmen, but in
the sports activities of film stars, pop stars and so on". 71 The multi-level use of
such public imagery reflects and dictates social m o o d s and trends, but at the same
time it can set up a frustration of unattainability.
Rowena Chapman refers to "the increasing importance of advertising in
propagating the ideal of the n e w man". 7 2 O n e of the more insidious aspects with
respect to gender role construction is the selection of a specific type of male model
for use in advertisements. Models are usually chosen because of an overlay of
above-average charisma, be it sexual, physical or psychological. The subliminal
message links ownership of the featured product with the personal attributes of the
male used to display it. The affluent drinker, the m a c h o smoker, the athletic
wearer of sunglasses, or the expensively-attired airline traveller all convey the
message content of the advertisement more forcefully because 'ideal' m e n are used.

70Refer Man 2 Story, this document.
71
Richard Dyer, Only Entertainment, Routledge, London, 1992, p. 114.
2
7 Chapman, in Chapman & Rutherford, p. 230.
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'Ideal' m e n cast as actors for television soap operas provide anotherrichsource of
role model influence. There is a great deal of 'boy next door' appeal to allow an
easy, seductive identification between viewer and character. The m e n of Country
Practice, Neighbours

or E-Street for example are usually accessible to a wide

range of people and contribute to the perpetuation of the middle-class, patriarchal
status quo of male roles because their daily lives appear to revolve around
situations the viewer k n o w s well. However, closer analysis shows these heroes to
be super-real survivors of more than a lifetime's worth of traumas and triumphs in
the space of a few months of one life. Regardless of this incredible superhumanity, the words and actions of such heroes are significant factors in educating
the public on what it is to be a man. In school playground conversation amongst
teenagers I hear them referred to as real-life people. Although the marketing aim is
to entertain by telling a good story, it again operates via a multi-layered process.
The plot is often constructed with didactic and moralistic purpose in the script
writing, but running concurrently below this are streams of subliminal processing
as the viewer reads the images according to his o w n existing personality data.
Psychological transference from such input data enables children to construct their
concepts of manhood, and society in general, and then act according to their
internalisation of the values. Cranny-Francis's writing about girls can be readily
extrapolated to apply to boys, when she says:
B y watching soap operas teenage girls are learning our society's
narrative about our society... In learning our society's narrative about
itself, these girls are learning not to question anomalies or injustices;
they are learning not to see them.73
Moving from the lower soapie scale to the more high-flying and fantastic life-style
examples of Dallas or LA Law, viewer identification with the actors m o v e s
towards a m o d e of wishful thinking, and aspiring to things less accessible. At the
E-Street level one sees 'masculinity' embodied in a pair of $100 Levi jeans, or a
'Kookie' comb, in which the average viewer can afford to invest to conform to that
ideal. However, at the Dallas level, or with the heroes of the large cinema screen,
the equivalent signifier is a million-dollar yacht, which although clearly
inaccessible, is still part of that same continuum which defines a wished-for
masculinity.

^ 3 Anne Cranny-Francis & Patricia Palmer, 'Soap Opera as Gender Training: Teenage Girls and
T V , in T. Threadgold & A. Cranny-Francis (eds.), Feminine/Masculine and Representation, Allen
& Unwin, Sydney, 1990, p. 180.
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Masculinity is also informed by the mass media magazines. Initially the influence
was from articles on m e n , or later for m e n , within women's magazines. Gradually
it became acceptable for m e n to have their o w n glossy publications. Rutherford
cites one example of change w h e n in 1986 "the British publishers of The Face
produced the first self-conscious, non-pornographic magazine for m e n , Arena. It
aimed to grab a corner of the fashion market".74 This furthered the opportunities
for gender bending and gender blurring in the popular press. Other magazines
capitalised on the trend and as C h a p m a n observes, "Cosmopolitan has done more
than any other periodical to dis.seminate the ideal of the nice n e w guy to a wider
audience, particularly significant since 2 5 % of its 360,000 monthly circulation is
male".75 Copious articles in the glossy journals discuss the 'ideal male' or 'perfect
partner', with w h o m the reader can identify personally through an abundance of
printed quick quizzes and checklists on the 'ideal husband', 'ideal lover' or 'ideal
father'.76 Magazines for m e n present 'ideal' images of m e n for m e n but w o m e n
also adopt these data as guidelines for their ideal men. So from both sexes there is
pressure for (heterosexual) m e n to conform to a particular masculinity in order to
be successful in male/female interaction. However in the 90s the factors defining
which particular masculinity are many, ranging across socio-economic levels,
popular entertainment culture, peer pressure, sexual preferences and the ebb and
flow of political trends. There is an ongoing stream of articles that attempt to stir
up debate on the n e w sexual politics and gender studies,77 but the majority of these
serve only to perpetuate the unrealistic stereotypes which our society has absorbed
mostly through media exposure. In the end the masculine ideals presented are
suffocating and unattainable becau.se they are so unstable.
As the boundaries of male gender roles have blurred, the sexual content of images
and h o w they are used in magazines has become more ambiguous. This change
has enabled greater exploitation of the eroticism of male models in promotional
market psychology.

For example, the controversial 'Sheridan Sheets'

advertisement of 1988 posed a m a n in the traditional female setting of advertising
bed linen.78 There was varied public reaction based on the perception of its erotic
content, according to the viewers' homophobia or male homosexual desire. While
the public w a s reeling with either delight or horror from the shock of such
'extremes' as the Sheridan m a n or others which tested the boundaries of moral
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comfort zones, other less confronting gender drift imagery was gradually being
assimilated into public acceptance of advertising standards. Today 'Mr Sheridan'
would pass without objection.
Behind much of the change in magazine imagery were the influences of feminism
and gay liberation on the evolution of n e w masculinities, providing secondary
gains for m u c h of Western society. A s evidence of this drift, for example,
advertising imagery has legitimised male:male touching. Today two male models
in close body contact in a clothing advertisement do not necessarily evoke the
ready, homophobic responses of the reader/observer of twenty years ago. Also
public acceptance of male nudity has changed. Cleo magazine in Australia had full
frontal male centrefolds for a time. This was ostensibly for a female audience but
there was a spillover into a wider readership. "The rise of nude male images",
Chapman suggests, "is also in part due to a thriving gay economy. This has had
an influence on heterosexual men, enabling them to treat other m e n as objects of
desire, and to give vent to a suppressed homo-eroticism".79 However, there is
still a reluctance to be totally open about these suppressions on the loose. For
example, it is interesting to observe the furtive behaviour m e n will display as they
'accidentally' c o m e across the male centrefold in magazines in unisex hairdressing
salons. Market research on the circulation of Cosmopolitan reveals more about
men's guarded attitudes. " M e n won't buy it, but they regularly read their wives'
lovers' or mothers' copies".80 This trend towards the accommodation of more
'feminine' factors into masculinity is also evident in the exploded market for male
toiletries—we can n o w call after-shave lotion 'men's cologne'—and the ways m e n
can care for their bodies without appearing less masculine. Frank Moorhouse
wrote with sensitivity about these sorts of awkward situations for men:
"There is, I have always felt," said Trenbow, "a distinctive smell to the
c i n e m a — I suspect it is celluloid and some other aroma, m a y b e from
having a large dark space from which sunlight is forever excluded."
"Smell this," Irving said impulsively, holding out his hand. " A balm
brought back by Selfridge from Greece."
There w a s a shuffling of embarrassed bemusement.
demurred at m e n wearing perfume.

Backhouse

"It's not actually a perfume," Selfridge said defensively.
supposed to be invigorating."

"It's
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Irving w a s disheartened to hear Selfridge retreating from the
ornamental, the sensual, apologising, falling back on ideas of
masculinity which belonged with the sawmillers and farmers.
"What about hair oil," said Phillip, "and mouth wash."
They all found this curious because they all used hair oil and mouth
wash. But never balms and unguents.81
It is now acceptable for all men to cross-dress amongst masculinities which has
implications for both gay and heterosexual men. It allows more m e n the freedom
to acknowledge a possible range of masculinities, in general, or specifically within
themselves. Masculinity has been liberated from the time w h e n 'real m e n ' only
wore greys, browns and whites and 'poofter-bashing' on the grounds of
appearance was commonplace. G a y male culture has often been at the front of
trends in fashion and male social behaviour. Perhaps this is because gay males are
more conscious of their appearances than non-gay males and are also more prone
to experimentation with the "manipulation of appearances—both as erotic source
and as self-defense through disguise".82 For example, in the 1980s, the gay
stereotype wore a moustache, check shirt, 501 jeans and white joggers. A s this
fashion was discarded by gay m e n it became generalised and adopted by non-gay
males. Pierced earrings and men's handbags followed the same trend. M o h r
evaluates some of these contributions to visual and aesthetic aspects of culture as
not all being equally praiseworthy:
...about 1988, fashion hit a low w h e n straight people, aping gay men's
masculine eclecticism, started wearing biker jackets with foot-long
leather cowboy fringe. O n the other hand, the Australian National
Ballet successfully, indeed strikingly, drew a bit of gay male culture
into the mainstream w h e n it used that staple of the leatherman's
wardrobe, the body harness, as the main costume and advertising
graphic for its 1990 U.S. tour of Spartacus.P
As Mort points out, observing these trends can reveal a great deal of useful
information about our culture. "Looking at the images of masculinity on offer and
listening to the marketing talk about young m e n gives us a shorthand w a y into the
sexual politics of the marketplace.'84
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Although s o m e aspects of masculinity are constructed by subliminal, passive
processes there are also some very deliberate, conscious dynamics in operation.
While s o m e m e n seem to drift into a masculine identity without any conscious
effort to define themselves m a n y m e n n o w actively seek information on h o w to be
'real men', as part of the n e w public awareness about not necessarily following in
their fathers' footsteps. However, one of the confounding issues in their
information-gathering is that 'being a man' is frequently described in terms derived
from the physicality of the body. Buchbinder analyses individual manliness as
defined "by the structure of patriarchy and, inevitably, by discourses of the
body".85 The prime agent in the promotion of the 'beauty myth' syndrome is the
visual comparison of genetically determined physique because it is ingrained in our
human interaction from early childhood. The effects can be debilitating to selfimage, as for the m a n in the following example, as he recollects his boyhood:
W e were running around on the beach, tackling and playing around.
A n d m y image, as I looked d o w n at m y legs and saw that m y thighs
were fat I w a s tackling or something—and they'd wobble like jelly.
A n d I'd never noticed them like that before, and that's something I've
still got embarrassment about. That also went along with being bigger
in the hips than other boys, and smaller in the chest. M a d e m e feel
under-confident as a male.86
Beyond the degree of body fat and some muscular development a man cannot
realistically aspire to possessing the ideals of chiselled facial features, extra height,
athletic mu^ulature, blue eyes, or bigger genitals, if they are not within his genetic
package. A n d yet, in the United States, and in other Western societies, increasing
numbers of m e n are resorting to plastic surgery for penile implants or
enlargements, as well as the more conventional cosmetic surgeries of nose
modification and facelifts.

Susan Bordo's account reveals a frightening

acceleration in body shaping:
The precision of technology of body sculpting, once the secret of the
Arnold Schwarzeneggers and Rachel McLishes of the professional
body-building world, has n o w become available to anyone w h o can
afford the price of membership in a gym....On the medical front,
plastic surgery, whose repeated and purely cosmetic employment has
been legitimised by Michael Jackson, Cher, and others, has become a
fabulously expanding industry, extending its domain from nose jobs,
face lifts, t u m m y tucks, and breast augmentations to collagen-plumped
lips and liposuction-shaped ankles, calves, and buttocks...In 1981,
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681,000 procedures were done, up to 80 percent over 1981; over half
of these were performed on patients between the ages of eighteen and
thirty-five.87
In other words men are frustrated by having no real control over those attributes
that m u c h of our society deems significant and desirable signs of masculinity and
so are turning to drastic and dangerous methods of transformation. A s irrational or
false as these physical benchmarks m a y be, they are widely perceived as real
because of our constant conditioning by the agencies of the popular press,
advertising, television and cinema, all of which act as modulators of our thinking.
M a n y of us are manipulated by concepts which are artificial, culture-specific
fabrications from a very early age. For example, pre-adolescent fantasy about
Schwarzenegger-type film star characters carries over into adult perceptions of
masculinity and power. A s Dyer points out:
Although the hyper-developed musculature of a Schwarzenegger is
regarded by most [adult]88 people as excessive, and perhaps bordering
on the fascist, it is still the case that muscularity is a key term in
appraising men's bodies. This again probably comes from m e n
themselves. Muscularity is the sign of power—natural, achieved,
phallic.89
Muscularity is associated with the erotic. For my pre-television generation, preadolescent erotic fantasy from comics was particularly informative. Middleton
applauds the positive value of comics in boyhood perception of masculinity, in
which he found that:
The celebration of manhood in erotic physical display makes these
comics one of the special areas of boys' culture. W h e r e else can they
see their desires so openly revealed, and the wonders of sheer physical
maleness celebrated so fully?90
However, although Middleton's analysis of comic content is still valid, I contend
that, in the face of moving images, any (covert) sexual intent in comics has been
superseded, or at least significantly displaced in their educative role. Seeing the
moving,ripplingmuscles of Superman on television allows a m u c h more affective
and erotic form of hero identification than was possible through the world of comic
books. A n d I would consider that m y boyhood desire to be like the young blond
Russ Tamblyn in the movie Seven Brides for Seven Brothers, and Paul N e w m a n
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in The Terrace, was m u c h more stimulated because of their lifelike, moving image
on the silver screen.
In marked contrast, there are no guarded pretences about the hypermasculinist
images in T o m of Finland's drawings. H e stated that they offered a specific form
of erotica that he blatantly intended to "stimulate people's sexual feelings, and I'm
always aware of that I always want to m a k e them come. M y motive is lower than
art".91 H e traded on the gay scene's penchant for uniforms, boots and leather,
creating images from his o w n fantasies and memories of first homosexual
experiences with Nazi soldiers in Finland. The distinctive intensity of his style,
and to a lesser extent that of Rex, 92 another artist producing erotic art for the gay
public, has had an important impact on the construction of the gay world's selfimage. A s one of his biographers wrote:
W h e n Tom's work w a s first published, homosexuals thought they had
to be imitation w o m e n , and spent their lives hiding in the shadows.
Thirty-five years later, gays were m u c h more likely to be hard-bodied
sun-lovers in boots and leather, masculinity personified. Tom's
influence in that direction was no accidental byproduct of his art. From
the beginning he consciously strove to instill in his work a positive,
up-beat openness.93
Role model information from pornographic movies fits into yet another category.
Visual impact is of prime importance. Dyer refers to the essential "role of
iconography—of dress and setting, and especially performers, the male types that
are used, porn stars' images and so on, all drenched in ideological meanings". 94
The male actors are chosen for their hunkiness and their penis size and through the
magic of film editing and replay appear to have insatiable sexual appetites and
superhuman performance abilities. However, hairiness, which is usually linked
with manliness, is rarely seen in gay porn because of its association with age and
ageing. This factor is often emphasised even further by shaving genital hair from
the actors. Apparent intelligence does not seem to be a pre-requisite on the gay
casting couch. Whereas the character development of soap opera actors through
dialogue is deliberate and appealing, in pornography the story lines and soundtrack are usually irrelevant and extremely boring. In fact, the credibility of some of
the stars is even further undermined by their amazing abilities to speak quite clearly
with their mouths very full, as w a s parodied in the movie Jesus of Montreal?5
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w h e n the actors playing porn film dubbers became confused and out of
synchronisation with the movie they were dubbing but proceeded just the same
with a "what the hec, the audience won't notice" comment. Even though Dyer
argues for the existence of visual narrative in porn I have yet to find examples
where the dialogue contributes constructively to the narrative.96 The highest points
of attempted dramatic tension rest in a "language of pornography, where the penis
is endlessly described [my emphasis] as a weapon, a tool, a source of power" but
never actually rises above a parody of master/slave submissiveness.97 So it is the
visual factors, plus the forbidden nature of the medium, which serve to reinforce a
secretly desirable masculinity contained within sexual fantasy, for some men.
In summary, these are some of the chief sources of data which men born in the last
fifty years have actively interrogated, either consciously or subconsciously, in their
developmental journey towards self-awareness. Most of them are peculiar to
post-war masculinity and serve to illustrate some of the reasons for our differences
from our fathers and grandfathers. There are different levels of engagement.
Accessing hard core pornography m a y never be included in some men's journey,
but porn derivatives are inescapable in advertising and commercial cinema.
Reading specific articles and looking at images in magazines is often a conscious,
active attempt to be informed and to identify with the published values. At a less
conscious level, responding to advertising is less immediate because the degree of
identification with the role model is masked by the identification with the product.
Similarly, identification with television and cinema stars is often subconscious and
unintentional because it is masked by the viewer's involvement in the story or plot.
Individually these sources of stimulation m a y seem of minimal impact, but
collectively they contribute to the manipulation of a perceived masculinity which
surrounds us all.
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Chapter 6

UNATTAINABLE MASCULINE IDEALSASPIRING TO BE HEROES

Gender role models are never static. They act as barometers of society, as they are
constructed and re-constructed in response to social, cultural and political m o o d s
and trends. Segal sees this dynamic as basic to self-awareness:
Gender and sexuality provide two of the most basic narratives through
which our identities are forged and developed. If there are no
certainties here, there are no certainties anywhere. In the West, at least,
w e live in subjective worlds where the dynamics of gender, tied in with
the heterosexual imperatives (or our resistance to them), provide the
foundations for our sense of self.98
Rutherford states that in the twentieth century the "marketplace has produced a
plurality of masculinities; different models of fatherhood, sexualised images of
m e n and n e w sensibilities".99 Western masculinity has never before faced such a
challenge. A s the possible range of masculinities has been publicised the reaction
has been ambivalent. S o m e m e n have remained firmly entrenched in the traditional
system, unwilling to consider change. But others, like myself, have been liberated
by a n e w awareness that their masculinity is not a static, natural part of the h u m a n
condition fixed by divine appointment.
In this discussion, masculinity, of course, cannot be separated from sexuality. A
brief discussion of s o m e of the theories of sexualities follows. At the root of these
theories there are essentialists and there are constructionists and there are others in
between, and there appears to be an ongoing and somewhat endless dialogue about
the differences. M o h r suggests that the social constructionist view has gained a
healthy dominance over the earlier traditions which saw heterosexuality as normal
and homosexuality as a disease in need of a cure, and that the current state "Within
the emerging academic discipline of lesbian and gay studies, there is nearly
universal agreement a m o n g scholars that social factors are in s o m e sense
determinant in homosexuality, that homosexuality is culturally constituted or
produced". 100
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Es.sentialist theory sees sexuality as a hereditary given, genetically defining sexual
preference and locking people into same-sex or opposite-sex attraction. This
theory is frequently used in arguments about the origins of homosexuality. So in
essentialist ancient Greece it was considered that any same-sex activity was natural
because it w a s part of the programming of the participants, and that all societies
would expect to have categories of people similarly pre-determined. That is, "that
there are objective, transcultural categories of sexual orientation".101

Plummer,

however, suggests, with some exasperation, that realistic scholarship should look
at other factors and points the pro-essentialist towards:
...antiquity where sexuality was often the right of the free male over
w o m e n , slaves and youths and where the division into heterosexual
and homosexual w a s scarcely noticed; through the creation of
distinctive sodomite cultures from the fourteenth century on; to the
homosexual peccadilloes of the sophisticated Italian elite of the
sixteenth century....Most of this work refuses to impose contemporary
ethnocentric meanings around 'the homosexual' on to the past or other
cultures; instead there is an attempt to understand the dynamics of each
time and place, to see h o w same-sex experiences emerge, are
responded to, and hence socially shaped.102
Foucault, as one of the major sexual theorists, "thinks that individuals' bodies are
blank slates on which society writes a script, which the individual then reads off to
find out w h o he is—what type of person he is".103 This agrees with the extreme
constructionists, w h o see the tabula rasa baby as moulded by society into a
particular sexuality, arbitrary in the sense that different times of social history and
different cultures grow different kinds of sexual people. Several years ago I would
have opted totally for the essentialist theory. It is far easier to claim no
responsibility for one's sexual preference in an environment that wants to lay
blame. However, having m o v e d into a n e w assurance about m y sexual identity,
m y perspective has changed. With Monette, whose sympathies are basically
essentialist, I can n o w comfortably consider other options, because "it's clear
enough that a modern queer, his brothers and sisters no longer hidden, engages in
a larger identity than his mute ancestors ever could. A self among others".104
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Marriageisamateinheaven

When I was small I used to hear my mother say, "Marriage is a mate in
heaven ". I never quite understood her meaning. I thought that perhaps
it had something to do with my grandfather's seances and spirit guides,
and I decided that I could put offfindingout until I was of marriageable
age and needed the services of someone from the other side'. When I
was much older I heard the platitude correctly—"Marriages are made in
heaven ". At the time I laughed and I thought how strange it was that I
had never picked that up, having heard it so often.
Later I became quite angry about it. What a binding philosophy! What
a guilt trip to keep people subservient to the power of the church! What
a joy-ride for patriarchy! When I got married, because I thought God
wanted me to, I realised the implications in my own life. Twenty—six
years of manipulative conditioning lay behind that decision for me.
When I left my marriage after ten years I understood the magnitude of
my actions in my parents' minds. And I also understood that there were
many other guilt trips the church had put upon my masculinity since I
was a small child. Again I was angry, and I felt cheated.

I had thought that only w o m e n were oppressed by patriarchy, until I started to
understand the chauvinism of m y culture. Then I was confronted with those
aspects of female oppression that also affected m y life. Until a m a n has that
broader understanding he is unable to consider possible n e w horizons of
masculinities, transcending the stereotypes which have previously restricted his
individuality. H e realises that he is not entirely at the mercy of social change but
that he has some choices about his growth as a man.
How these choices are acted out depends on the level of understanding and the
willingness to change one's concept of masculinity, because it is easier to
perpetuate the established gender roles. Segal suggests that having our gendered
identities challenged is too threatening, so "Mostly w e can only enact those
behaviours which have long since become familiar and meaningful to us in
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expressing ourselves".105 From m y observations resistance to change is greatest
from m e n w h o recognise the prospect of loss of power and dominance, but w h o
do not perceive any compensatory gain. They fear major upheaval to the security
of their social structure. Elizabeth W a r d writes of the difficulty for Australian
males to break free from the conditioning of "the initiationritesof male bonding"
in our society.106 Boys prove their adulthood by acting tough with their mates and
not showing their feelings and displaying that they no longer need mothering.
'Aussie mateship' is prioritised above any male consideration for w o m e n . The
Oxford C o m p a n i o n to Australian Literature lists "mateship", "ockerism",
"larrikinism" and "male chauvinism", as manifestations of maleness often used by
feminists and journalists in critiques of Australian society and historiography.
Miriam Dixson more accurately sees mateship as an "informal male-bonding
institution involving powerful, sublimated homosexuality".107 This is most overt
in the male to male physical contact on the sporting field and in the associated
'locker room' camaraderie. However, it is also evident in male conversations
about w o m e n , and in the their comparisons of their conquering sexual behaviours.
The traditional goal image is a clearly-defined 'otherness' from w o m e n and from
perceived womenly characteristics.
Sexual conquest of women therefore becomes an important signifier, with a heavy
emphasis on "affirmed in a type of sexist braggadocio which betrays both a fear of
real intimacy and a horror of any signs of 'weakness' or 'effeminacy'",108
reinforced by approval from peers and from fathers w h o wink at their sons' 'wild
oats'. Traditions such as theritualpranks carried out at 'bucks' parties' and 'boys'
nights out' reaffirm what it is to be a m a n , separate from a w o m a n . According to
Metcalf and Humphries:
Masculinity, then, can be viewed as a defensive construction developed
over the early years out of a need to emphasise difference, a
separateness from the mother. In the extreme this is manifested by
machismo behaviour with its emphasis on competitiveness, strength,
aggressiveness, contempt for w o m e n and emotional shallowness, all
serving to keep the male secure in his separate identity.109
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O n e c o m m o n response, designed to cover emotional insecurity, is to embark on a
desperate program to overdevelop the musculature of the body, or to train the body
to endure inordinate amounts of physical exercise to achieve goals with ascribed
artificial values. This kind of macho bluffing sets the m a n up forridiculeand ego
damage if the bravado fails. It m a y also become a retarding factor if a problem
behaviour is continually sublimated rather than being confronted because it is a
behaviour founded on non-acceptance of the self, or the T don't like m e ' principle.
Hudson's example illustrates two possibilities:
A male m a y bury himself in rugby scrums and quaff ale because this
expresses his sense of w h o he really is. Alternatively, it m a y
camouflage suspicions about his femininity that he wishes to hide both
from others and from himself.110
As the body business booms, so does the psychotherapy business as men attempt
to c o m e to terms with their perceptions that they are 'deficient' and will never be
able to meet the unrealistic standards of masculinity which have evolved in our
society. It m a y be relevant that Australia has the second highest rate of male
suicide in the world and that the male suicide rate is approximately four times
higher than the female rate.111 In Pleck's assessment of the American situation
"the contemporary sense of failure and inadequacy felt by m a n y American males is
largely the result of unrealistic and unachievable social definitions of masculinity
and success".112
One public response to the social pressure to conform or aspire to the ideal body
syndrome w a s the inclusion of a float in the 1993 G a y and Lesbian Mardi Gras in
Sydney under the banner of ' S M A R T — S l i m M e n are Real Treats', with the
S M A R T slogan, "We're slim. We're trim. W e don't go to the gym". 1 1 3 In the
weekend newspaper report of this event, Brent Mackie, co-ordinator of the N e w
South Wales A I D S Council's Fun and Esteem project, showed his concern for the
body-building trend:
The obsession with body building has led to what w e call the body
fascists: you're either well-built or you're out....The trend is really
alienating for H I V people, w h o , of course, are often slim and, w h e n
ill, skinny. The body-building in the gay community could even be a
reaction to the fact that slimness these days so often means you're HIV.
A lot of gay m e n are under the same pressure that w o m e n have been
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under. We're seeing more eating disorders among m e n , especially
bulimia. But it's not just the gay community; people w h o go clubbing
and the beach crowd are feeling the pressure to measure up. 114
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Responding to "the pressure to measure up" is a reflection of the unhealthy selfimage problem which permeates m u c h of our society and is at the root of the
"emotional shallowness" to which Metcalf and Humphries referred.115 Its
debilitating effect is perpetuated because, as Seidler says, it is "difficult for m e n to
acknowledge their emotions and needs without feeling that their masculinity is
s o m e h o w being brought into question".116 Feelings and emotions are treated
warily because of their perceived association with womanliness. In Seidler's
analysis feelings "of need and empathy are eschewed as they are identified with the
soft and the female".117
Men's incapacity to deal with their emotional lives is one of the areas challenged by
feminism, which, according to Rutherford, "didn't so m u c h remove men's powers
and privileges as strip them of their legitimating stories".118 In redefining the
ideals of female/male relationships, feminism framed both an opportunity and a
necessity for m e n to change their emotional inertness and "In identifying gender
and sexuality as social constructs rather than biological facts, feminism
reconfigured our understanding of homosexuality" 119 and thus masculinity in
general. Such threats to male psychological security evoke responses based on the
established characteristics of what it is to be a 'man'. But, what does this m e a n
n o w in the twentieth century? Because the parameters set by patriarchy have been
revealed to be invalid, the k n o w n responses are n o w equally invalid. "I was
struggling with an identity I sought to erase" was h o w Rutherford saw his n e w
position.120 "In discarding our o w n pasts", Rutherford concludes, " m e n seemed
unable to create n e w places of belonging".121 This state of flux and gender
instability is destabilising for both sexes at this stage in history.
As social changes have demanded re-evaluation of gender roles, Western men have
been learning to be more introspective about their emotional development. For
example, John Lennon queried such bluff as part of his self-discovery process:
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Isn't it time w e destroyed the macho ethic?...Where has it gotten us all
these thousands of years? Are w e still going to have to be clubbing
each other to death? D o I have to arm-wrestle you to have a
relationship with you as another male? D o I have to .seduce her—just
because she's a female? Can w e not have a relationship on some other
level?...I don't want to go through life pretending to be James Dean or
Marlon Brando. 122
"These changes", writes Chapman, "were expressed in the language of the men's
movement, with its readiness to engage on female terrain, and its attempt to get
m e n to open up their emotions and to embrace female subject positions".123 A s a
result of analysing their masculinity through men's studies groups, or out of sheer
frustration with being constantly m a d e to feel 'undesirable' and 'unmasculine' by
these arbitrary market standards, s o m e m e n have reacted against being
manipulated. A s E d m u n d White observes, "the male homosexual often has a more
direct access to women's secrets than the average m a n ; more importantly, the
homosexual m a n has lived from the inside the problem of dealing with male
arrogance and even brutality, since gay m e n not only are m e n but must also live
with them". 124
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Exhibition 1
Images

of Men—Coalface

Gallery, Yallourn, 1989.

It was from this theoretical base of masculinities in transition that I embarked on
the first series of ceramic sculptures for the exhibition, Images of Men in 1989.
They illustrated the conflicts of self-image in response to social gender roles and
they acknowledged the re-definition of masculinity as m e n have developed n e w
self-concepts. The theme, "man in conflict with external social pressures", was
informed largely by m y clinical observations as a psychologist. Acknowledging
the bias of m y sample I m a k e no generalisations about male society as a whole.
However amongst the clients I counselled I was constantly dealing with males w h o
found it difficult tofitcomfortably into their society. W h e n I investigated their low
self-esteem with them there was an obvious conflict between their perceived selfimage and the person they projected to society.

Conformity to the popular ideal of masculinity is a source of stress at some time for
most Western males. Buchbinder suggests that a "dismal spectre haunting the m e n
of our culture is the fear that they m a y not be manly enough". 125 The 'ideal man'
is a social construct which, as a whole, is unattainable by the average man, but one
which so permeates our society that it evokes a compulsive striving amongst m e n
towards this impossible standard. S o m e of the most obvious goals of being
masculine, which focus on body characteristics and physical prowess, are
promoted through sporting activities and the heroism attached to the 'stars' of the
sports arenas. Other goals relate to conquest and power, not necessarily dependent
on physical strength, but on skill, for example, driving a high-speed racing vehicle
or scaling a sheer mountain rock-face. Only a small percentage of m e n actually
achieve such lauded status, while the rest of the population experiences a sense of
inferiority, often dreading the discomfort of appearing a lesser being than the next
man. T h e pressure of male to male competition to appear 'more masculine' than
the next m a n generates demoralising, defensive behaviour.
Some of the clients I interviewed were gay men at various stages of 'coming out'
to society. They talked of dual problems because they had tofitinto two opposing
social cultures. In non-gay society their conformity problems were compounded
by the fact that homosexuals exist in a marginalised society and so have little social
support. In such a homophobic environment it proved advisable for them to act
defensively in order to appear 'normal'. However, within gay society where they

^Buchbinder, p. 7.
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were accepted, they had to strive to establish personal sexual identities in an
environment of uncertain role models. In addition, they had c o m e out into a
society which had been undergoing rapid change in Australia through political
'acceptance' and decriminalisation, concurrent with the counter-force of AIDS.
The forms used to investigate these areas of male psychology were based on the
distortion of the classically-proportioned male nude torso. Thefirstdeviation from
the classical ideal was the use of forms from a plaster body cast of a twenty-yearold live model whose physique w a s fine and non-heroic. The basic torsos were
press-moulded and then modified. With clay shrinkage during drying and firing
the final sculptures were more like those of an adolescent boy.

There were two

main formal components—the body and the triangle. The body represented postwar masculinity and the triangle signified social and technological change,
especially with respect to its use as a gay symbol. The bodies were in various
juxtapositions with triangular pyramids. S o m e of the torsos were whole, others
were fragmented or flattened, the surfaces marked with repeat pattern,
glazed/incised texture. M u c h of this patterning was also based on the triangle. The
decoration on the surfaces of the bodies symbolised social conditioning, as both
negative and positive effects on the construction of the n e w masculinity. The
elements of truncation, intrusion, fragmentation and confinement acted as
metaphors for the problematic responses of m e n to social expectations in a time of
change.
Of course I understand that these metaphoric gestures which were an important part
of m y creative toolkit in making the sculptures are in no way binding for the viewer
reading the works. A s with any autobiography the reader/viewer makes what he or
she wants out of the subject, regardless of the original artist intent. M y suggested
interpretations written here, of course, would not usually be available to a viewer.
It is important that each piece works in a formal sense without the 'user's manual'.
All torsos were armless and headless. According to Bowness, Rodin used the
convention of truncating figures to play on viewer pathos with respect to maimed
figures, claiming that w e "feel the loss of parts personally".126 Rodin's artistic
intention was significantly different from mine. The life of Rodin's sculptures of a
century ago rested in the physicality of the body and its movement and invited the
public to engage with these heroic qualities of the works. In contrast, I was not
seeking that type of viewer response. I used truncation to denote an anonymous
but recognisable masculinity, lodged in the emotional rather than the physical.
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However, like Rodin, I realised that a sculpture lacking head and hands, the
distinctive parts of a person, "could more nearly be an image of ourselves".127
In my initial maquettes I saw truncation as dismemberment resulting from
aggressive conflict between m e n and socialising agents of change. A r m stumps
and squashed or broken genitals expressed some of m y anger towards the
emasculating power of the Church and the particular brand of Christianity that had
helped shape m e , or to the stereotypical image of man-hating feminism. A s I
worked through some of these ideas I realised that there was no real value in
researching these sensational and negative surface issues at the expense of the more
subtle and constructive emotional aspects of mascuhnity. This realisation provided
a w a y forward for the work.
The possible narratives expressed by each successive sculpture grew in direct
proportion to the degree of modification made to the torso module as it came from
the mould. The first moulds were complete torsos, smooth-skinned and tidy. A s
production proceeded, textures applied to the surface and the tearing of edges
extended the narrative expressed by the form. The decision to then destroy the
form w a s significant in opening further avenues to build a narrative. The
investigative processes of moving from the precious, complete torso to
fragmentation of the form became foundational for all the subsequent work
produced during this study/production period. S o m e of the stages of this initial
investigation are illustrated by the following discussion of selected works.

l27Bowness, p. 16.
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Complete Torsos
T h e first sculptures were complete torsos which initially demanded little of the
viewer in their interpretation. Their formal reference could have been to classical
antiquity, m u s e u m displays or shop dummies. However, a closer examination
invited questions from viewers. W h a t was the story this m a n had to tell?
There was a deliberate ambiguity in the way these torsos could be read with regard
to their form, structure and markings. The arms m a y have been lost in battle, or
their limblessness m a y have signified emasculation. T h e joins in the structure
denoted a possible state of impending disintegration and decay under the pressures
of societal and technological change, but they also suggested a newly constructed
male w h o had assimilated his n e w identities. T h e m a n y facets of a personality
could have been read into the text printed on the torso, or into each sub-section of
clay used in the construction. If the markings on the skin signified the imprint of
society on the m a n , the influence m a y have been either constrictive or constructive
on the developing masculinity. T h e intended reference was to factors such as
religion, family expectations, class, race, politics and institutional stereotyping.
It was possible also to make visual links with tattoos and other scarifications,
which can variously denote maleness, status, group identification, classification or
simply decoration. The arrows on Saint Sebastian (Plate 1) could have been
directly referential to this traditional subject of male martyrdom and Christian myth,
or to the sado-masochism of body piercing, or simply to gay fantasy, or perhaps
their uni-directionality signified n e w directions of masculinity. The markings on
Man With Stripes could have read as imprisonment, whip-lashings, or perhaps the
macho sentiments associated with wearing a football jersey.
The firing technique used to make these sculptures gave a metallic, satin blackness
to the skin, possibly suggesting the mystique of black sexuality used by artists
such as Mapplethorpe in his photographs or T o m of Finland in his drawings. The
viewer focus m a y have been to simply enjoy the sensuousness of the skin texture
and the beauty of the male figure. But also in the metal-like clay segments there
were readily available allusions to armour, knighthood and warfare. These, and
m a n y other speculations, were possible interpretations of all the sculptures.
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Their interpretations m a y also be informed by comparing the sculptures of other
artists working with similar life forms "... as figurative ceramic sculpture appears
to be one of the dominant movements of the late 1980s". 128 American sculptor
Robert Arnesan's social satire works aim to m a k e political rather than personal
statements about the m e n he creates in clay. H e uses "the device of the grotesque
in his art and commingles [sic] it with fear, perversity, and amusement to force the
spectator to re-examine personal values. T h e grotesque goes beyond the
boundaries of good taste and subverts the order of things by reversing the
familiar".129 His torsos require heads, and sometimes arms, because the success
of his narrative relies mainly on the facial expression of the specific man. A n y
interest he m a y have in a more universal masculinity is expressed through a
specific public example, with an absence of subtlety.
In a more serene mode, Bert Flugelman's nude male sculptures celebrate men's
virility, but in a w a y closer to Rodinic tradition than mine. The virility of m y
naked torsos bearing scarification could be contrasted with the clothing torsos of
Australian artist Olive Bishop, exhibited about ten years earlier. Through her
Wash and War series she examined masculinity through the social classification of
m e n wearing uniform and military rank, and "... the futility of warfare and the
people w h o participate in it".130 The folded clothes signify an absence of the m a n
w h o would only C o m e to life w h e n he put the uniform on. They also suggest that
the same m a n could don a range of possible mantles or acquire some extra medals
to define his masculinity, depending on the demands of a life situation.

My

sculptures expose the core m a n w h o exists independent or regardless of the
assumed identity.
Some of the tacit intentions in my works are summarised in the brief comments
below describing sub-groups of the exhibition. The comments are intentionally
brief because I consider verbal descriptions to be superfluous in restating a
statement already m a d e in visual language.

l28Noris Ioannou, N o Lull Period', in Ceramics Art & Perception, 1,1990, p. 76.
Judith S Schwartz, 'The Clay Artist As Social Critic', Pottery In Australia, 1989, 28,1, p.
54.
^Judith Thompson, 'Skangaroovian Funk - Peculiar Adelaide Ceramics 1968-78', in Pottery In
Australia, 1986, 25, 3, p. 14.
129
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Torsos With hiiSet Triangular Pyramids
In this series the torsos were complete and glazed, yet they showed an awkward
blend of society and masculinity. The pyramids sat uncomfortably on, or in, the
figures, with no signs of damage or fracturing, as if no assimilation, or even
preliminary dialogue, had started. These spoke of inert males, unaware of the
possibilities of change and probably unaware of their o w n identities. They
presented a technical challenge in their construction but were aesthetically
frustrating. A s a result 1 culled severely when preparing for the exhibition and
smashed most of the works. The reason for their inclusion in this commentary is
that they served as a significant bridge between the concept of using intact
combinations of complete torso/complete pyramid and the realisation that
fragmentation was the next developmental stage of construction.

Fragmented Torsos
These works showed more interaction between the man and his social
environment. A s illustrated by Fragmented

Torso (Plate 2) the figures were

flattened or damaged, signifying some sort of metamorphosis in progress. The
triangular forms were also in various states of wholeness, suggesting some give
and take, or partial acceptance by the male, or even the decay of some of the old,
institutionalised beliefs of our society. These were clearly images of m e n in
transition but what w a s not clear w a s what the outcome would b e — a newly
asserted masculinity, or a m a n crushed by his culture.
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Torso With R e d Drawers
This piece, Torso With Red Drawers

(Plate 3) represented a positive view of

masculinity. There was some surface patterning, indicating the imprint of societal
conditioning, and some open triangular holes representing the more indelible marks
of socialisation. It w a s a complete, intact torso, from thigh to neck, a m a n
comfortable with his masculinity and proud of his sexual identity, evidenced by
complete genitalia. T h e intrusion of the triangular drawers appeared to have
become an integrated part of this man's construction, essential to his story, that I
interpreted as follows. A s a 'chest of drawers' he was a 'useful' male, aware of
the family and domestic role he played as a n e w age male. A comparison with
Maggie McCormick's female torsos with drawers reveals a parallel investigation of
her place as a w o m a n in society. She believes that in our society "our sexuality
affects everything—how could it possibly not affect our art?...Contemporary male
artists must also address the issue of exploring their o w n identity and experience
m o r e fully".131 I have attempted to address this issue. In m y sculpture the
drawers indicated that the m a n had explored his identity and experience and was
aware of the plurality of his masculine character, and had compartmentalised and
ordered his life accordingly. S o m e of the drawers were shut and private, while
others were ajar or fully opened to reveal the hidden aspects of his personality, and
perhaps to invite a closer and more intimate relationship. T h e basic, unglazed
surface of the body spoke of the c o m m o n , 'everyman' characteristics of m e n ,
while the red glazed triangles referred to his unique personality. T h e triangle was
used in most of the sculptures as a decorative device. However, in this sculpture
the red triangle spells out a particular story of a particular sexuality. M y deliberate
allusion to the Nazi pink triangle denoting prisoners' "weakness and effeminacy in
accordance with the Nazi perception of their character"132 and the Nazi red triangle
denoting political prisoners, speaks of the historical and personal struggle involved
in being gay and coming out. However, it also positions this m a n , as "proud of
his sexuality" as stated above, displaying the 'pink' triangle as the more recent
symbol of gay pride.
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Maggie McCormick, 'The Search For Autonomous Images And Models', in Pottery In
Australia, 1988, 27, 4, p. 28.
132
Erwin J Haeberle. "Swastika Pink Triangle, and Yellow Star" in Martin Duberman, Martha
Vicinus & George Chauncey Jr. (eds.). Hidden From History: Reclaiming the Gay and Lesbian
Past, Meridian, N Y , 1989, p. 377.
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3. Torso With Red Drawers

Images

of Men—Post-Production

Dialogue

My working for this first exhibition served as a vehicle for sorting through ideas,
and m a n y of m y initial maquettes and sketches were discarded as the theme of m y
research evolved to more refined concepts. This show raised questions of physical
scale with respect to eloquence in expressing m y ideas. Public reaction also
crystallised some of the concerns I was investigating. This work caused more
controversy than any previous exhibition shown at the Coalface Gallery where
compulsory heterosexuality was obviously the norm. Plummer's definition below
fitted the environment of this exhibition perfectly:
Heterosexism m a y be defined as a diverse set of social practices—from
the linguistic to the physical, in the public sphere and the private
sphere, covert and overt—in an array of social arenas (e.g. work,
h o m e , school, media, church, courts, streets, etc.), in which the
homo/hetero binary distinction is at work whereby heterosexuality is
privileged.
It is not a universal but is pervasive in this
culture;...Heterosexist practices are accompanied by a whole
conglomerate of linked institutions: gender, families, procreation,
penetrative sexuality, even 'love', which are usually hurled together
into one major form of being, the married heterosexual family.133
The theory emerging from men's studies about the new age male was apparently
still very m u c h a theory in Yallourn, where patriarchy appeared to still have a
stranglehold on the everyday expression of gender roles. The senior academic of
the educational institution housing the gallery made the summary comment that "he
could accept the female body as a subject of art, but found it difficult to c o m e to
terms with males used in the same way". The local press in reporting the opening
of the show insisted on photographing m e in such a position that none of the
genitals of the sculptures were visible. The television coverage was similarly
'safe' and the comments of m a n y of the passing students and staff revealed an
embarrassment at not knowing h o w to react. There was m u c h guffawing and
leering at the display of the male images by trades course students. For example,
"He must have had a bad industrial accident", or, "Look at thai one!". The fact that
one of the penises was stolen from the exhibition m a y be an indication of its
privileged but ambivalent status. Easthope notes "two things about the modern
myth of masculinity—one is that the phallus must remain unseen if it is to keep its
power. The other is that m e n are more concerned about seeing "the unmentionable
object" than women". 1 3 4

l33Plummer p. 19.
I34Antony Easthope, What A Man's Gotta Do: The Masculine Myth in Popular Culture, Unwin
Hyman, Boston, 1990, p. 16.
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Surprisingly m y research and experience revealed that the philistinism of country
Victoria w a s not very different from that of London. In 1980 in London at the
Institute of Contemporary Arts, another exhibition of male images,

Women's

Images of Men, had met with hostile responses. The critics' responses were not
based only on the usual hobbyhorses of nudity or pornography. There had been a
n e w edge to the criticism because the exhibition challenged s o m e of the basic
assumptions surrounding masculinity in Western society, and more particularly the
position of m e n in the art industry. All works were by w o m e n artists and the
exhibition was curated by w o m e n . The reaction to the exhibition showed that the
patriarchal thinking of the nineteenth century art academies was still alive and ready
to assert itself w h e n threatened. Here was a situation where w o m e n were totally
controlling a milestone art event which dared to question the status quo of gender.
They were fulfilling the role of curatorial arbiters, displaying m e n in the w a y that
w o m e n had traditionally been displayed by m e n , as objects of possession and
desire, which "reversed the centuries old relationship between artist and
model...[operating as]...a feminist elite in place of male hierarchies".135 T h e
exhibition exemplified the phenomenon that Western society in general still
accepted that males have a privileged role in art, and in society in general, which
differs from that of w o m e n , and that female nudes are acceptable in a w a y that male
nudes are not. The catalogue essay stated this as basic to the exhibition concept:
Whereas, for instance, a male artist is free to show pictures of the
female nude and share intimacies with his audience, a reversal of these
roles is not welcomed...Men prefer to cling onto their o w n versions of
reality than to accept the unpalatable fact that a woman's view m a y
undermine carefully protected masculine myths. 136
There were accusations of "sensationalism", "gratuitous genital exposure", and
"savagery". The presence of the penis, although displayed in relatively few of the
works, disturbed critics, both male and female. They tended to exaggerate the
number, and, fixated on its biological function, misread it as a symbol of male
power. A n exhibition of female nudes would be unlikely to receive the same
attack for the display of genitalia. C o m m e n t s from other critics included, " A n aura
of sensationalism, of penises for penises' sake, underlines the savagery with
which some of the exhibitors have entered the arena".137
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S . Kent & J. Morreau (eds.), Women's Images of Men, Writers & Readers Publishing Co-op
Society, London, 1985, p. 16.
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Kent & Morreau, p. 1.
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Waldemar Januszczak, The Guardian, London, October 3,1980.
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In 1988 another London exhibition caused great controversy for similar reasons.
This show, The Invisible Man, at Goldsmith's College, University of London,
was about the ways m e n are represented in the visual arts. Curators, Kate Smith
and Kate Love, selected the works from both male and female artists from diverse
viewpoints of sexual orientation. From the catalogue illustrations and notes and
from interviewing Kate Smith, I concluded that perhaps less press would have
been given to the show had Princess A n n e not been coming to the gallery for a
charity dinner during the exhibition period. The curators were instructed to remove
a painting deemed "offensive" to the royal gaze. Rebecca Scott's Porsche
Cabriolet showed a naked teenage boy holding his erect penis, posed standing
with a car and landscape background.138 The curators responded by dismantling
the entire show one week early.
Responses from critics and viewers suggest that the connotations of male
nakedness continue to be more problematic and indeed more threatening than is
female nakedness. The naked male connotes vulnerability—his own, or that of the
viewer, and arouses anxiety. T h e male nude in the visual arts provides one
indicator of the difficulties w e face in adjusting to a re-defined masculinity. These
exhibitions would never have been permitted in the nineteenth century w h e n the
male-dominated academies acted as curatorial arbiters. However, a century later
the reactions still smacked of patriarchal 'academy' thinking. The exhibitions
spaced across ten years and on opposite sides of the world shared a c o m m o n link
in response—the public still found naked male imagery, especially the penis, very
confronting. W h y were they hostile?
I suggest that the hostility was an unwilling acknowledgement of the fact of
pluralities of masculinities and male sexualities in twentieth century Western
society—an expression of homophobic displeasure, fighting a losing battle. Even
clearly defined lesbian art is able to be treated with more neutrality, but it seems
that the exposure of a penis is quite different. Just as Plummer observes with
writing on homosexualities, "there are m a n y enemies angered at the emergence of
so m a n y wide-ranging voices testifying to same-sex experiences. But it will be
hard for them to stop their proliferation".139
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Kent & Morreau, p. 20.
Plummer p. xv.
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The main outcome of m y technical dialogue with these works focused on the
resolution of the scale. Henry M o o r e talked of the very small or the very large
taking on added size emotion. 140 In applying this concept to m y work I found it
difficult to draw any parallels with Moore's figures because of their abstraction.
However, I clearly understood that there was a problem with m y male torsos,
which were slightly smaller than life size. They needed to be either m u c h smaller
or m u c h larger to become visually and emotionally imposing. The smaller than life
scale was a result of m y model being a small man, combined with a clay shrinkage
factor of about fifteen per cent. I considered using a large male model who, in clay
form, would shrink to the size of an average man. However, by the time I was
ready to m a k e the next works I had lost the conviction that the.se forms could
adequately interpret the outcomes of m y latest research and reading.
The concept became clearer when I considered Michelangelo's David. The man is
m a d e more powerful by his larger than life size, giving him a god-like appeal,
celebrating the classical ideal of virile manhood. However, he invites no intimacy.
M y message needed to be very personal and intimate. I wanted viewers to engage
with m y work as a sensitive, anti-heroic statement. The Yallourn works had a sort
of m a c h o belligerence about them that overshadowed any intent to express the
fragilities of personal introspection. T o achieve this subtlety the formal structure
needed to be more fragile, and therefore smaller. Even though this resolution of
scale was a formal concern, it was also registering a need for representing more
intimate forms of myself and the lives of m e n I knew. If asked to explain the
decision more objectively I would be forced to answer that it was an 'intuitive'
outcome of m y post-production dialogue with m y last exhibition of sculptures. At
this time I was also becoming aware of the importance of m y o w n parents,
especially m y father, in forming m y responses to cultural changes and I felt the
need to incorporate some of this knowledge into m y sculptures. A s one of m y
colleagues pointed out to m e , it is ironic that m y concerns with size and scale to do
with form and freight parallelled m y concerns with the unattainable ideals of
masculinity relating to physical stature and beauty.141
In considering these and other factors for the next body of work, to be shown in
Florence, I chose to reduce the figures to about 2 0 c m high. A s M o o r e stated,
"there is a right physical size for every idea".142 I hoped I had found it as I
embarked on the totally different technical and aesthetic journey of slip-casting m y
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* 4 1 Conversation with Sue Rowley, 1993.
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figures. T h e great fear was that the figures could look like china dolls and would
not exhibit well in a city with such a tradition of grand sculpture.

Chapter 7

HERO FATHERS AND OTHER ROLE MODELS

As the work developed for the next exhibition, alfemminile e al maschile, to be
shown in Florence, the earlier theme of " m a n in conflict with external social
pressures" developed a more introspective focus to become "man in a process of
self-discovery". I m a d e particular reference to fathers and their long-term effects
on sons. For example, one man's recollections about his interaction with his father
showed the type of potential for damage early in boys' lives:
H o w a m a n throws a ball is different to h o w a w o m a n throws a ball. I
didn't want to throw a ball in front of m y D a d because I wouldn't look
right. It wouldn't be the w a y a good strong boy would throw it. A n d
once, I remember, I was brave enough to throw it. A n d he m a d e for
m e and said I threw it like a girl.143
I understood that boy's pain. Reading such accounts of uncertain masculinity I
came to realise that academic research in the relatively n e w area of Men's Studies
dealt on a broad scale with some of the issues that concerned m e in m y individual
search for identity. Other m e n shared the same concerns that I had. The fact that
initially there w a s no conscious awareness or intention on m y part of any
autobiographical content in the Florence exhibition is an indicator of m y reluctance
to become aware of the facts of m y childhood. However, concurrent with the
studio production period I gained a n e w understanding of m y o w n masculinity and
consequently entered a n e w phase in m y recovery from early childhood trauma. I
was left feeling very vulnerable and therefore chose to use the sculptures to
objectify s o m e of these n e w emotional issues. Because m y personal emotions
were still too raw to bare completely, even to myself, the expression of these ideas
in m y work for Florence was tentatively autobiographical. Also at this time,
coming to terms with m y father's recent death involved a forced sense of growing
up and an unspoken permission from him to take control of m y life. Therefore I
chose to address the broader aspects of m y father's illness and death and I drew on
the testimonies of clients with debilitated self-images from inadequate fathering.
Examining m y o w n similar debilitation was reserved for later.

l 43 Bob Connell, Norm Radican & Pip Martin, The Changing Faces of Masculinity, paper from a
Macquarie University Sociology survey of Australian masculinity, 1987, p. 5.
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Fathering is one of the early childhood influences significant in establishing longterm patterns of h u m a n behaviour and perception. Father/son relationships have
been theorised variously within the Academy. T h e Freudian view, still held by
most psychoanalytically-oriented professionals, gives pre-eminence to the son's
identification with the father as the main influence in shaping the son's identity.
Freud s a w the Oedipus complex (mother love by the son) collapsing into
repression because of castration anxiety (with the father as agent), so forcing the
son into a defensive identification with the father. Hamilton suggests, "The
identification involves the son's internalizing a conception of both parents, but
particularly the father, and wishing to become like the internalized image in every
respect".144
In contrast, from a social learning perspective, boys are socialised into an
understanding of their masculine identity through processes of observation and
imitation of role models and internalisation of the demonstrated values, rather than
through the unconscious psychodynamics of Freudian theory. According to
Rutherford:
in this context of the formation of self and gender identity, the primary
objects internalised are the processes of parental care and the
interpersonal logic of familial relations. These form the pre-conditions
for future social and sexual identifications and determine the idiom of
our existence.145
As noted above, Freud and other researchers this century have provided a range of
theories which attempt to explain the process.146 However from m y observations
the findings of such research are well ahead of the actuality of male society and are
very m u c h confined to the A c a d e m y or to members of certain professions. Most
m e n are still unaware of even the basic concepts of these theories, and in real life
boys still have to contend with the issues of becoming m e n in whatever social
environment they happen to have been born. This maturation process is randomly
informed by available role models, whose values are osmotically adopted, whether
or not they are theoretically sound. There are no neutral role models. H o w a male
internalises the values displayed by a 'selected' role model determines whether the
model is positive or negative for him. This is a personal and individual process
and no role model will have the same effect on all observers.
My clinical practice confirmed this as I investigated the issue of fathers as role
models. Client histories continued to inform m y studio arts practice. The absence
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of adequate role models was a recurrent feature in the m e n I counselled. Charles
recalled himself at age six running along Central Railway station in Sydney to meet
his father after the war. The boy had been shipped off to an aunt in the country for
a couple of years. His father saw him and said, "He's not mine—he's got fair
hair". The boy, nicknamed "Snowy", had five dark-haired siblings. Charles also
told m e of later times of waking up in the park with his body covered with frost,
taking another swig of metho and rolling over and going back to sleep. H e was
about eighteen. After twenty-nine years of sobriety through an ongoing
association with Alcoholics A n o n y m o u s he still admits to suffering major
personality insecurities, which, under hypnosis, were revealed to stem from his
relationship with his father.
Rodney overheard his foster mother pleading with her husband to agree to adopt
him, to which the father replied, 'The little bastard can stay if he will work". H e
became drug-dependent and generally delinquent. I worked with him closely for a
year w h e n he was about eighteen but he found it impossible to ever allow the
development any trust in his mind. H e eventually disappeared, in m y clothes, and
murdered three people.
Another example from my research is that of an adult male who writes with his left
hand. A s a child Richard wasridiculedand emasculated by his father as a "sissy
and a moron" because he was left-handed. M u c h energy was expended in the
father seeking medical help for the son, in order to remove this undesirable
characteristic. N o w , aged forty-five, the son can write fluently in private (with his
left hand), and is quite able to use a word processor or typewriter in front of any
number of people. A n d yet he has given up a responsible management position to
operate a milk-delivery run, free of clerical content, because he suffers such
anxiety that he is unable to even sign his name in the presence of another person.
Although it is not possible to make direct causative links, in many clients I have
seen there has been an element of rejection by the father (or the mother) which
invariably enters the therapy dialogue. Within the family, the power relationship
between father and son is one of the most significant factors in a boy's
development into a man. It is based on the father's role of authority, another
institution w e have been conditioned to accept as divine and absolute. A s a child I
remember hearing the admonishment, " H o w dare you speak to your father like
that!", aimed at crushing any treasonous attempts I made to assert myself.
As boys model their masculinity on the men around them, it can be assumed that
fathers are the major influences. Within the parameters of modelling and
reinforcement some models are more attractive. Hamilton's research found boys
68

showed a greater affinity for 'successful' models, and that "...the person
observing behaviour modeled by another m a y be unable to ob.serve any immediate
con.sequences of the behaviour, but m a y instead infer probable consequences based
on evidence of the model's general successfulness",147 a strategy also used by
boys in an attempt to m a k e up for any deficiencies in the model. The absence of a
father or the existence of a 'present absent' father m a y be compensated for by
surrogate father figures from outside the family environment. 'Absent' fathers are
potent models for disengagement, lack of caring and withdrawal. Regardless of
the adequacy of the fathers or surrogates as ideal models, sons usually perpetuate
some of the behaviours demonstrated by them. This response is conditioned by
the sons' desires to please their fathers, w h o m they regard as heroes. Recognition
from heroes is positive nourishment for the developing personality. However, as
in the case studies at the beginning of this chapter, if the son's efforts are rejected
or go unnoticed by the hero a questioning of self-worth ensues, and if this
rejection occurs enough times the result m a y be a damaged personality, and low
self-esteem m a y then pervade the general behaviour style. O n the other hand, if
the chosen heroes display behaviour that is too far beyond the reach of the
worshipper, the frustration of under-achieving m a y also lead to feelings of reduced
self-esteem and a form of internalised rejection.
Fathers are comfortable as 'heroes', so long as they can lead, but mutinies are
inevitable as sons mature to be men. Marcuse observes, "In the struggle between
the generations the sides seem to have shifted; the son knows better".148 In one
recent case I dealt with, the father of twenty-year-old Luke is unable to c o m e to
terms with his son's maturity. The father still polices Luke's four-year relationship
with his girlfriend, and calls her a 'slut' to discredit her and to prevent her taking
Luke away from him. However, this process of possessing was evident at least
eleven years earlier. O n one occasion nine-year-old Luke was dragged out of bed
by his father at midnight and driven angrily to a house in a nearby suburb. H e was
forced to look through a window to see his mother "dressed in a slinky negligee",
lying between the legs of her male lover. This act of 'bonding' the son to the
father to discredit the mother in the most powerful w a y possible at the same time
discredited w o m e n in general.
Luke's 'damage' seems now to have programmed him to seek friendships with
m u c h older m e n , 'fatherfigures'w h o are sympathetic to his personal growth as a
m a n , but w h o also tend to prey on his confused sexual identity. F r o m m y
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observations, attraction to father figures is a logical and c o m m o n outcome of
deficient father/son relationships, in boys' search for adequate role models. I
remember visiting two of m y high school friends' families and envying the buddybuddy relationship they had with their fathers, because m y father was so distant
and emotionally untouchable.
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Man 4

Adam had an easy relationship with his father. The M's had their own
commercial business, run by Mr M. I don't think it was as profitable
as desired, because Mrs M always worked as a secretary. Working
mothers were not approved of in our household. But I noted that my
friends who had working mothers got a lot more money and things
given to them than I did. When they were given malibu surfboards for
Christmas and I received a game of "Park and Shop" (poor person's
"Monopoly") I was made acutely aware that thrift andfrugalitywere
important character-building aspirations for the Duncans. The M's also
had two cars (one a champagne pink Ford Customline), a caravan, a
television set (four years before the Duncans), and they took me on
interesting holidays with water-skiingfriendswho appeared to be very
sophisticated. Adam

and I became friends in primary school. We

broke into adolescence together and our uninhibited discussions and
mutual sexual investigations were important times of self-definition.
Thirty-five years later Adam

is happily married with three adult

children, but we are still able to talk about the constructive nature of
ourfriendshipof those early teenage years, between eleven and sixteen.
I have always admired his ease with sexual issues, such as discussing
masturbation, hisfirstsex with a girl at about sixteen, and his rapport
and mateship with his father, which he appears to have replicated in the
relationships with his own children. Although I envied the freedom of
nudity, innuendo, double entendre and physical touching between
Adam

and his father, from my Methodist point of view I saw some

problems. This could also have had something to do with denying my
guilt about my sexual abuse, and this adult/child touching with Adam
and his father may have been linked with that in my emotions. But I
also felt uncomfortable about Mr M's free attitude to his daughters
when he referred to their development as young women
way as my abuser referred to women.

in the same

B y observing other boys' fathers when I was a boy I formed a view of what
fathering was about for them and what it was about for m e . The lack of father/son
intimacy in m y life caused a yearning to be like them, so I identified strongly with
their families.

Man 5

Atfitnesscamp duringfifthclass I was thrown together with James. We had
known each otherfroma distance because our fathers were Masons together
and also worked for the same company, mine as an engineer and his as a
storeman. His father was an easy-going man who really wanted to spend
his timefishingbut whose freedom tofishwas pretty much controlled by his
wife. James called his father 'Joe'. My mother disapproved. His mother
worked. My mother disapproved. They had one of the earliest TV's in Port
Kembla. I approved of their materialism. He had the latest clothes and a
malibu surfboard. We had sex together nearly every Friday night for three
years, when I stayed at his house. There was a time when I desperately
wanted long trousers. My mother somehow saw this as the equivalent of
teenage girls wearing makeup or getting their first high-heeled shoes too
soon, and so put if off for as long as she could. It was difficult to look
'cool' in short pants going to the pictures (the Odeon at Warrawong).

So

one day when James and I were going to a Saturday afternoon movie matinee
I borrowed a pair of trousers from his fashionable wardrobe. My aunt
happened to see us on the bus-stop and dutifully commented to my mother
that she noticed I now had some long trousers. I was grounded for some
time afterwards. James became a surfie and had sex with 'surfie chicks'.
He would have given them great satisfaction.

Our liaisons were never

mentioned again. He married a Methodist girl and had two heart attacks in
his early forties.
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T o focus this discussion I will analyse some aspects of m y relationship with m y
father. M y father was the pivot of m y childhood existence. H e ruled the family as
a 'good father' in the accepted manner of the time. H e was the centre of discipline
in the family, and his big hands and the red mark they left on impact were to be
avoided at all costs. I was afraid of him. D a d towered over me. H e was six feet
tall, dark and extremely handsome. I stopped growing at a small five and a half
feet and considered myself of insignificant appearance and 'mousey'. I never felt I
could measure up to him in physical stature or, it seemed then, in any other way. I
always felt I missed the mark on his moral and ethical standards of faithful
dedication to serving the community, total honesty, pure language and thought,
and to his m a n y other virtuous qualities. A n d yet he was awkward as a m a n in
personal situations. In his profession as an engineer and a manager he was capable
and held in high esteem. A s a civic leader he was similarly respected. Even in the
sporting world he appeared confident and comfortable. His professional status
always carried him through. However, as a husband and father the requirements
went beyond profession, demanding other personal characteristics with which he
was less comfortable. H e was very closed about sexuality and emotional display.
My mother knew that 'a woman's place was in the home' and that 'marriages were
made in heaven', and her subservience to the head of the house made for a strong
family unit. Coupled with m y mother's austere upbringing, m y father's autocratic
Scottish Protestantism controlled the purse strings, the morals and the politics of
the home, and stifled any show of affection, any compliments which might lead to
'swelled heads', any form of innuendo about sexual or bodily functions, and any
real expression of a sense of humour. There is no point in apportioning blame
because that is just the w a y life was after the war, but in our family w e have
actually turned out to be a pretty humourless lot, overall.
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Borders

and

Boundaries

My father was an engineer in all aspects of his life. His gardens all had
straight concrete edges—nothing spilled over on to the lawn or the
smooth concrete path. Rambling rockeries were not his style—plants had
to be contained. We had a creeper growing up the brick foundations of
our house, but as soon as it reached the bottom ofthefibro sheeting it
was cut off in a straight, neat line at the top of the brickwork. Once he
built a trellis to hold a climbing rose over the side entrance to the garage.
He used four by four hardwood.
On Sundays he would usually work in the garden all day when we were
kids. After he had his shower I loved to sit on his knee on the lounge. I
still remember enjoying the smell and prickly feel of his light brown
woollen dressing gown and the warm smell of his skin—sort of soapy
and smooth after he shaved. Home—made

vegetable soup and scones

were the other smells of Sunday nights. Bordering the lapels and sleeves
and around the waist the dressing gown had a blue and white twisted
satin cord which felt smooth and shiny to my fingers as they compared
the textures of the two adjoining materials—smooth, prickly, smooth.
We learned early that he was ticklish under the arms and around his ribs,
and so we would try to make him giggle if we could catch him off guard.
His whole face would crinkle up around his beautiful grey-blue eyes.
This was the only response I remember that he could not control.
At some early age I got too big to sit on his knee. Boy became man. The
boundaries were set. I think most touching between us stopped about
then, except for formal handshakes, until the last ten years or so before he
died. By then his warm skin had lost its tone, a covering for a fragile,
fading life inside.
He didn't tell us he had Parkinson's Disease until a year after he was
diagnosed when he was aboutfifty.When he did I remembered a time
about seven years earlier, seeing him in his Scouter's uniform—the
shuffling walk had already started then. As he gradually became more
affected the Parkinsonian death mask set the expressionless features like
concrete. In the hospital his skin was cold and waxy on my lips.

A s an adult I n o w understand that m y father would have carried strong doubts,
mostly subconscious, about m y masculinity. It is probable that he rarely allowed
himself to consciously consider such aspects of humanity, about anyone.
However, m y early childhood and adolescent confusion about m y 'dubious
sexuality' always caused m e great private conflict, accompanied by a constantly
strenuous effort to keep 'it' private. I do not remember ever naming 'it' or myself
as 'homosexual', but m y greatest discomfort was to avoid 'it' being named by
anyone, especially m y father. With hindsight I realise that this fact unconsciously
permeated all aspects of our interrelationship from early in m y childhood. The last
thing m y father would have wanted was to have a son whose masculinity could be
questioned. W h a t he failed to realise was that this was also the last truth I wanted
to have revealed, because it constituted another form of rejection. O n e of the most
destructive things he could do was to call m e a 'sissy', which was a relatively soft
term of reproach for a boy growing up in the 1950s. I still remember the pain of
one occasion when he called m e a 'sissy' because I reacted in what he would have
considered a girlish manner w h e n m y older sister splashed water in m y face at the
beach.
Monette wrote in his autobiography, "The only reality for me was not to be
recognizably Other. At all costs I would discipline myself to be as regular as
Vinnie's boys, lest he suspect m e and pin m e to the wall. I'd see those Irish hoods
sauntering up the hill to town from St. Augustine's after Mass, and I'd grin and
fawn and try to walk with the same bow-legged swagger". 149 H e too felt the
absolute expedience of appearing to be one of the boys. Similarly, m y prime aim
in life was to never appear feminine in any way. This meant the conscious
suppression of anything m y young mind regarded as a tell-tale sign, like
displaying m y emotions (boys don't cry), m y love of music, art, cooking,
gardening and reading, m y love of colourful clothes and fabrics, m y terror and
ineptitude at sports. B y denying all of these aspects of m y character, being evervigilant that m y father would see no chink in m y armour, I was proving to him that
I was a man. I spent m y life trying not to displease him, rather than trying to
please him. I constantly and desperately needed his approval to validate m e as a
person, and yet m y self-concept told m e that this was a massive deception and a
presumptuous exploitation of m y 'sonship' because I was not worthy of being a
person. I never k n e w h o w to love him, but I respected him totally. Respect, of
course, has a distancing effect, whereas love involves closeness. A relationship
based on respect, for example for a boss or some other authority figure, can mask
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all sorts of more fragile emotional aspects of a personality, so that the respected
person m a y never become aware of those other details of the respecter. Through
this subterfuge I minimised the risk of exposing m y vulnerability to m y father.
"Men's lack of intimacy", as Middleton suggests, "is a strategic secrecy. M e n hide
feelings in order to withhold information which might give others power over
them". 150
The affection 1 craved, the praise and approval, and the physical touching I needed,
were all suppressed. I guess m y father also found it hard to give these things
because that was the example his father had given. H e addressed his parents as
'Mother' and 'Father'. Also there would have been a reluctance on his part to
foster those 'unmanly' aspects of m y developing personality. H e would attempt to
masculinise m y life with antidote activities wherever possible. I would struggle to
live up to these masculine standards, failing miserably on the football field or as a
boy scout. M y mother once tried, unsuccessfully, to engineer a camping weekend
away for m y father and m e , alone together. I still remember the mutual father/son
terror at the prospect. For m e this was even worse than the time m y father
announced that he had booked m e into the Outward Bound School for four weeks
at the end of m y secondary schooling. This was a final, desperate attempt at
furnishing m y manhood by the use of an external, patriarchal agent.
I was twenty-two when my father became ill. For the next twenty years I stood by
this six foot giant watching helplessly as he degenerated physically into a five foot
twisted remnant of a m a n whose speech was barely audible and often
unintelligible. During that time w e both tried desperately to get to k n o w each
other, making up for lost time. D a d even m a d e moves at one time to become a
potter. In 19841 travelled overseas for several months. The day after m y return
he c o m m a n d e d m y attention by hallucinating his way through a phantom suicide
attempt, as if he had held onto his sanity until I returned. Reality never fully
returned to his life. Just before his seventy-second birthday, as he sat pathetically
in a nursing h o m e with m e spooning soup into his mouth, I dared to say, "Dad, if
you want to go because you can't take any more, you can go. It's your life".
Several days later he had a simple fall and knocked himself unconscious,
remaining in a c o m a until he died ten days later. During those ten days I spoke to
him constantly, believing that he could hear m e subconsciously, assuring him of
m y love for him. But it was too late to do any more for the man. There was just
the memory.
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W h e n he died in 1988 I felt great relief. It was ostensibly relief for him, after
twenty years of suffering. More meaningful to m e was the relief from no longer
having to suffer the discomfort of physically looking at m y n o w decayed hero. I
could n o w dispense with the necessity of the physical m a n and m o v e into the realm
of idealising him through the good memories I had of him. The act of 'giving m y
father permission' to die was a turning point in m y life when I knew that I was
n o w 'the captain of m y o w n ship'. The grieving process had been gradual over a
ten year period. The tears immediately after his death expressed a sense of relief.
M a n y m e n I have counselled havefinallycome of age on the death of their father.
M y personal growth since his death has probably surpassed any other growth spurt
in m y lifetime.
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My

Father's Ashes

Dad's six foot frame was reduced to a small shoe-box of ashes after his
cremation. It looked like shell-grit when wefinallycut open the two tough
plastic containers with a Stanley knife. It was strange to run my fingers
through the remains with no sense that they had once been a person.
My mother had picked up the ashes herself from Parsons' Funeral Home.
That seemed pretty brave to me. She commented on how heavy they were.
We joked about the additional weight of his replacement hip joint as we
carried him to the bush chapel at the Mount Keira Scout Camp in a white
plastic shopping bag. We chose this location because Dad had spent much of
his adult life as a Scouter. To formalise the last respects Mum

invited Rob

Gallagher from her church to read some Scriptures. He and I had shared a
house together twenty years earlier. When Robfinishedreading, three of my
teenage nephews scattered the ashes from the top of the rocks above the
chapel. Some of the dust blew into my eyes. It was a sort of a no-fuss end
of which he would have approved.
For the funeral a month or so earlier Mum gave the instructions for a simple
church service with Dad's favourite hymns and gospel choruses, with the
coffin to be taken off for the cremation without any ceremony, with no
gravestones or even a memorial tree-planting. It was a big service with
several hundred people in attendance. Mum

and I placed a bunch of pink

camelliasfrommy garden on top of the coffin. I sang the hymns loudly to
farewell my father. He would have approved. After all, this was the church
where I had been in charge of the music for thirteen years, until my
excommunication six years earlier. It was a happy fundamentalist Christian
service. There weren't many tears, except for one of my cousins in her late
twenties who wailed her way across to my mother with appropriate funereal
show. Her parents habitually wore sunglasses to funerals—today was no
exception.
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Quite a while after the service had finished we were still chatting to guests
around the coffin. Eventually the funeral parlour men had to intrude to carry
the coffin to the hearse. I had to interrupt their attempts at sombre invisibility
because during the service I'd had a conversation with Mum—"Nice
on top—do you want 'em?" She replied, "Yes—seems

flowers

a shame to waste

them and I haven't got any at home in the house". So we all posed for
photographs with the red roses back at Mum's later.
Dad had always been a funeral-goer. He respected it as a serious civic duty.
I think he would have counted his own as one of the best he 'd attended. He
would have approved of our levity (and disapproved of my cousin's
wailing).

It is important to state at this point that m y father's role was not ogre-like or ever
malicious. H e was generally known as an extremely fair man. The most important
fact this research has revealed to m e , only quite recently, is that m y subservient
position was where I located myself relative to him because that was h o w I
perceived myself. His response was what I invited, in order to reinforce that selfperception. Self-concepts are not based on fact or truth but on h o w w e perceive
the people and things that mould our construction as individuals. M o r e wisely
stated, " W e do not see the world as it is, w e see the world as w e are".151

15lTalmud.
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Exhibition 2
al femminile

e al maschile—Galleria

T e o r e m a , Florence, Italy, 1990.

The benefits of the process of introspection about my relationship with my father
extended far beyond the actual work for the Florence exhibition into all areas of m y
life. During this time there were some very strong parallels between m y growth as
an artist and m y growth as a m a n . A s I modelled the individual figures they
became effigies of m y life, but m u c h of their meaning was not apparent to m e until
I saw them displayed together and had time to consider them.
The sculptures were combinations of small slip-cast male figures, boxes and
bandages. There were two different figure moulds and three sizes of box moulds.
The forms of the bodies were derived from Greek kouroi and Etruscan sculptures
and the surfaces were either unglazed, black-fired clay or glazed with shining,
metallic lustre. The contrasts of gloss/matt, gold/black, precious/vulgar were used
to symbolise personality dualities, which was a continuation of the theme from the
Images Of Men exhibition. The small scale better conveyed the preciousness and
fragility of the male psyche, and they also took on an iconic value, qualities that
were missed in the previous large sculptures.
The sculptures were made specifically to be exhibited in Florence. There was text
written on their surfaces in Italian, sufficiently disguised to be suggestive of a
history rather than specifically informative. The references to the male sculptures
of Greek and R o m a n antiquity were intended to suit the setting of the gallery in
Italy. T h e abundance of public sculpture in Florence provided a sympathetic
ambience for m y work. Examples of Etruscan figures which had inspired m y
figures were also in the surrounding Florentine galleries and museums.
The boxes functioned as structural supports for the figures. They were used as
metaphors for societal categorisation, classification, stereotypes, traditional roles
and entrapment, and they acted as plinths for display of different aspects of
masculinity. S o m e of the boxes were decorated with sgraffito, with phallic
imagery, or with 'text' suggesting the story of the attached m a n , written by or on
his life, as in Fragmented

Male. A s with the figures, the boxes were open to

flexible interpretation. S o m e acted solely as supporting structures, others as
enclosing, limiting structures. S o m e were whole structures, others were
fragmented, with a corner missing or a large section broken away, revealing the
interior of the box. They were similar in size to thefiguresand therefore evoked
immediate associations with death, coffins and sarcophagi, especially w h e n their
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4. Liberation

5. Lazarus

6. Shattered Dreams & The Sins of the Fathers

7. Never-Ending Journey

8. O n the Death of m y Father

hollowness became evident. The degree of fragmentation of both boxes and
bodies added other layers of meaning about entrapment, decay and restoration, as
did the juxtaposition of the two forms, locating the m a n either in, on, or with the
box, secured with varying degrees of bandaging.
Fabric bandage was dipped in clay slip and was used as one of the key design
elements. It signified the restrictions of society and tradition, and bondage to the
mortality and fragility of being human. It also referred to the security of safe (but
not necessarily sound) cultural values, psychological/emotional bondage,
entanglements, complications, and knots. T h e amount of bandaging represented
the degree of liberation from these influences, either chosen or permitted. The
positioning and tightness of the bandages over the eyes or genitals referred to
awareness, both sexual and psychological. Golden Slave was securely bandaged
to the box, with eyes and genitals fully exposed and with little indication of
possible escape, whereas the bandaging on Liberation (Plate 4) looked more like
vestiges of a past about to be shed.
Other symbols which 'found their way' into the forms were the crown, the horse's
head and tiny pot-like vessels. The crown and the horse were allusions to the
game of chess and to life as a set of strategic moves. Again the duality consisted of
the enjoyment of the game, as well as being manipulated as pawns. The horse was
also used as a metaphor for maleness in the processes of transition, change and
escape. It referred to the horse-god used as an important part in a great number of
ancientrites,as an o m e n of death in dream interpretation in Germany and England,
and in some cultures as the agent of protection and wisdom, and the vehicle for
dead souls, associated with burialrites.Cirlot's Dictionary of Symbols includes
the following entry:
Considering that the horse pertains to the natural, unconscious,
instinctive zone, it is not surprising that, in Antiquity, it should have
been endowed with certain powers of divination. In fables and legend,
horses, being clairvoyant, are often assigned the task of giving a timely
warning to their masters, as in the G r i m m s ' fable, for example. Jung
asserts that it expresses the magic side of M a n , 'the mother within us',
that is, intuitive understanding.152
The tiny vessels made allusions to the funerary practices of burying mementos with
the dead to accompany the spirit to the next existence. The following discussion of
some of the specific sculptures shows the m o v e towards more autobiographical
elements, not evident in Images of Men.

For example the inclusion of the small

152j cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols (tr. Jack Sage), Routledge Kegan Paul, London, 1962, p.
152.
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pots reflected a process of .self-revelation without referring directly to it because
these pots eventually came to represent m y .self identity as a potter.
The single figures represented simple narratives of men who are unaware or
untroubled by the complications of life. Each one could have been m e or a
collective of men. For example, Lazarus (Plate 5) was a single figure standing in a
half box, with a broken top edge. The figure was unglazed and bandaged. The
box had a metallic blue/gold lustre surface, and had some simple graffiti symbols,
perhaps an epitaph. Lazarus referred the viewer to the Biblical character of that
n a m e w h o w a s alleged to be resurrected on the third day of his entombment, as a
demonstration of the miraculous power of Christ, prefiguring the later resurrection
of Christ after his crucifixion. In the context of this research it referred to the
emergence of m e n into n e w masculinities. The body was only lightly bandaged.
The genitals were not totally covered but the eyes were, suggesting that the
awakening was a sexual, sub-conscious phenomenon, yet to d a w n fully on the
m a n himself. A s with the Lazarus myth, the message w a s a positive one,
suggesting a n e w beginning, an optimistic future. Liberation (Plate 4), which was
a similar combination of figure and broken box, was m u c h clearer in its message
with less bandaging and the eyes totally free to see, indicating a more developed
self-concept.
As the forms grew more complex they became metaphors for society and some of
the ways it impinges on men's lives. Again they could be interpreted as collective
statements or more intimate personal expressions. S o m e of thefigurescarried part
figures on their backs, symbolising the past which m e n have not, cannot, or will
not shed over time. This m a y have been a past of social and family conditioning,
memories or experience, both positive and negative. The carriedfiguresvaried in
their degree of fragmentation or damage, indicating their intact nature or their
distance from the reality of the present. Shattered Dreams (Plate 6) showed the
broken remains of a torso bound to the back of the uprightfigure,whereas The
Sins Of The Father (Plate 6) had a complete, but smaller body on its back. In
Search of Nirvana carried a headless, but otherwise complete, body.
It was clear to me that I intended the double figures to be about my relationship
with m y father. I was aware that most of what I carried with m e ,figurativelyon
m y back or bound to m e , were the things entailed in being m y father's son. That
relationship had influenced m y entire identity genetically, psychologically and
physically, both past and present. His illness, which left him crippled and bent
over, had dominated our emotions of the past twenty years of our lives. The
Never-Ending Journey (Plate 7) showed two blue/gold glazed figures standing in a
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fragmented black box, facing in the same direction, loosely bound to each other in
a pose of desperation, both wishing for the hell of illness to end, both sagging
under the strain. In contrasting m o o d , On The Death Of My Father (Plate 8)
depicted the same two people, but it had a quiet positive feeling, with both figures
erect and looking straight ahead, to some sort of n e w beginning. It referred to m y
father's death as a welcome prospect for him and for m e .
Wherever there were paired figures the narrative contained elements of conflict,
comparison, contrast or reflection. Dual Personality had two identical figures
securely bound to each other, back to back. They were glazed in arich,metallic
gold lustre, giving the piece great visual strength. They symbolised conflict within
the m a n , perhaps about his sexual identity or being true to himself. The duality
suggested aspects of the same m a n , either masculine/feminine components, or
public/private, or conscious/unconscious, or again, father/son. Denial showed two
identicalfiguresat right angles to each other on two sides of a box. The sculpture
was free of any bandaging but showed a m a n not prepared to look at himself,
perhaps unaware of his inflexibility. Hero Worship contrasted two different
figures. A smaller figure looked up adoringly at the figure, inside a fragmented
box with a golden interior, again possibly referring to m y father/son relationship or
the w a y boys in general see their fathers as heroes.
Fragmentation in the sculptures spoke of the fragility of life. The fine broken
edges of the clay showed the hollowness behind the apparently solid exterior of the
intact m e n and boxes. Crumbling

Archetype had a serene beauty about it. I

interpreted it as a portrait of m y father over the previous twenty years w h e n he
became more and more dependent on his family and his authority status gave w a y
to a n e w softness, and tears which expressed emotions I had never seen until the
last years of his life. The King Has Clay Feet (Plate 9) showed a faceless,
crowned top half of a m a n at the feet of a whole male figure, both joined to a box
covered with phallic imagery. It talked about the humanity of men, and the heroes
w h o prove to be disappointingly fallible. A similar feeling surrounds Chessman ,
which had a horse head sitting proudly on the top of a golden box, heavily
decorated with graffiti. The box was intact, except for a small section of erosion in
the top, rear corner, indicating the precariousfinebalance of the situation.

Again I must stress that these interpretations are, of course, totally subjective on
m y part. However, there was a certain m o o d set by the w a y the sculptures were
positioned. Facing each other they appeared to be relating to each other. With the
different heights of the display stands, a more elevated placement of a figure gave it
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an air of superiority or dominance. Endless arrangements were possible, restricted
only by the space and display equipment of the Galleria Teorema.
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9. The King Has Clay Feet

al femminile

e al maschile—Post-Production

Dialogue

When I looked at the finished work in Florence I considered that the change of
scale had been successful. The works m a d e a m u c h more powerful and articulate
statement as small sculptures. I had the feeling from m y o w n viewing and from
the public response that a more satisfactory dialogue was set up with these works
than had been the case with the Images Of Men exhibition. The different exhibition
locations m a y also have contributed to this fact, although the chauvinism of
Florence, Italy w a s probably not too different from that of the coal-mining
environment of Yallourn, Victoria. Feedback from the director of the Galleria
Teorema on public response indicated that Catholic nuns could see in the sculptures
messages of religious transformation while others, mainly m e n , saw them as
homosexual art. For example, Lazarus (Plate 5), without the title m a y have been
about bondage and discipline, but with the title it read quite differently. The review
by critic Giuseppe Labate in the Italian art journal Alia Bottega indicated an
adequate understanding. H e interpreted the theme as "enclosed in the split
personality as symbolised by the double-faced R o m a n god Giano w h o looks
towards the light and darkness, towards the present which inherits the laws, and a
future reaching out towards social conformity".153

However, having resolved the scale, I felt a dissatisfaction with the role played by
the boxes. I wanted to say more with each sculpture. The inert, supportive boxes
took up valuable space in each artistic statement. Those boxes which were partly
open invited the viewer to satisfy his/her curiosity about the possible contents.
Also, m y interest in the mystery surrounding tombs and burial customs in
preparation for subsequent lives was stimulated by visits to the reliquaries in Italian
churches. I could see the possibilities of telling m u c h more interesting stories
about m y men's personal archaeologies by adding the trappings of transformation
to a n e w existence, either death or a n e w stage in life.

153

Giuseppe Labate, 'al femminile e al maschile' in Alia Bottega, Anno xxix, 1,1991, p. 27. (tr.
Umberto Blanzan).
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Separating myself from the frantic production period in m y studio before flying to
Italy, exhibition in hand, was both a relief and a benefit. Seeing the sculptures
grouped in the gallery, after being hidden in crates for a couple of months, allowed
a growth in the awareness of possible narratives which extended beyond m y
original understanding of the works.

Viewing these works as m y unique

creations, I began to understand more about the subconscious content of the artmaking process and the cathartic effect w h e n those subconscious elements are
revealed.

T h e myths behind each sculpture began to grow into more

autobiographical narratives as they revealed more to m e about the construction of
m y masculinity and the process of self-definition. For example, looking at the
dualities expressed in the double sculptures, I became aware that internal selfdefinition relied upon external comparisons against standards set by fathers and
other modelling influences. After returning from Italy I began to research this
process more intensely in m y life and in the lives of m e n in general. A s I stated at
the beginning of this section, this general survey of masculine modelling preceded
a more specific personal investigation. I w a s preparing for an autobiographical
search through m y work. Through the process of personal archaeology I had
reached a stage of readiness to deal with the facts of child sexual abuse in m y life.
The catharsis of m y art-making w a s a vital component in re-constructing m y n e w
personal identity and laid the foundations for an intense period of self-examination
through psychotherapy.
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Chapter 8

SECRETS - THE PERVERSION OF CHILDHOOD

Childhood is both a condition and a history. T h e condition of
childhood continues in our o w n and others' children, whose presence
can help us recover and recapitulate our o w n historical childhood, but
cannot overcome its increasing remoteness. Our physical shape has
changed, especially our size, and with it, our environment and its
scale.154
This is a story about me and how I perceived my childhood. 1 am sure there are
those w h o would disagree with what I write, because they have a different
attachment to the events and people of m y life. However, until I accepted
responsibility for the narration of m y life and dealt with the failing and unresolved
emotions attached to the factual history of m y childhood, I could not arrive at a
realistic understanding of the effects of these events and people in m y formation as
a man.

T h e process of understanding, which I have termed a 'personal

archaeology', is specifically discussed later in this paper.

^Middleton, p. 22.
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Birds and

Bees

"Mum... can I buy some books tonight... ?"
"What sort of books ? "
I was going to the Father and Son Movement sex education night at the
Church of England hall. My father wasn 't going. I was going with Brian
and his father and I'd heard you could get books there to tell you all about
it. Boys and girls aged eight to eleven went from six o'clock to seven
o'clock, in two separate halls, of course, with their same-sex parent, and
then older kids went from seven o'clock to eight o'clock.
(Nonchalant response) "Just books about babies and things".
"No, you don't need them. Anyway we've got some here, somewhere".
Don't need them! You've got to be joking. After a night of looking at
black and white diagrams and slides of copulating chooks—perhaps there
was no copulation, just arrows pointing out the possibilities in the worlds
of roosters and hens—with very vague descriptions by a very sterile
looking man in a grey cardigan, I was sure there must be some value in
having my own reference library on the subject. By this stage I was aware
of the interesting reading that was possible, because my uncle had shown
me thick marriage manuals, disguised in brown paper covers, with pages
appropriately marked and dog-eared.
For months I searched for the aforementioned books in our house. I knew
my mother wouldn't lie to me, so they had to be somewhere. Finally I
found them in the top shelf of the cupboard in the sunroom with my
father's old tax returns—nine feet off the ground. On a few occasions
there had to be some hasty climbing to return them to their hideout as my
parents or my sisters arrived home earlier than I'd expected.
These books were never given to me by my parents. And at no time was
my sex education ever consciously furthered by them, except on one
occasion when I was twenty-six. I had bought the new nuptial bed, and
my mother enquired whether I had bought a mattress cover. When I
looked questioningly at her she responded in manner serious, "Well, there
are little stains, you know". At last I felt my knowledge was complete and
I could embark on the marital journey.
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Other boys were similarly schooled with that essential knowledge that would steer
them through their manhood. The accounts are amusing n o w from an adult
perspective, but in actuality were tragic. For example, John, a contributor to an
oral history on gay Darwin, wrote of his father:
But you see, he was quite unable to talk to m e . I remember I must
have been about thirteen, I think, sitting in the bath one afternoon.
Father just burst into the bathroom, and said: "John, I want you to treat
girls as you'd want other boys to treat your sisters. A n d keep yourself
clean". A n d he burst out of the bathroom a quickly as he could. That
was m y preparation for m y sexual life.155
The position of a sexually precocious boy in this environment was precarious.
Within the family the rules of becoming a m a n were never made explicit. What
was I to do with this intense curiosity about apparently taboo but insistent
emotions? Even roosters and hens were not discussed in m y sexophobic home.
M y mother was forty-one when she was pregnant with m y brother. I was eleven.
I remember that I was not allowed to use the word "pregnant". M y mother was
said to be "expecting", but I was not entirely sure of the process which lead to her
expectant state. Closed doors precluded first-hand observations of parents' or
older sisters' bodily bits—how was I to k n o w that w o m e n had pubic hair? The
repression fanned m y curiosity.

Man

6

Cyril was in my class at school. He was the envy of all the boys because he
was pubescent before anyone else. He was taller, his voice broke earlier and
he had three balls. He was understandably quite proud of this anatomical
claim to fame and was always willing to display his cluster in the boys toilet.
We used to think that this was why he could masturbate under the desk and
squirt all over thefloor.In sixth class this was far more interesting than the
re-runs of the tired old black and white movies we had to endure on wet
Friday afternoons when there was no sport.

These are the sorts of secrets a child should have, about innocent forays with other
children into fantasy and discovery about the world, about their bodies, about
imaginary friends. But from the age of five mine were about adult sexuality,
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imposed on m e by m y paedophilic uncle. H e was about twenty-eight when it
started. Becau.se I craved affection I was a very available victim for his attentions,
but the secrecy was not innocent. It carried the personal fear of that secret being
revealed. So from w h e n I was a small child m y life became a tightrope of Jekylland-Hyde existence, neither being myself nor being m y father's son. I realise
n o w that m a n y boys had similar experiences of isolation, but at the time, for m e , it
was insurmountable.
In his autobiography Alan Marshall wrote of his work as an 'agony uncle'
journalist:
aware of the strange triple lives that m a n y young people live: the life
recognised by their friends, the life familiar to their parents and a
basement life of thought and behaviour k n o w n only to themselves. It
was from this dark basement that unhappiness came and from where
the need of a confidant arose.156
Like Marshall, I too have turned the experience to my advantage as an adult. In my
psychology practice I a m frequently able to draw on the knowledge of those times
to empathise with client survivors from early childhood trauma. However, in no
way does this positive outcome outweigh the damage done by m y uncle. The most
damaging effect was that through his perversion I was cheated out of being able to
choose m y o w n rate of progress through m y psychosexual development, which is
surely therightof any h u m a n being. A s a legacy of that imposition, investigating
m y emerging homosexual personality was confounded by m y 'loss of innocence'
that gave m e too m u c h adult knowledge too soon. The sexual repression in the
society that moulded m e , and more specifically m y family environment where
sexuality was kept so carefully private, compounded m y homophobia, or at least
m y phobia about knowing h o w to m o v e into m y adult sexuality. It was not until
m y early forties that I clearly distinguished between m y sexual identity and m y
sexual abuse. Lew's summation of the situation is accurate:
The victim of sexual abuse is unceremoniously snatched out of
childhood innocence into the world of adult sexuality—which the
victim is not ready or prepared for—and worse yet, into the world of
thoughtless and dysfunctional adult sexuality. This creates a
"schizophrenic" situation for the young boy. In one part of his life he
is brutally thrust into the world of adult sexuality at its worst. O n the
other hand he continues in his regular life relating to his peers and their
collective coming into sexual awareness and function. These two
worlds are set apart from one another.157

!56colmer, p. 29.
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Child sexual abuse leaves the child isolated, except for a long-term bond with the
abuser. Whether or not it is stated verbally by the abuser, the child is forced into
an involuntary, secret pact with an adult w h o has betrayed the child's trust, and
yet, "the adult does not want to relate to the child except as an object of sexual
gratification".158 With his loss of innocence he is n o w carrying a knowledge
about adult sexuality that is too big to accommodate in his child's mind. This sort
of emotional overload causes mental dissociation and is the usual cause of multiple
personality disorders as the child strives to maintain s o m e sense of selfcentredness. B y delegating that painful part of his life to another 'self he survives
by having to deal with only 'part-time' guilt and pain.
One common misconception is that sexual abuse always implies physical violence
and that there is a correlation between the level of violence and resultant damage.
But in m a n y cases the rape is with compliant children 159 —they are, after all,
children in a w e of adult power and authority. It is not necessarily the extremes of
damage, of vaginal or anal tearing, or the amount of blood, or the level of pain
inflicted, that have the most long-term impact. After the event, or after each
recurrent event, there are more immediate day-to-day matters of coping with hiding
the guilt. A s L e w explains, "The boy, of course, finds it impossible to carry the
abusive situation back into his childhood life—it is not something he can share—he
has been frightened into secrecy by the abuser".160 The resultant personality
distortions and compensatory behaviours emerge as he attempts to c o m e to terms
with the isolation of having been raped, with no-one to turn to for support.
The extent of inter-generational sex as a current social problem has only begun to
be acknowledged by Western society in the last few years, but mainly for girls.
Statistics suggest that thirty percent of girls and twenty percent of boys are
victims, 161 although from m y research I suspect a m u c h higher level of male
abuse, equal to female abuse, is hidden behind the reluctance of m e n to talk about
such intimate details of their lives.162 According to Watkins and Bentovim "the
finding that m o r e male child-sexual-assault victims, compared to girls, are
reported by third parties supports the proposition that males are less likely to selfdisclose sexual assault".163 Social propriety has tended to deny that the problem
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exists, with families closing rank around perpetrators to avoid public shame.
However, the women's movement gave w o m e n a voice to speak out, which has
exposed the abu.se of both male and female victims. Elizabeth W a r d stresses the
importance of naming this crime as it really is, no longer allowing the topic to be
played d o w n with euphemisms. She says, "I use 'rape' because I believe that the
use of a child's body/being is the same as the phenomenon of adult rape. Terms
like 'sexual abuse', 'molestation' and 'interference' are diminutions of 'rape': they
imply that something less than rape occurred".164
Jung postulated that the "maintenance of secrets acts like a psychic poison which
alienates their possessor from the community". 165 W h e n the information cannot
be shared, "a merely private secret has a destructive effect. It resembles a burden
of guilt which cuts off the unfortunate possessor from c o m m u n i o n with his
fellow-beings".166 A n y form of secret difference for a child can debilitate his/her
self-esteem. M a n y gay adults speak of finding it difficult, well before puberty, to
fit into society, 'knowing they were always different'. This seems to be more
often the case than with m e n w h o grew comfortably into gay adults from an early
childhood awareness, like Ray Hartley, for example, w h o recounted:
I k n e w I liked m y o w n sex w h e n I was but a young boy six or seven
years old. M y first playing about...a few years later established what it
was all about for me—that was it, and has been ever since.167
Other examples of more common sources of childhood stress resulting from
difference are suffering from enuresis, having an alcoholic parent, or witnessing
domestic violence. A temporary disorder like enuresis often ceases as the child
matures, and 'grows out of it'. The effects of the other more location-specific
afflictions can be reduced by physically moving out of the situation. However, the
personal invasion resulting from physical, sexual abuse causes long-term
debilitation because it resides in the person. Not only does it not go away on
reaching adulthood but the full impact of its damage is not usually realised before
adulthood.
From my personal experience, carrying the sexual shame of rape as a five-year-old
child is comparable to being physically crippled. The child is handicapped in his
emotional, mental, spiritual and social growth because every stage of development
is monitored by this difference. Every time he looks outside himself to confirm
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that he is allrighthe sees a mirror reflection of a cripple. His negative selfjudgements are reinforced. Unlike a physical disability, carrying a secret
difference can have no public or community support and understanding, so a
person with such a secret difference has to interpret each n e w situation using a
knowledge which is unverifiable with peers and usual advisers. Developing a
healthy self-esteem is impossible when one feels different, isolated and excluded.
There is a current wave of litigation which attempts to expose and punish the
perpetrators of sexual abuse crimes of forty andfiftyyears ago. The positive side
of this process is that m e n and w o m e n are finding a voice with which to state
ownership of significant parts of their past in order to then progress to a life based
on a healthier self-image. The negative aspect is that it has become a fashionable
witch-hunt for some people, for w h o m publicly venting their personal bitterness
has become their raison d'etre, stultifying their possible personal growth. T o
acknowledge that something happened is to empower the victim and remove the
feelings of crippling shame in the knowledge that m a n y of our generation have
repressed the same information for the same number of years. T o understand that
there is no such thing as a guilty victim of sexual abuse places the total
responsibility for the crime back on the abuser. A s L e w states, "abuse is never
deserved, nor is the child ever responsible".168
I have been interested and somewhat amazed lately to hear people suggest that there
could be positive aspects to inter-generational sex and I wonder what motivates
such questioning. Perhaps they are reacting against the witch hunt of the last few
years to which I referred earlier, along with the reportage on 'false memories'
about childhood abuse. M y response to this suggestion is adamant. Childhood
sexual abuse in any form has a negative effect on its victims. In m y o w n case it
could be hypothesised that m y uncle provided the affection I craved from m y
distant father. However, put into the context of his overall personality and the w a y
his groping hands sought m a n y other genital areas, both adult and child, there was
never any evidence of anything but his o w n perverted self-gratification as the
motivator. T h e key word 'abuse', involving a betrayal of trust and misuse of
power, is pivotal to this discussion and is not the same as 'experience'. Again I
should stress that this research pertains to m y particular Western culture, at the
same time acknowledging different conventions as being acceptable in other
cultures, supporting the social constructionist view of sexuality. In France and
G e r m a n y several years ago it w a s possible to readily buy child pornography
magazines and photographs in bookshops and at railway stations, while just across
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the English Channel these were considered illegal goods. I was alarmed that such
a crucial cultural and moral phenomenon could be regulated in a w a y that was
similar to poker machine licensing at the Queensland/New South Wales border.
Stein's analysis of the constructionist/essentialist viewpoints is instructive on this
point of cultural difference w h e n he details conventions of the Native American
berdache and certain Pacific cultures:
In s o m e cultures of N e w Guinea and Melanesia, a more general
institutionalised role for same-sex behaviour exists....Until they reach
marriage age, m e n participate in primarily same-sex sexual activities.
Engaging in age-assymetrical, same-sex sexual behaviours is
traditionally practiced in these cultures—it is viewed as part of the
maturational process of pubescent boys to play the receptor role in anal
or oral intercourse with older men. These examples demonstrate that
most cultures do not share our culture's w a y of categorizing people on
the basis of the sex they are primarily attracted to.169
The current public exposure of priests of the Catholic church enables victims to
recognise their innocence without the complication of divine privilege which has
protected m e n of the cloth, muzzling any attempt to call their acts 'criminal'.170
There has also been a less public pattern of change in families where abusive
fathers and grandfathers, and uncles, have occupied a similar privileged position.
The increase in public awareness has shocked society, where naivety or selective
blindness has allowed such a serious problem to continue for so long. Because of
his o w n high moral standards it would never have occurred to m y father that
paedophilia or other 'sexual aberrations' were possible in the sphere of his
existence. From m y perception of his outlook on life I would think that his naive
knowledge of such perversions m a d e their denial possible and removed him from
the responsibility and emotional trauma of ever having to confront them. I was
surprised to find out that he thought homosexuality was w h e n m e n 'interfered'
with little boys. This would be true of m a n y m e n and w o m e n of his generation.
Therefore, to suspect his Masonic Lodge brother-in-law of being a paedophile,
even though the abuse went on in and out of the family h o m e for ten years, would
have been unthinkable.
The die was cast at a crucial stage of my development. I was introduced to a realm
of adult sexuality beyond m y years and I modelled this knowledge and m y sexual
precocity into a sexual identity that was not like any of m y peer's. Having also
internalised the generally accepted social hierarchies of 'normal' boys, there was a
constant war of verification going on. A s a result, I grew up thinking myself
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always to be some sort of freak or misfit in society. From Lew's experience as a
psychologist he concludes:
Since m e n "are not supposed to be victims", abuse (and particularly
sexual abuse) b e c o m e s a process of demasculinisation (or
emasculation). If m e n aren't to be victims (the equation reads), then
victims aren't men. The victimised male wonders and worries about
what the abuse has turned him into.171

Once this perception of an uncertain misfit sexual identity is internalised the vic
resigns himself to attracting and accepting treatment as such in m a n y life situations.
I clearly remember m y loneliness in the school playground, desperately wanting
friends but never breaking into the group, always staying on the edge. I always
wondered w h y I was victimised by teachers and peers and accepted it resignedly as
confirmation of m y 'freak' status.
1

A s a result I positioned myself as 'less than a man' in all of m y dealings with m y
father. M y experience fits with Lew's research, which regards the damage of
abuse as equally negative for all male survivors, making no value judgements
about a socially preferable version of male sexuality. H e concludes:
Once w e accept that w e fail to meet the standard of masculinity, w e
carry a sense of inferiority into most areas of life. M e n have spent their
lives trying to 'prove' their masculinity, or have succumbed to the
feeling that because they aren't 'all man' they aren't m e n at all.172

The label 'victim' carries all the overtones of powerlessness. Because "our culture
provides no room for a m a n as victim",173 m y father would have presupposed,
along with most of contemporary Western society, that I had adequate ability to
protect myself from m y uncle, becau.se that is h o w m y father had trained m e as a
boy/man, with such exhortations as 'be brave', or 'crack hardy', or 'be a man', or
'keep a stiff upper lip'.
These are some of the obstacles imposed on me as an abused child that impeded
m y development as a h u m a n being. Such is the effect of a stolen childhood, when
a child is overloaded with adult concerns (of sexuality) and hence becomes
dysfunctional. L e w states that recovery is often so difficult that m a n y m e n never
deal with the residual problems, and that:
A major challenge of recovery for most incest survivors is rebuilding
their self-esteem to the point where they begin to see in themselves
what others see in them and recognise that those perceptions are
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accurate. As they accomplish this, they move toward liking themselves
as much as others like them. 174
However, at this stage of m y life, I was not dealing with recovery. I was still in
survival mode. Adolescence, and m y father, presented m e with the task of being
accountable for myself as an individual.

l74Lew, p. 43.
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M y quest for recognition as a person, the attempt to prove myself to myself and to
m y father, was realised to some extent when I began to make pots. I had seen Ivan
Englund throw a pot when I was eleven years old and still remember the feeling of
connection with that moment. The fascination of watching a potter at his/her wheel
is still hypnotic for m e . W h e n I was nineteen I started pottery classes at West
Wollongong Technical College with Patricia Englund. There was an immediate
feeling of comfort with making pots, as if I had found the thing I was 'always
destined to do'. This m a y sound over-romantic, but there was a very real sense of
'being a natural' at something, probably for the first time in m y life. For m e the
process of object creation satisfied m y need to be differentiated as an individual.
Here was something I was good at, and I was better at it than other people. It was
the vehicle by which I could gain recognition without trying to be someone else,
and I revelled in it. Pottery-making involved sufficient mechanical elements to
provide a communication bridge between m y mechanical engineer father and m e ,
and he was able to recognise m e and approve of what I was doing in a way that I
found nourishing. This became one important area of c o m m o n ground on which
w e both felt comfortable.
The abuse by my uncle stopped when I was fifteen. I guess this coincided with
m y no longer needing a babysitter and also becoming aware that I could choose to
discourage this activity with a m a n I loathed. His paedophilic power base changed
when the adult-child relationship became an adult-adult relationship and he could
no longer perceive m e as a child sex object as I grew to almost the same physical
size as himself. H e m o v e d on to other victims. I became aware that I had to
protect m y three year old brother from the same fate I had suffered—I readily
offered to babysit him myself if m y parents went out without us, rather than see
him left with this uncle. M y parents thought m y eagerness was very strange at the
time, and m a d e a point of asking m e about it twenty years later when I told them
about m y abuse.
However, I was shattered to find that when the abusive activity ceased, the
alienating feelings did not go away. The painful awareness of 'being different'
persisted. The feelings of guilt and worthlessness with respect to m y father were
excruciating. M y feelings of self-worth were non-existent. The duality of m y
inner thoughts and m y outer life tore m e apart. I embarked on a desperate search
through a range of religious belief systems, I looked for an answer in academia, I
smoked, I drank, I tried to be 'one of the boys', looking for a comfortable identity.
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At the time w h e n suicide appeared to be a preferred option I entered m y second
phase of serious Christianity. In a fundamentalist Christian church, where m y
'sin' was readily exposed, I saw a w a y to assuage m y guilt by becoming God's
m a n of faith and action, and so proceeded to drive myself to exhaustion to that end.
In the same period, in m y eagerness to be 'normal', I also rushed into plans to
marry a girl from the church, but the relationship failed after about six months.
Finally, w h e n I w a s twenty-two I had s o m e sort of nervous breakdown.
However, m y need for public recognition motivated m y ongoing involvement in
the church. I had taken charge of the music activities in the church and received
great satisfaction from conducting choirs and instrumental music groups and
leading crowds of over five hundred people in singing. I was good at it and better
than most others, and m y father approved. Even so, despite m y popularity as a
leader, the feeling of being other still persisted. The ministry had no understanding
of sexual abuse, was extremely homophobic, and allowed m y uncle to serve
faithfully as a 'pillar of the church', even though aware of his paedophilic activities
during m y childhood. Motivated by m y underlying frustration in this environment,
I was finally confronted with a more honest self-assessment of m y sexuality. I
gave myself permission to ask, possibly for thefirsttime, what I really wanted, for
myself?
The answer I found was incompatible with almost all aspects of my current life in
1982. In Duberman's words, "After twenty years of building brick walls between
m e and m y sexuality, I k n e w more about bricks than about what I wanted to put in
their place".175 I tried desperately to integrate the ^compatibilities, but eventually
admitted to myself that I had to m a k e a choice which I k n e w could not please
everybody. A s difficult as that realisation was I felt compelled to act on it. M y
relationship with Peter began and I knew immediately that the choice wasright.A s
Duberman writes, "...I c a m e out—itself a milestone: openly naming oneself
sharply limits the possibility of retreat".176 Declaring m y gayness was perhaps the
bravest, most honest but traumatic event of m y life. I lost all m y friends, m y
marriage and m yfive-year-olddaughter. I alienated m y family and I chose to go
against the security of family tradition and belief systems. I was publicly
excommunicated from the church, which was a significant and liberating
experience. It enabled m e to understand the repressive power of Christianity,
effected through applied guilt, which had debilitated m y self-esteem throughout
m y life. But, most significant was the act of asserting myself, age thirty-five, for
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thefirsttime in m y life, against m y father's authority w h e n I said, "I a m an adult
and I have m a d e this decision. Please don't interfere with m y life". That was the
turning point in m y starting to become m y o w n person. For the first time in m y
life I took total responsibility for myself and the hard facts of m y life and that set
m e free.

During this time of turmoil, the stability of my relationship with Peter sustained me
on a personal level, but interestingly, on a more public level, it was m y status as a
ceramic artist which kept m e relatively stable and integrated as a person. Over the
past thirteen years I have been able to rebuild an identity. It took eight of those
years for m e to be ready or able to differentiate between m y sexuality and m y
abuse. M y emotional interrogation and introspection during that period fed m u c h
of the artwork for this degree. T h e catharsis resulting from the dialogue with the
finished sculptures in writing this documentation has been personally significant in
an ongoing process of recovery. During production I was moulding the story of
m y life as I moulded the sculptures, and this was a self-revealing process.
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Exhibition 3
Archaeologies—Images,

Vestiges and

Shadows

Wollongong City Gallery, July 1992.
Archaeologies—Images, Vestiges and Shadows was about memories, histories
and investigation of the past. A s with all the works discussed so far, their public
interpretation was possible as either a collective view of m e n or as an individual
story of m y life in perspective with the lives of other men. But for m e this work
was primarily an autobiographical examination of m y growth as a m a n bearing the
marks of sexual abuse as a child. The symbols of the box and the bandage were
very m u c h about m y entrapment in an unsatisfactory pattern of growth that had
been pre-set by m y particular childhood. The partially exposed contents of the
boxes were about the secrets that were being revealed to m e as I furthered the
process of m y personal archaeology. The fragments were about smashing through
the psychological barriers in a process of re-construction. Making the work for the
exhibition enabled m e to break the cycle that had trapped m e so that I could set up
m y o w n parameters about m y o w n personal identity. Similarly, as Locke Elliot
stated about his semi-autobiographical writing entitled Fairyland, "Afterfiftyyears
of secreting part of myself, writing Fairyland was like going to a psychiatrist, like
fresh air coming into a room". 177
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Breaking

the Cycle

I wrote the letter to him and posted it, with my guts in a knot. Of course,
there is never a right time to expose a paedophile. It is bound to cause a
ruckus in the family whenever you choose to do it. I wrote to his daughter
too because she had two sons who were also possible victims. I knew she
would hate me for it—she was the wailing one at Dad's funeral. But the
physical act of letting go of the white envelope into the red post box gave me
an overwhelming feeling of personal power, as if I'd taken a giant step
forward—the first for some time. I posted it at the Post Office to make sure
it got there.
There was no response to the letter. I wondered if it had got there—should
have sent it registered mail. But what else could I have expected. His life
had always thrived on denial of the truth. My aim was just to offload the
truth from my life back into his lap, with no intention of vengeance. But
secretly I wanted to know that he was squirming, at least a little bit.
Twelve months later I went to see him in person, again with my guts in a
knot. When I walked into the room I was surprised to see this pathetic little
piggy-looking man sitting on the lounge, with ears that stuck out, with his
feet almost not reaching thefloor.I couldn 't believe how big he had grown
in my mind, when he was actually so small. One of my girl cousins who
was another one of his victims was there too—quite a day of reckoning for
him. Of course, he couldn't remember anything. Ten years of my life, and
his, and he couldn't remember anything! His selective remembering made
me angry enough to spell out the details of some of the times he'd forgotten.
He couldn't remember anything. I kept listing the occasions. Then finally
there were some tears—thefirstgenuine emotions I'd ever seen in him. He
was sixty-eight. As he wept he talked, and he remembered something. He
remembered being abused by a familyfriendwhen he was a child of eight.
Sixty years of guilt. Again, the abused becomes perpetrator.
I guess I felt some satisfaction now that he at least knew how I had felt.
Perhaps it was genuine that he couldn't remember anything. I gave him a
list of counsellors to see and wished him well. Poor pathetic bugger. He
said he would, but I doubt that there was any follow-through. He went to
hospital for a prostate operation the next week.
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The sculptures were exhibited as an installation within a major exhibition which
examined the ways w e look at things in a m u s e u m , and the ways in which things
are displayed in a museum. (Plate 10) It dealt with fragments, some of which were
genuinely old, and others which simulated age and referred to antiquity. It
combined ancient artefacts with contemporary art pieces which referred to ancient
artefacts.
Unlike the Florence show, there was no restriction by shipping problems. I was
able to use figures of the same scale, but this time in multiples, and in less compact
configurations with each other and with the boxes. Therefore the possibilities of
narrative expanded. B y using the boxes horizontally they could become more fully
integrated into the construction of meaning.
Although my sculpture installation was self-contained in both meaning and
geography, the overall exhibition design was critical, with each section informing
the other. Working collaboratively on the archaeologies theme with m y coexhibitor Diana W o o d Conroy brought a focus which expedited the production of
the work. Although there was no intentional linking in the creation of the actual
images and forms, there were some surprising relationships in the final installation
inherent in the references to ceramic shards and the types of figures appearing in
both bodies of work. The installation, Legacies of Travel and Trade, by Narelle
Jubelin, borrowed from the Powerhouse M u s e u m , and s o m e borrowed
archaeological artefacts from the Nicholson M u s e u m of the University of Sydney
were also important sources of information in the reading of the show.
From an exhibition design viewpoint the very act of putting the sculptures in glass
m u s e u m cases intentionally separated them from the usual art gallery viewing
conventions and turned them into specimen under examination. A s an artist's
statement it challenged the public to have a closer look at masculinity in the w a y
that it has been investigated by gender studies, particularly over the past twenty
years in conjunction with the women's movement. (Plate 11) Though these
figures were in m a n y w a y s investigating the story of just one manj. their
arrangement in m u s e u m cases suggested a broader cultural significance. The
journey was both autobiographical and collective. The m u s e u m setting and the
implied archaeological excavation of the figures and small objects evoked a
partially retained, partially remembered relationship with the past.
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T h e installation implied different stages of men's personal discoveries, on an
individual level and on a societal/historic level. The m e n were seen in a journey
which examined the meaning of life and death and other universal concerns. S o m e
of the m e n were totally bound up, boxed and constricted by the old values, in a
naive phase of passively accepting all that they have been socialised to believe.
Such m e n never start the journey onto greater self-actualisation and remain in this
puppet-like state, or if they start the journey they bend under the pressures to
conform and subsequently lead an existence of disabled development.
In my clinical practice I frequently see men of this type, stuck in an inertia of
private paralysis between w h o they want to be and w h o they resign themselves to
be. They suffer great anxiety because they give in to feeling obligated to endure
unsuitable marriages, careers and family expectations, afraid of the consequences
of change. Homosexual m e n suffer one of the most extreme forms of anxiety,
typifying m y example. Coming out, even to themselves, is repressed for the social
reasons listed above, and as they age it becomes increasingly 'too late to change'
resulting in tragic, unlived lives. Others w h o m a k e the m o v e to extract themselves
from the trappings of society were seen in the process of self-discovery, looking
for their true identity, partially freed from the old restrictions, at various stages of
liberation, as in Breaking the Ancestral Ties II. (Plate 12) These m e n search
through their o w n personal archaeologies challenging the traditional values of
society. They search through all the questions of life about gods, birth, death,
personal value, constructing their o w n mythologies of maleness and sexuality.
The works specifically dealing with the 'beauty myth' show some of the traps of
building on the false evidence learned in the naive stage of development. There
were also some m e n further along the journey of self-discovery, w h o showed
evidence of having arrived at some level of self-awareness of their real identity,
perhaps with just a wisp of the old bandage showing on one shoulder to indicate
their origins. These were m e n living confidently within their o w n self-determined
mythologies, having found commonalities with other m e n on the same search and
banded together in their newfound 'truth'.
The small pots were a significant element of the display, both aesthetically and
autobiographically. Initially they were used as ornaments directly linked to the
sarcophagi. They were inclusions in tombs accompanying the dead on their
journey to the afterlife, as had been tentatively suggested in the 1990 sculptures in
Florence. They referred to the most c o m m o n source of information used by
archaeologists to understand the society being unravelled. In other layers of
meaning they were used as metaphors for the Stored Memories

(Plate 13) and
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13. Stored Memories

treasures that form a personal archaeology for men. Just as archaeologists give
meaning to shards from past civilisations w e m a k e sense of our identities by
locating ourselves in the context of the present and making links with the past.
Things like locks of hair,firstteeth, and birthday cards are trophies, which most
children store as treasures in special boxes or tins as part of their construction as
individuals, and these also equate to personal treasures found in ancient tombs. O n
the autobiographical level, I arrived at an important n e w stage of self-definition
when I became a successful potter. So pots became metaphors for m y 'success' as
a person, success defined as m y acceptance and approval of myself, giving myself
permission to live m y most comfortable sexual identity. S o m e of the pots were
m a d e with bandages around them, like the figures, to signify the links with the
bondage of the past. S o m e were attached to thefiguresor the sarcophagi, while
others stood free and apart from the figures as though they had transcended the
human condition. (Ancestral Ties Plate 14)
The display cases containing the 'beauty myth' and 'men on display' groups had a
four metre row of tiny pots running along their length, at the midpoint of the
display case. These suggested a long history, or an ongoing evolution in men's
search for their masculine identity. They also referred to the significance of m y
ongoing involvement with pot-making as a constant element of m y self-concept
during m y personal journey.
Because the sculptures were exhibited as an installation I have chosen to discuss
them in thematic groups, as they were displayed, rather than as individual objects.
They were loosely categorised by their pose or attachments, as upright m e n (men
on display), bending m e n (men looking), bandaged m e n (men in bondage),
winged m e n (angelic hosts), headless m e n (supernatural m e n ) and horse m e n
(horse god/men), allowing for some crossing over between themes, such as in the
'beauty myth' series.
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Straight M e n
The six different malefiguremodules were all straight as they emerged from their
moulds. There were two m e n of conventional proportions inspired by Greek
kouroi, one smaller man, with only one arm and no head, and three elongated, thin
men, reminiscent of Etruscan male sculptures. The elongated m e n were inspired
by the work of Giacometti, w h o also drew on Etruscan figures as source material.
Giacometti also wrote of his wrestle with scale as he entered the second phase of
his career in the 1930s:
T o m y terror the sculptures became smaller and smaller. Only when
they were small were they like, and all the same these dimensions
revolted m e , and tirelessly I began again, only to end up, a few months
later, at the same point. A big figure seemed to m e to be false and a
small one just as intolerable 178
My work identifies with Giacometti's not only in a formal sense but also in his
interest in going beyond what is seen. "I have never regarded m y figures as a
compact mass," he wrote, "but as transparent constructions. It was not the
outward form of human beings which interested m e , but the effect they have on m y
inner life".179 M y figures were modified after casting by twisting the head or
exchanging it with the head from another body or from the horse mould or by
bending the whole figure. Generally the conventional figures, when displayed
standing erect and intact with no bandaging, spoke of a matured masculinity
relatively free of developmental handicaps. O n e display case showed forty-four of
these m e n standing side-by-side in two rows, as if on parade. (Plate 15) A s a
reminder to the group of their fragile origins and the journey they have made to
discover their masculine identity there were several m e n still leaning insecurely,
with one m a n shown fallen from his pedestal. In other of the more complex
sculptures, such as the 'beauty myth' series, the straight, confident m a n was
shown in contrast to other more disabled m e n , often combining the conventional
figure with the stylised figures. In the context of the 'masculinity' theme, of
course, using the descriptor "straight" deliberately refers to 'heterosexual'. M u c h
of m y thought during this research was about honesty and dishonesty, as I saw
m a n y m e n w h o were not honest about their o w n dominant sexuality. I saw
married m e n playing gay, I saw gay couples playing married, I saw straight m e n
playing gay and I saw bisexual men. I also saw gay m e n being openly gay and I
understood from personal experience the liberating feeling of honestly 'being
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yourself, being comfortable with your sexuality. This of course refers directly
back to m y original work on the conflict m e n suffer trying to 'fit in' with social
conformity.
The repetition of forms also worked on several levels. In museological terms the
archaeology theme of the exhibition was furthered by the repetition of forms,
referring to classification of a culture under examination. A s an expression of an
individual life they referred to the m a n y facets of the same personality or the many
different roles adopted by that man. O n another level they illustrated the plurality
of possible masculinities, lived out in bodies all classified as men, but motivated by
various internalised values of sexuality. They accounted for the individual
differences across the continuum of masculine roles, and across the continuum of
sexual preference within those roles. A n d on yet another broader level, as a world
view, they illustrated the universal concerns which affect all m e n of all cultures.
(Plurality of Masculinities Plate 16)
Bound Men
Individually the bandaged men conveyed a similar story to their predecessors of
1990. The bandaging signified the degree of social and personal liberation and
various links with the past, with other m e n and with significant objects in the
man's life. (Personal Baggage Plate 17) However, with the larger format and the
use of multiple figures for each sculpture their meaning was broader. This was
further expanded with the boxes becoming more than support structures for the
men, n o w revealing things contained inside them. The m u s e u m groupings also
created narrative beyond that of the individual sculptures.
For example, Alter Ego displayed in Florence in 1990 had two crowned figures,
bound and standing back to back. With the larger 1992 format, King Faces
Commoner

(Plate 18) again used two similar crowned figures in the same pose,

but this time on the same box there was room to position them opposite another
pair of back to back bound, but uncrowned, figures. The interplay between the
two sets of figures said m u c h more than Alter Ego about dualities, m e n comparing
status, the privilege and power of wealth to differentiate m e n from men, and the
relative perceptions of bondage for different socio-economic classes.
The open plinth, containing fragments and vessels, used in the construction of
Ancestral Ties II (Plate 19), enabled the bandaging to extend beyond the body into
the interior of the plinth, more strongly implying links with stored memories or
with shadowy aspects of our heritage not apparent but nevertheless influential on
our existence.
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Within the museum-like groupings, a range of bound figures in a glass case for
examination, invited the viewer to m a k e comparisons between the different types
and different degrees of bondage for different men. Inside the glass cases some of
the sculptures were arranged in sub-groups, oblivious to the intrusion of an
audience and involved in their o w n group dynamics, as would be seen in any
gathering of people in real life. The idea of personal space, both physical and
psychological, w a s evident within each sculpture. For example, The Outsider
Considers His Difference (Plate 20) showed a single figure on a plinth separated
from, and apparently ignored by, a trio of m e n in conversation. This was an
autobiographical illustration of m y experiences of marginalisation and victimisation
but can be generalised to any 'outside' individual or group suffering
discrimination. The sense of isolation within human relationships in some of m y
sculptures is similar to that of Giacometti's Man

Pointing, which, as Bowness

observes "leaves one with a strong impression of the loneliness of m a n and the
emptiness of existence".180 "His figures seem to shrink from the consuming
forces of space" was h o w Read summarised Giacometti's "tragic and distorted"
images of man. 1 8 1 S o m e of the tension I intend to create is also located in these
aspects of the h u m a n condition, and as Bowness says, "It is not a comfortable
message". 182 The physical spacing between each sculpture or group of sculptures
within each installation created tensions that would also influence the reading of the
exhibition. This w a s achieved, for example, by positioning two separate
sculptures of m e n facing each other, suggesting a dialogue between these two men.
O n the other hand, by spacing them away from a neighbouring small group there
was a suggestion of deliberate exclusion, perhaps during a private conversation.

1 ^Bowness, p. 46.
181
Ursula Hatje (ed.). The Styles of European Art. Thames & Hudson, London, 1965, p. 448.
82
l Bowness p. 46.
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Bending M e n
The.se m e n were looking. S o m e were looking up into space, as in Looking For
Meaning. (Plate 21) In m a n y myths the sky is the h o m e of the gods. The Bible
records Christ ascending into the sky, leaving m e n looking upwards for his return
ever since. The Christian heaven is usually referred to as somewhere upwards
beyond the clouds. Because the sky is so vast and unknown it has always been a
useful space around which to build myth and mystery. S o m e non-Christian
cultures attribute their inspiration to sun gods or m o o n gods. In Cirlot, Eliade is
quoted as saying: "Whatever the religious context, and whatever the particular form
they m a y take (shamanist or initiationrites,mystic ecstasy, dream-vision, heroic
legend) ascensions of all kinds, such as climbing mountains or stairs or soaring
upwards through the air, always signifying that the h u m a n condition is being
transcended and that high cosmic levels are being attained".183
Other bending men were looking down at another figure, or down a ladder or into
something like a box suggestive of a coffin. Phallocentric Discourse (Plate 22)
plays on the words often used as jargon in postmodern theory and on the concept
of m e n examining each other's genitals, in the way that m e n are always interested
to k n o w h o w they compare. The Good Samaritan shows m e n bending over a
corpse lying on the ground. The piece shows an inquisitive, but dispassionate,
investigation of the other human, whereas Phallocentric Discourse is quite
comical. Duality Investigating Duality shows two figures standing on a
fragmented box or coffin looking d o w n at two figures protruding from inside the
box.
The Beauty Mvth
This group spoke of the pain of feeling inferior, or being made to feel inferior.
The general format was a perfectly-muscled, erect figure contrasted with a slight,
emaciatedfigure,or multiples of this arrangement. In Olympic Heroes I (Plate 23)
and Olympic Heroes II (Plate 24) three perfect m e n stood on steps as victorious
males, while three other less-muscled m e n stood by, recoiling in shame in their
bondage of being less than perfect and sub-standard. The sense of hopelessness in
the face of such acclaimed perfection is accentuated by the use of fully glazed
bodies for the heroes, and unglazed, black-fired clay for the onlookers. This
theme strongly reflects the sense of being 'other' experienced especially by gay
m e n in a society that prefers to enforce a compulsory heterosexuality.

183
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24. Olympic Heroes II

Winged M e n
The winged m e n emerged as part of the mythology as angelic hosts or other superh u m a n beings. They displayed a mystical eeriness, intended to refer to a spiritual
existence, perhaps after death, or m a y b e to forms of life of which m e n are not
cognisant. Displayed near the horse god, they assumed the role of host or
instructor. (Archangelic Instruction Plate 25)

Headless Men
Collective Unconscious (Plate 26) showed a row of five headless men, arranged in
an arc around a small vessel. Like the winged men, it was an eerie piece, evoking
feelings about supernatural superhumanity or aspects of life beyond the control and
understanding of mortal man. This same figure was strapped to the back of other
figures, as a metaphor for spiritual pasts or memories or subconscious aspects of
personality carried around as part of the 'baggage' of men's lives.

Horse M e n
In the early sculptures the horse head linked the game of chess to the game of life
and appeared as a minor design element. Their symbology is explained in the
previous chapter. However, it gradually became a m u c h stronger component of
the overall theme and took on m u c h richer meanings. M e n have always created
belief systems to fill the gaps in their knowledge. Where fact was missing, myths
evolved, and it was often easier to attribute unexplained phenomena to non-human
agents. Nature has always provided readily available explanations, with water,
wind and fire being the agents behind successful land and ocean crops, and the sun
and the m o o n being primary gods. Cirlot states, "the moon's invisible phase
corresponds to death in man, and, in consequence, the idea that the dead go to the
m o o n (and return from it - in the traditions which accept reincarnation)....The idea
of the journey to the m o o n after death is one which has been preserved in the more
advanced cultures (in Greece, India and Iran)....In pre-Islamic Arabia, as in other
Semitic cultures, the cult of the m o o n prevailed over sun-worship".184 O n a more
earthly scale, identification with actual k n o w n creatures has imbued tribal elders
with a mantle of superhuman knowledge and provided a recognisable symbol for
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use on totem poles or altars on which to focus the particular values of a society or
clan. The mystery surrounding death and the afterlife is one of the universal
questions underpinning belief systems and attracting the largest range of mythical
explanations. In s o m e cultures the horse has been deified as the guardian of the
dead souls. (Night Watch Plate 27)
Part of my mythology which has evolved with this work uses the strength of the
horse to represent masculinity and male sexuality. The horse-god is the liberator,
the n e w god of masculinity, w h o leads the m a n into n e w discovery about himself.
S o m e of the sculptures showed the m a n to be resistant to the n e w knowledge and
experience, as in Natural Wisdom

(Plate 28 ) where the hooded m a n pulls against

the horse, either blind or unwilling to see. Others showed the m a n in communion
with the horse-god, or being lead by him, or leading him along as in Guardians of
the Horse God (Plate 29) and Journey (Plate 30). In several of the sculptures the
horse-god guards the body of the dead m a n and then carries his soul onto the next
stage of existence Masculinity in Transition (Plate 31)
The Archaeology Case
The Archaeology Case (Plate 32) was the most literal inclusion in the exhibition
theme, with grids, fragments and groupings of similar objects under glass. In
some ways it tied the overall installation together by making reference to all the
work I had done in preparation for the final display. It was like the initial dig on a
n e w archaeological site. Just as archaeologists construct a story which explains
past cultures and civilisations, by examining clues such as pieces of pottery,
gravestones, the contents of tombs, and written fragments, the exhibits in this
m u s e u m case referred to the story behind the exhibition. There were fragments of
all the work m a d e during the previous few years, boxes, vessels, horse-heads,
bodies, crowns, ceramic casting spares from moulds, and other bits, in various
states of wholeness.
As with shards in a genuine archaeological dig each of these pieces contained a
story because it w a s actually part of someone's 'life' in its original context, and
from one small shard I could put together the story of the life of that artefact and
the people with w h o m it was originally associated. For example, there were direct
links connecting Long Bay Gaol, the University of Wollongong Library, two
particular Bachelor of Creative Arts students, the mixing bowls I use in m y
kitchen, a colleague in Brisbane, m yfirsttrip to Europe, technical drawing classes
at high school, m y efforts to speak Italian, and, of course, m y father. Always, m y
father.
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31. Masculinity in Transition

F r o m a ceramic shard the archaeologist m a y deduce reliable information about the
function of the whole ceramic vessel, but m a y only guess at the personality of the
potter, or the w a y in which the vessel was marketed. H u m a n s engage in a similar
process of personal archaeology to search for meaning in their lives as individuals
and as societies. In adolescence this process is termed "ego synthesis", a process
of comparison, verification and alignment to arrive at an ego identity, which is "the
accrued confidence that one's ability to maintain inner sameness and continuity
(one's ego in the psychological sense) is matched by the sameness and continuity
of one's meaning for others".185 In practice they arrive at an understanding
through a process which involves such sources as accessing conscious memory,
recounted facts by older people (parents, grandparents), collated information from
relevant histories (family photograph albums, oral histories, letters), and personal
myths drawn from the subconscious. This is a lifetime process, to some degree,
requiring ongoing adjustment. The concept of personal archaeology has been
meaningful in m y sorting through m y life to arrive at a conclusion about myself.
A s w e look back at our ancestry to determine h o w w e m a y have evolved, there are
k n o w n facts about immediate personal histories, but there are m a n y imponderables
where no records are available, and w e can only guess. For example, w e are left
wondering about possible genetic factors and the extent of their influence. (What
is m y legacy from m y early ancestors w h o m a y have been inbred and insane?) W e
m a y hypothesise on our mystical pasts which pragmatic Western society has
progressively dismissed as irrelevant. (What if the supernaturalritualsof m y
ancestors were actually effective in preserving the Earth's ecology?) W h a t aspects
of our current thinking, which w e consider to be normal and essential, are actually
fictions constructed by our society? (Does 'being a man' really mean 'don't show
any emotion so w o m e n will think you are strong and protective'?)
A wrong classification of a shard from an archaeological site could lead an
archaeologist to unwittingly construct fictitious aspects of a civilisation. T o extend
the analogy to our personal search for meaning w e must ask, "are there lies in m y
history, which have misled m e , which I should therefore attempt to rectify?". I
had a desire to construct the most genuine record possible of m y evolution as a
man. A s M o h r pointed out, " A n invented past can never be used; it cracks and
crumbles under the pressures of life like clay in a season of drought".186 Western
gender roles have a history full of such lies, accumulating and compounding over
time, as the relationships of m e n to w o m e n , and more especially m e n to men, have

185p Mussen, J Conger & J Kagan, Readings in Child Development and Personality, Harper &
Row, N Y , 1965, p. 533.
186
Mohr, p. 172.
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been continuously manipulated to suit patriarchal ends. The spurious inferences
from shards are plentiful and this research has sought to uncover them in m y life.
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Post-Production Insights
Archaeologies was planned to be the final show in the series for the degree. The
post-production dialogue generated most of the material written so far in this
chapter covering the objects and production process. However, the 'spurious
shards' of m y life nagged at m y mind and demanded attention. I needed to look
beyond the objects to analyse the overall process of the precedingfiveyears to find
direction for m y next area of work. Working autobiographically had led m e into
n e w depths of personal expression and I wanted to go on from there. The
catharsis of m y art-making was crucial to the process of personal expression and
seemed worthy of further research into the therapeutic value of art making on a
wider scale.
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Chapter 9

REVELATIONS —
THE UNFOLDING OF REPRESSED K N O W L E D G E

Donald Brook proposes that "we acquire the ability through art...to perceive the
world differently".187 H e sees the possibility through "raids on the inarticulate"188
as w e m a k e art to access subconscious material not available through normal
intellectual processing. In analysing the processes of m y art-making I became
aware of the vast amounts of repressed knowledge about myself which surfaced
with the production of the work. Although some of this knowledge was halfk n o w n to m e as I commenced, it became more conscious, complete understanding
as the work progressed.

To illustrate, one of the most significant aspects of this unveiling process has bee
the ability to analyse and understand the dynamics of m y relationship with m y
father. H e has been dead for over six years and often still haunts m y conscience,
but from m y n o w more objective viewpoint I a m able to reconstruct around his
m e m o r y some of the missed experiences that could have been part of our time
together. The process of getting to k n o w him personally has n o w evolved into a
process of understanding him retrospectively from m y adult viewpoint. Through
m y art I find myself building bridges back to him, perhaps in homage, perhaps as a
personal catharsis in discovering m y o w n identity. T h e analysis of the final
exhibition Reliquaries revealed somerichunderstanding of this function of m y artmaking, as detailed later in this paper.
When I am making my art I usually work quickly and intuitively, deliberately
getting lost in the process, in order to allow the work to develop its o w n
momentum. At times there is a sudden 'ah-hah' m o m e n t of revelation about some
unintended characteristic, on the completion of a piece, or on the chance
positioning of two or more sculptures next to each other, suggesting a narrative
between them.

These moments, which are like stepping stones leading

progressively on to the next flurry of construction, are part of the internal dynamic
of work-in-progress, and are often fleeting, with no time to fully register in m y
mind. Henry M o o r e said of his work, "if the work is to be more than just a

187
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Donald Brook, 'A New Theory of Art', The British Journal of Aesthetics, 20, 4,1980, p. 320.
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sculptural exercise, unexplainable jumps in the process of thought occur, and the
imagination plays its part".189
On another level, after the production process, a more lasting understanding is
possible. Looking at m y completed works is a self-revealing act. W h e n I spend
time looking at the work as a whole, the repressed self-knowledge hidden in the
work is revealed, peeling back layers of memory. The revelation is not usually
complete all at once. There m a y be a progressive peeling back process. A s stated
in the previous chapter, the post-production dialogue with the Archaeologies
sculptures w a s cathartic and provided very useful insights about m y selfperception. The conscious knowledge component, which could be called the
preliminary artistic brief, was that these works were about m e n investigating their
masculinity.

A s the four batches of work evolved, across six years, the

autobiographical content became more evident. At the end of the third exhibition I
was surprised that the series stood as an intensely personal reflection of m y o w n
masculine identity and sexuality, far beyond the level of autobiography that I had
intended at any stage. Even twelve months later I was being surprised by further
information which surfaced as I looked at the work. T o some extent all art m a y be
autobiographical in that it reveals something of the artist to the viewer. The degree
of revelation depends on the viewer's previous knowledge of the artist, the context
of the exhibited work, the level of arts literacy possessed by the viewer, and, of
course, the viewer's personal perspective and self-concept. A s exemplified later in
this chapter, viewer sensitivity is a function of individual intuition, and therefore
differs for each individual. In m y case, m u c h of what I discerned about myself
from m y work would not have been evident or relevant to an outsider without
explanation, but the personal feedback provided important stimulus for the
subsequent work, both in the studio and in m y personal development.
More specifically, Archaeologies revealed that the majority of these works were
about m e and m y relationship with m y father. I was already aware of this, but the
surprise revelation (again of more importance to m e personally than to the
exhibition) was that every problem (isolation, difference, guilt) of the general
human condition examined in the individual sculptures could also be interpreted as
caricatures of personal situations stemming from m y childhood. The n e w
knowledge was surprising because I had worked through m y childhood abuse in
conventional psychotherapy and I therefore assumed that I had a fairly complete
understanding of its overall effects. However, the sudden n e w understanding
from reading the sculptures showed m e that the adolescent and adult problems of

l89Bowness, p. 145.
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relating to m y father, which I had considered routine and usual for all males, were
actually the outcome of a dysfunctional son hiding an intolerable secret from his
father. These were the responses of a person with a very poor self-image. M y
childhood training in guilt had programmed m e for potential dysfunction for the
rest of m y life, as someone w h o automatically positioned himself as a victim.
Through the analysis of the work, however, I was able to see beyond the faulty
programming to change m y position.
I recall becoming very defensive when, a couple of years into this degree, it was
suggested by m y supervisor that the work I was doing was therapy for m e . I
perceived the comment as yet another put-down at a time when I was working
towards constructing a healthier self-image. I n o w see that I was reacting against
the 'father' content of authorityfigures.M y new understanding of m y relationship
with m y father removes the threat from such observations, and, of course, I n o w
agree that this six years of research has also provided, as a fortuitous side effect,
extremely beneficial therapeutic outcomes.
Each new series of works revealed new personal insights for me to process. Out
of this grew n e w understandings which became the 'springboard' for the next
body of work. Through this process of self-revelation Archaeologies

had

uncovered an abundance of m e m o r y material which demanded processing. I was
acutely aware that there was more to say and that another group of works had to be
m a d e in order to complete the process. I needed to distill m y ideas about m y
personal archaeology.
I clearly remember the sense of compulsion as I stood in my studio ready to
embark on this n e w series, but the direction was unclear. I resorted to m y usual
strategy in order to progress. Whenever I come to a standstill in m y work I start
with what I already have. So I started by playing with the ideas and modular
pieces (men and boxes) I had used in the previous work. I stacked them and
bound them with wire, I lay them horizontally and vertically, and I wandered
through thoughts about m y father and m y childhood (because I knew that was the
theme). W h a t I was doing was making 'sketches' or 'doodling' until the ideas
started to flow. A n d then as I emptied some rusty tools out of a small wooden box
the idea of combining m y work with m y father's began to crystallise into
meaningful forms.
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This m o v e from very conscious, controlled thinking into a more hypnotic m o d e of
operation demonstrates the findings of neurologist Roger Sperry, winner of the
1980 Nobel Prize for his work on "identifying specific functions of the brain
which were lateralized either to the left or right cerebral hemispheres".190 His
1960s research provided the source material for Edwards's book Drawing on the
Right Side of the Brain.191

T h e right-left brain communication expounded by

Edwards and Pedersen is evident in m y working methods and in those of other
artists I have interviewed. Sculptor Ian Gentle works with this sort of play, guided
by intuition, to an end result. Ceramic artist Alan Peascod begins his processing
by making working drawings which are atfirst'crude' and very conscious, left
brain products. These m a y then be reworked m a n y times over a period of days or
even years with more and more intuitive orrightbrain input, to the point where the
drawn concepts are sufficiently matured to be converted into clay forms. B y this
stage the concepts are an integral part of his thinking life, both conscious and
subconscious, and since his subconscious mind is so practiced at switching to right
brain processing, w h e n he enters his studio it takes only a few minutes for him to
be working in an hypnotic mode. The actual making of the clay form is relatively
quick because the creation has already matured in his mind. However, the end
product displays additional elements and concepts far beyond the final working
drawing, indicating that during the period of right brain activity in the studio
further communication and evolution has taken place. Henry M o o r e reveals
similarities in his working method:
I sometimes begin a drawing with no pre-conceived problem to solve,
with only the desire to use pencil on paper, and m a k e lines, tones and
shapes with no conscious aim; but as m y mind takes in what is so
produced, a point arrives where some idea becomes conscious and
crystallises, and then a control and ordering begin to take place...if the
work is to be more than just a sculptural exercise, unexplainable jumps
in the process of thought occur, and the imagination plays its part".192
My technique is different in that I do not make many pre-compositional drawings
but prefer to work immediately with clay. The conscious knowledge component,
which could be called the preliminary artistic brief, is usually a left brain decision
to follow a certain theme. I spend time tidying m y work space and preparing
materials to m o v e myself into arightbrain state for working. I then begin to work
with an intuitive response to the clay and the emotions in which I a m currently
immersed. I do a great deal of sitting, staring at work in progress, sometimes for
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hours, until I a m able to actually make the next m o v e in creating the artwork. At
other times I work quickly and intuitively, deliberately getting lost in the process,
in order to allow the work to develop its o w n m o m e n t u m . M y work always
develops its o w n m o m e n t u m and I k n o w from past experience that the way to tap
into that dynamic is to allow m y imagination to play. This process is the means of
accessing m y subconscious and is the key to the repressed self-knowledge that
permeates m y work. The degree of this permeation is not usually evident until the
work is complete. At times there is a sudden 'ah-hah' moment of revelation about
some unintended characteristic, on the completion of a piece, or on the chance
positioning of two or more sculptures next to each other, suggesting a narrative
between them.

These moments, which are like stepping stones leading

progressively on to the next flurry of construction, are part of the internal
communication dynamic of work-in-progress, and are often fleeting, with no time
to fully register in m y conscious mind. During the contemplation time I a m far less
aware than usual of people and time passing. I like to work alone because
otherwise I a m aroused to 'consciousness' by the presence of people watching m e
work, probably wondering w h y I look so unproductive. M y work relies on these
long periods of silent concentration. Often at the end of a day in m y studio the
degree of time distortion surprises m e .
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T h e Therapeutic Value of the Creative Process
Anselm Kieffer spoke of the dialogue he has with his finished art.193 While he is
making his art he works intuitively with an incomplete conscious knowledge of the
content of the work but, like m e , is often surprised at what is revealed at the end of
the process. Viewing the overall result he is able to draw conclusions and gain a
hindsight understanding about thought processes and other sources that motivated
the work as it developed. According to Pollio this type of profound surprise
suggests that "it is the whole person w h o thinks and that creative problem-solving
is never done by clear-sighted 'mental' work alone".194 The subconscious input
to any work of art adds layers of meaning beyond the cerebral and technical control
of the artist, indicating that an artist m a y work at several different levels
simultaneously. This accounts for the catharsis sometimes experienced by artists
w h e n they bypass verbal language and unwittingly objectify a repressed emotion
using visual imagery. Donald Brook sees the actual process of art-making "as
beyond language" 195 and this is clearly evident in the visual arts which are not
language based. It is also evident in music performance as the musician's
interpretation is m u c h more than just the manuscript. In primitiveritualdances the
altered state of consciousness which is evident has the same external signs as the
hypnotic trance, and even in our less 'primitive' society "Music combined with
rhythmical body m o v e m e n t can induce an altered state of consciousness in which
therapeutic emotional catharses can take place".196 Even in the language-based
arts like theatre and writing the actor transcends his or her script and becomes the
role being acted, and the writer moves into living the lives of the characters being
developed in words on paper.
From a clinical viewpoint, Lacan sees speech as the single medium of
psychoanalysis197 and yet m a n y psychologists today rely on visual images created
by their clients to yield information inaccessible through verbal language. This is a
particularly useful strategy for clients w h o are not accustomed to image-making as
a means of communication. It enables them to operate less self-consciously, and
to express themselves separately from the sophistication of written and spoken
language which often masks the primal information available from reading h u m a n
mark-making. O n the other hand personal writing can be a useful therapy for
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s o m e people. I have used both modes. T h e work I have m a d e for this degree
program w a s largely intuitive and "beyond language" in its initial production.
However, analysis in the post-production dialogue has relied on arigorouswriting
practice to interpret the visual works and to put the findings further into a form
which could be assimilated into m y self-formation process.
The study of the differences of operation in written, spoken or other non-verbal
creative processes has yielded a range of theoretical explanations this century. In
his foreword to Art As Therapy (1984) Peter Fuller wrote of Freud's distinction
between two levels of mental process.198 According to Freudian theory, verbal,
rational and analytic m o d e s of thought were secondary processes, while
imaginative, symbolic, non-verbal and non-discursive m o d e s of thought were
primary processes. In extending on Freud's views Winnicott, in his studies on art
and general h u m a n creativity, argued for a third area "which w a s concerned
exclusively with neither subjective fantasy, nor objective knowledge, but involved
a mingling of both".199
The theories of Freud, Winnicott and other theorists of the early twentieth century
were given n e w and additional credibility by the work of Sperry in the 1950s and
1960s which gave a neuropsychological explanation of the different types of
mental processing. Working initially with laboratory animals, and then with
humans w h o had suffered brain damage from epilepsy, the brain was surgically
modified by separating the two hemispheres. Sperry and his colleagues were able
to document two clearly different modes of functioning:
The tests provided surprising n e w evidence that each hemisphere, in a
sense, perceives its o w n reality—or perhaps better stated, perceives
reality in its o w n way. T h e verbal half of the brain—the left half—
dominates most of the time in individuals with intact brains as well as
in the split-brain patients. Using ingenious procedures, however, the
Cal Tech [Sperry research] group tested the patients' separated right
hemispheres and found evidence that the right, non-speaking half of the
brain also experiences, responds with feelings, and processes
information on its o w n . In our o w n brains, with intact corpus
callosa,200communication between the hemispheres melds or reconciles
the two perceptions, thus preserving our sense of being one person, a
unified being.201
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Pedersen observes that a uni-cameral,righthemisphere m o d e of operation during
therapy equates to an hypnotic state and that, "At the same time the verbal function
of the subject's left hemisphere, normally available for reference, has been
substituted for that of the hypnotist".202 This can be extended beyond the clinical
hypnotherapy setting to a creative (art) situation. I suggest that during the process
of working hypnotically in creating a piece of art that the verbal function has been
substituted by the creative process or the created object. The process or the object
serve to progressively trigger more layers of subconscious activity in the same w a y
that the therapist guides the client into further release of repressed material. The
work of art, during its creation, can act as a m e d i u m to either bring things to
consciousness or to present them in a form that allows them to be released or
otherwise processed subconsciously. A colour or a shape m a y evoke a response
from the artist working hypnotically just as effectively as a word from the
therapist.
Communication between the two hemispheres is the subject of Pedersen's book
Cameral Analysis.203 H e proposes a technique for treating the psychoneuroses
using hypnosis, offering a broad theoretical analysis. O f interest to m y research
are his comments on creativity. Basically he sees art as a balancing m e d i u m to
bring right and left hemisphere communication into harmony, and this appears to
be quite a useful approach. H e classifies art as similar to dreams and body
language as "another method by which therighthemisphere finds expression for
its thoughts and feelings".204
I deal with many creative artists, especially students, who, in making their art, are
confronted with aspects of their personalities which m a y otherwise lie dormant.
The creative process draws on deep sub-conscious emotions, both positive and
negative. T h e triumph of each masterpiece involves personal struggle, working
through the dross to unearth the buried treasure. M y research suggests that people
w h o create come'to be more in touch with their emotions than those whose major
involvements are non-creative. Hilgard found that "the arts subjects require a
predominantlyrighthemisphere function and, therefore, students of the arts live to
a greater extent in therighthemisphere and indeed are trained into a greater right
lateralization of function".205 Conversely she found that "because science students
are trained into a more linear, logical and unemotional method of minking, they are
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more likely to be left-hemisphere-lateralized individuals and m a y find more
difficulty in shifting into therighthemisphere".206
Regardless of the differences in the theories, there appears to be some agreement in
practice. McNiff states that virtually "every person w h o uses art in psychotherapy
believes in the ability of the image to expand communication and offer insight
outside the scope of the reasoning mind". 207 This is the basis of the psychological
model for 'Art therapy' used broadly over the pastfiftyyears with the severely
mentally disabled, prisoners, geriatric patients and with fully-functional people
involved in general personality development and investigation. For example,
therapists such as the American Gregg Furth work with sick children, using their
drawings to m a k e diagnostic conclusions, in the same w a y that a blood test or a
liver biopsy might be used to yield information, independent of the patients'
subjectivity. Such 'divining' processes, if they are after the event, are of limited
use to the patient. However, the case studies cited by Furth indicate that the patient
often expresses in art a subconscious understanding of what is happening in
his/her body, including prophetic knowledge about the outcome of the disease.
O n e case involved Furth in a blind diagnosis of a drawing by a child he had never
met. The analysis was requested by an anonymous w o m a n , later identified as the
mother. From the style and content of the self-portrait he was able to deduce the
approximate age and gender of the child, and from black areas in the figure's
abdomen, suggested s o m e form of growth or cancer in the stomach area. After
the analysis of the drawing Furth learned that the child had died from a cancer in
the abdomen, and that the drawing had been done nineteen months before his
death, and ten months before any medical diagnosis had been m a d e of the
sarcoma. 208
Other more structured but similar processes are the projective tests used in
psychological diagnosis. For example, the Goodenough ' D r a w - A - M a n ' and the
'House-Tree-Person' tests are based on freehand drawings which psychologists
use to gauge a child's development, or to reveal family-related anxieties.
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According to Whittaker:
T h e assumption with these tests is that any creative work of the
individual reflects his personality, and on the basis of comparing
drawmgs by individuals with certain k n o w n personality characteristics
a general scoring and interpreting system has been developed... For
example, in the drawing of a m a n , it has been found that disproportion
of body parts is characteristic of some psychotics (Anastasi and Foley,
1942) and that depressed patients tend to draw figures with little
movement. (Schmidi-Waehner, 1942). 209
The drawing reproduced below is an example of the sorts of information that may
be revealed. It was done by a ten year old girl allegedly involved in a generational
satanic cult. It reveals disturbing information about adult sexual knowledge and
symbolism of abuse. 210
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Although the uses of art are expedient for interpretive diagnosis, m y experience has
shown that there is greater value in a m u c h wider use of the technique for therapy,
rather than diagnosis, involving the person w h o m a d e the art in the analysis of
what they have expressed. In this w a y the client has the opportunity to arrive at a
n e w level of understanding of his/her self-definition, which is not the imposed
view of the therapist. For example, one of m y students noticed a circular form
which emerged in her drawings and paintings. She painted figures, mainly selfportraits, and the circle began to appear 'of its o w n accord' in the stomach area of
the figures. O n some days in the early stages of this body of work it was a small
circle but as time progressed it grew to be a ball that filled and eventually totally
distorted the torso of the figures. During this period the student was going through
major adjustments in her personal identity, stemming mainly from restrictions
placed on her life by her husband w h e n she began to go to university. At h o m e
she w a s not allowed to speak of her university involvement because he would
threaten her with the prospect of his having a nervous breakdown and committing
suicide, and yet what she was discovering about herself at university was that she
was actually intelligent and had the exciting prospect of a future as other than 'just'
wife and mother. A s w e discussed the paintings w e interpreted the ball in her
stomach as a representation of the anger and energy she was not 'allowed' to
express. Eventually the marriage became intolerable and she left. H e did not have
a nervous breakdown, nor did he commit suicide. In fact he soon after fathered a
child to a m u c h younger w o m a n . The departed wife artist grew as a person and the
ball disappeared from her paintings.

In a similar fashion in my figurative sculptures a tiny pot shape 'just appeared' as
decorative element. It had no conscious meaning for m e initially but recurred over
a three year period until it became more dominant as a sort of signature point on
each work. I gradually acknowledged its autobiographical significance as the
figurative components receded and the tiny thrown pots became the whole
sculpture. A s I allowed the metaphor to mature it came to represent m y selfesteem and I realised that the pots I m a d e had been m y main source of recognition
for the past twenty-five years. Pollio's description of subconscious processing
explains h o w s o m e of this unconscious growth of artistic metaphor can occur in
the evolving artist:
Because the pull of any problem truly confronted is so compelling,
creative artists and thinkers often work at their problems by living them
from 'the inside'. W h e n this happens, the person leaves the world of
everyday (or of his or her discipline) and enters the formless, but
emerging world of the problem. In the case of the artist there is always
the m e d i u m to appeal to for help; in the case of the scientific,
philosophical, or personal problem-solver, there is always the imagery
and symbolic possibilities of poetic language or mathematics to appeal
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to: in both cases, however, the person must renounce what is familiar
even to the point of his or her ordinary, everyday self. Sometimes,
such renunciation is experienced in retrospect as if person and outcome
were separate; at least that's the w a y m a n y artists and thinkers describe
their reactions to an episode of creative centration.211
Although the term 'Art Therapy' is popular, I consider the process to be more
correctly termed 'Creative Therapy' as the therapy is invested in the creative
process, rather than the end result. T h e product is often not definable as 'Art',
even though it is often m a d e by a use of (visual) art techniques. A s an example,
m a n y of the fabric panels in the Australian A I D S memorial quilt would fit more
readily the handicrafts stall at a (church) fete than in an art gallery. In fact, the
ambivalence of some Australian galleries to the quilt's art status limits its exposure
to the public. However, the therapeutic value of the process of making the panels
is valid to the makers and should not be minimised in any w a y by a semantic
debate on their classification as 'art', 'craft' or 'other'. While it can be agreed that
all art making m a y have s o m e therapeutic value for the artist, someone like
Kieffer's aim differs from that of someone engaged in creative therapy, in that he
essentially sets out to create a product that is an end in itself, with the process of
creating as a merely functional means to that end. A n y resultant catharsis is
therefore a secondary gain. In contrast, creative therapy starts with a h u m a n
disorder which relates to catharsis as the goal and "the essence of art therapy,
therefore, lies in the therapeutic outcome of the activity of creating something".212
Usually the image or object created naively has been made similarly before by
others but the re-invention is n e w and meaningful to the client in therapy and is
relevant only to him or her. Brook sees this as an important part of the individual
learning process w h e n people "do things voluntarily under s o m e description, and
then realize, or have the fact drawn to their attention that they have non-voluntarily
done something else".213 This process reveals naive, subconscious knowledge
about the client to the client, so reducing the amount of repressed material, which is
the aim of therapy. In m y art-making I work with motivation similar to that of
Kieffer to produce an end result, but I have become increasingly aware that if I
work in the m o d e I described earlier in this chapter, drawing on m y subconscious,
that end result can be a useful focus for self-analysis.
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A s I began making the work for Reliquaries it was interesting to see that several of
m y artist-colleagues were concurrently using their art-making to work through
issues to do with family, death and parents. There had been no intentional plan of
collaboration but there appeared to be a c o m m o n conscious, or sub-conscious,
focus at the time. A s all of us have always been becoming what w e are going to
be, it is logical to delve backwards to m a k e sense of ourselves, the product of what
has gone before. B y its nature autobiographical work is always m a d e in the
present about the past, either immediate or distant, but for m a n y artists it revolves
around dead parents and their "imaginary voiced appeals". 214 For some
autobiographers the central theme m a y be their mothers, their careers or perhaps a
physical illness, but for m e it was m y father. It w a s not a deliberately selfindulgent process of 'digging up' m y dead father, but an essential part of the
rehabilitation of m y life, a reinstating of the years of denied selfhood, most of
which emanated from m y dysfunctional son/father relationship. I was dealing with
what Colmer considers "the contrary tugs of emotion involved in writing about the
dead and the w a y in which the dead inhabit 'the frontiers of consciousness' of the
living".215
Liz Jeneid exhibited a group of two-dimensional pieces about her mother living
with cancer. She called the series of eight works Pain & Comfort. The first four
used small drawings of a space, the next three a square of light illuminating a bed,
and in the last one there was no bed at all and the colour of the quilt was extended
on to the mount, representing the feeling that the life force, once having left the
body is then around those left behind. Juxtaposed with these drawings were small
quilts which represented the attempts by carers to bring some kind of relief to pain.
In the other works there were drawings from her mother's x-rays and 'things' that
m a d e it possible for her to keep on being interested in 'living'. The radio, which
was one of these elements, was represented by using electronic elements and fine
gauze to signify bedding.
Peter Shepherd made a series of seven small, boxed paintings based on death
masks. H e w a s dealing with the immortalisation of the dead, and the ways
perceptions of the dead person are altered and played on by the multiple roles of the
death m a s k — t o serve as a permanent reminder of the person through the physical,
to idealise this physicality, to actually cover the degenerated face, to distance the
subject from the viewer.
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Sue Rowley m a d e collaged photographic studies of her father. She used
photographs of her father, both w h e n he w a s dead and alive, combined with
photographs of her son, Michael, with studies of their live hands doing
'workshop' things together, juxtaposed with her father's hands folded on his chest
after his death. She found these works difficult to display but realised the cathartic
value of externalising her grief.
Lynn Brunet's two life-sized sculptures of 'people-chairs' were an outworking of
her sexual abuse by her grandfather. They were disturbing works for m e because I
understood them so readily, while other viewers saw them only as 'nice'
sculptures. O n e chair showed her grandmother, sitting watching the other
grandfather chair. T h e grandfather had his hand over the mouth of the little girl
standing by his knee. Brunet m a d e them for her o w n therapy and had no intention
of exhibiting them, but the act of publicly owning this story empowered her
recovery process from the childhood trauma.
This research has shown that there is a dual process in operation. Art-making is
often informed by the personal construction processes the artist has undergone in
developing his/her personal identity. However, on another level, the completed art
can then review this identity and inform the artist about the next stage of his/her
ongoing construction. So, there is a cycle of self-perpetuation as the artist
constructs the art constructs the artist.
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Exhibition 4
Reliquaries—Wollongong 1995

In analysing the n e w works for Reliquaries it was surprising to find that even
though this final exhibition further examined the construction of masculinity and
had grown out of the earlier sculptures, there was hardly any direct reference to the
male figure, and yet I considered it to be the most eloquent expression of m y
theme. 2 1 6 The design components used for the installation were tiny wooden
boxes (and their former metal contents) m a d e by m y father and m y grandfather,
and small wheel-thrown porcelain pots I had made. They were combined with
'found' objects and slip-cast replicas of some of these objects—a bottle, an apple
and a rectangular box. This body of work was a distillation of m a n y years of m y
self-understanding, finally resolved in a simple but positive statement about the
'self I had become, no longer trying to be someone else.
Reliquary for Saint Clement (Plate 33) consisted of a row of seven wooden boxes
arranged in an arc. M y father and grandfather had m a d e these boxes in their
respective workshops to store nails, washers, ball-bearings and other less
identifiable bits of hardware. These had been passed d o w n through three
generations and evoke some of therichestmemories of m y childhood. For the
purpose of the installation I painted them inside with matt black paint, and placed a
small, black-fired, finely thrown bowl on the top of each one. S o m e of the box
ends were turned towards the viewer, showing the labels. Each votive bowl held
some of the original inherited rusty contents of the box.
In the same way that the head of Saint Catherine is an important relic in the
Cathedral at Siena, or the dubious 'bone of thefirstfinger' of some other saint
becomes a much-kissed icon in another church, these boxes and their mysterious
contents were the material 'remains' of m y father, his idealised m e m o r y sainted in
m y mind. The rich heritage of m e m o r y associated with them has given the boxes
an iconic value which transcends their original banal function. W h e n m y father
died I agreed with m y mother's pragmatism in choosing not to have a grave or any
tangible memorial, but this installation fulfilled the need for m y personal grieving
for him to be objectified in some public 'thing'.
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Grandpa

The boxes in my grandfather's workshop had been made in the late
1940s. They had white painted ends, with labels carefully inscribed in
black paint with afinebrush. He also painted watercolours and made
intricate model sailing ships. I remember my fascination with the
minute 5mm

copper nails he used on his ships. One model was the

'HMSAracan', the vessel his tyrannical father had forced him to board
as punishment for refusing to join the British Army, and which had
subsequently been shipwrecked on 'the Needles' off the Isle of Wight
on its journey back to England. He was about fifteen. The crew
survived by chewing shoe leather for nourishment for some days and
my grandfather believed they were saved through divine intervention
because they sang the hymn 'Abide With Me' as the ship went down.
This hymn became the theme song always sung at seances run by my
grandfather after my grandmother died. He became heavily involved in
the occult. A blue light globe was used to dimly light the loungeroom
at these meetings of spiritists, which, to my young mind, was a very
eerie accompaniment to the warbling, and not very musical sound, of
the old singers. We sang 'Abide With Me' at my Grandfather's
funeral, when I was about seventeen.

The preceding 'stream of consciousness' sentences sample the wealth of memories
I have of Aubrey Henry Lindsay's input to m y life. A s an adult I often reminisce
about times I spent with him in his workshop, remembering them as the most
comfortable and rich times of m y childhood. H e was probably the m a n I felt
closest to as a child. H e loved to spend hours with m e telling stories about his
travels around the world as a teenager. H e fascinated m e with tales of London, of
rounding the Cape, about sailors gambling and drinking and getting venereal
disease. From him grew m y knowledge that there was a world beyond Port
Kembla. His paintings and pen and ink drawings inspired m y interest in art. A n d
his dealings with astrology and the occult extended m y knowledge of supernatural
possibilities. For m e he was a hero. M y father's father was a different influence.
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The Less Favourite

Grandfather

"Children should be seen and not heard" meant go outside and play on
the prickly buffalo grass lawns. He had a prickly moustache too—sort
of forbidding like his personality and his lawn. That's the sort of lawn
you'd expect him to have. His workshop was the same—not inviting,
and we were too scared to even think of going in there. It was dark
and through its one mean window you could see garden tools to
manicure the prickly lawn.
The best way to relieve the boredom in exile on the buffalo grass lawn
was to pump

the Hills hoist up and down and hope you didn 't get

caught—it had a pneumatic foot pump and a release lever, instead of a
proper handle to wind like ours. Lots of dead snails too—and rusting
tin cans pushed into the soil around the roses to get the water down
nearer the roots.
He used to change religions pretty often too—Armstrong Radio Church
of God, Mary Baker Eddy. He was a dedicated Mason too and at one
time a 'Spiritualist' until the police (posed in plain clothes) attended his
seance one night. I think there was a bit of publicity, maybe before I
was born. My father once said he regretted not having asked him why
he gave up the Masons, but even his son's questions would have been
unwelcome. He smiled occasionally but most of the time life seemed to
be pretty serious, at least in our direction. After all we were to be seen
and not heard
He played the violin. He also ate dandelions, nasturtium leaves, grated
apple and All-bran for breakfast. Maybe he was a vegetarian. On his
eightieth birthday he showed how he could place his feet behind his
head lying on thefloor—agileold bugger. When he and Grandmother
would announce their next visit (for two weeks, twice each year) we
would groan. We knew that meant getting out of one of our bedrooms.
The thing I dreaded most was the surveillance over my music practice.
I'd play a wrong note and suddenly over your shoulder there would be
a godlike lightning finger appearing out of nowhere to strike the music
on the wrong note. He used to creep in behind you to listen, even
though you'd quietly and securely closed the loungeroom door. I don't
remember his funeral
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T h e violin components, of course, refer directly to the Less Favourite
Grandfather's influence on m y life, both positive and negative. I a m sure m y
desire to play the violin from as early a time as I can remember came from seeing
him play his violin, and this inspired m yfirstlove of music. I a m also sure that if I
as an adult could n o w relate to him as an adult m y assessment of him as a person
would not be quite so damning and I would find other positive characteristics.
A n d yet I felt a certain childlike satisfaction in chopping his violins into pieces, as
if, for once, I was having the last word in releasing his hold on m e — a childish
response but true to the nature of our relationship. His forbidding and constricting
attitude to his grandchildren was symbolised by the metal crosses in two of the
sculptures, and the frames around the violin fragments—fragile and brittle ceramic
surroundingrich-grainedpolished timber;rigidboundaries around a fantasy to be
imagined about the Italian craftsman w h o m a d e the violin and backdated his
signature label a hundred or so years as an eighteenth century instrument and
included Stradivarius and Cremona in his name. I wonder if this joke could elicit a
smile from the sober Scot? Perhaps he has learned to be less sober in his next
incarnation.

The violin cases installed on the floor were more about me. As a child I hated to be
seen carrying m y violin in its case around the streets of Port Kembla or on the bus
going to school or to music lessons. I would try to carry it vertically against m y
body to hide it, in the embarrassed w a y that some m e n carry bunches of flowers.
The violin case was the symbol of m y victimisation and torment. But I grew. A s
an adult I n o w realise that m y childhood hecklers have missed out on a whole
dimension of cultural life to be found in music and opera and theatre. M y 'violin
cases' are n o w on display for all to see, contents and all, speaking of the newly
asserted m e that has evolved through this research and through the therapeutic
process of making m y art.
My father made his series of boxes when I was a child in the fifties. Fragments of
the Kraft Cheese label are still visible, reminding m e that he used to cannibalise the
wood from the cheese boxes in which big ten pound lumps of foil-wrapped cheese
were delivered to the school canteen. The boxes m y father made, without their
ends being painted, were less carefully labelled than the more refined boxes in
Grandpa's workshop. However, their contents were just as fascinating. I
understood m u c h about m y father from these contents and their uses. H e was
pleased to see m e hammering wiggle nails, often unsuccessfully, into pieces of
timber cut to shape with a fret saw, or w a s it a coping saw, depending on the
thickness. I was always making things, and he was available to help m e with the
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latest project, using his dowelling jig or mitre box or w o o d plane. Our c o m m o n
ground was always located in the mechanical and functional, but rarely in the more
threatening areas of emotional interaction. W e both found this too uncomfortable.
Symbolically our lives consisted of a multitude of these boxes, but there were
some placed high on the shelves which were never accessed, similar to the 'Father
and Son' books in the sunroom cupboard.
Paternal Bridge (Plate 34) used five more of the small boxes, with supporting
structures m a d e from mysterious rusty metal tools found in the inherited
'workshop junk'. Assorted paraphernalia for drilling, spanners and chisel-like
things were transformed into 'legs' for the boxes which became elevated showcases for tiny ceramic bottles and bowls I had thrown and raku-fired. The act of
boxing these very ordinary little vessels elevated them to icon status, which fitted
with m y realisation that being a potter for m e had equated to 'being a person' over
the past twenty-five years. They m a d e a simple statement about the role of m y
father, m y grandfather and other forebears, in giving structure to the person I had
become.

This, of course, can be generalised to all other humans, and as

Rutherford suggests, "masculine identification with nostalgic representations
springs from men's effort to comprehend their historicity and the troubling
predicaments which obscure understanding and control over it".217
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Apples—Vacola

Time Is Family

Time21*

Flatulent old grey Vacola, ritualistic cauldron steaming and rumbling
away for hours on the stove—thin red line creeping up the tube of the
thermometer, indicating the successful embalming of the harvest—the
off-season reserves for the pantry, like a squirrel's acorn stash.
Peaches, apricots, cherries, tomatoes, plums, carefully arranged in
their glass display tubes, all labelled with content and date details.
Lined up in rows like army reserves behind the rippled glass doors next
to the apple jelly, lemon butter, jams and pickles, they spoke of the last
war and the Depression of the thirties—a bit like all those stored things
in the rows of boxes on my father's workshop shelves. Neat and
ordered. In the bottles there were even chokos, those prickly green
things off the vine that grew wild over the dunny in the back yard.
Once when my mother was away I was the industrious provider of the
evening meal for my father and sister. I guess I was about eleven,
because my other sister had gone away to Teachers' College by then.
Dessert was pears and custard—pears preserved in the Vacola. The
others conspired to allow me to proudly take thefirstspoonful, only to
quickly spit it out. Yuk! Why would my mother preserve chokos, or
lookalike pears?

I've never eaten chokos since. Vacola time was

family time—ripping open the wooden apple box from Reece's orchard
at Mount Kembla. Dad, Mum, my aunt and uncle, all sitting around
the wooden

table on the verandah, chatting, peeling, chopping de-

coring and squashing the fruit in the bottles ready for the syrup. My
work was done under the table, picking up the (deliberately) dropped
apple cores and peelings, and playing with my uncle's dick.

H%Vacola is an Australian trade name for a steam preserving unit for bottled fruit and vegetables.
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The slip-cast apples in the Reliquaries installation can be read as metaphors for a
range of things. References to the Creation myth can suggest purity, wholeness,
perfection, loss of innocence for m e as a child, for the innocent facade of the
Christian Church and for m y excommunication from that institution. In a formal
sense the apple is simply a beautiful organic shape in eloquent contrast to the m a n m a d e boxes and bottles, when boxed or arranged in series, or when juxtaposed
with the other objects. The kerosene bottle, again a beautiful form, was a strongly
evocative symbol for m e from m y father's workshop. It was a constant that was in
his possession even before I was born and the layers of painty finger prints speak
of countless cleanup jobs after countless do-it-yourself painting forays in
bedrooms, bird aviaries or billy-carts. O f course it came to represent m y father for
m e and the slip-cast replicas are about shadows and inherited forms of the real
thing. The little blue-grey thrown porcelain pots represent m e , being myself.
They complete the cycle. Their perfection and finish speak of a fire-refined endproduct.
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Chapter 10

CONCLUSION

The discipline of completing this doctoral program through creating art and then
writing about the processes involved has provided a framework for m y journey of
self-discovery. The creative work and the explication of it in the documentation
deal with the broad issue of the construction of masculinity by addressing the
specific relationships in m y life between incest and sexual abuse, dysfunctional
father-son relations, and the construct of sexual preference within a particular
historical and cultural context. I have demonstrated a model which m a y also be a
viable basis for a more general program of self-development using the creative arts
as the chief agent. F r o m m y o w n experience and from m y research it is evident
that the mental processes involved in creating art draw out repressed subconscious
data that are often inaccessible by other means, confirming art making as one
possible therapeutic approach to an investigation of one's personal archaeology.
However, cathartic release through creating art for oneself has limited potential.
T o take the created product to a logical end of 'exhibition' extends the process to
e m b o d y a public declaration about its maker. Exposing one's art as 'objectified
self involves the risk of being vulnerable to criticism. Crossing that barrier of
doubt about self-worth makes the catharsis more complete. O n e piece of research
I recently observed involved a m a n imaging his thoughts and feelings about his
H I V Positive status. The one-to-one sessions of making the images were often
painful and confronting, but nevertheless private. But it was the hanging of the
completed work in a small public gallery setting that validated the m a n because, in
a way, there w a s nothing else to hide. H e had declared himself worthwhile by
publicly owning his disease and his homosexuality.
According to Naifeh and Smith there has been little change in the way men perceive
their masculinity and that "for m a n y men, even after years of changing stereotypes,
emotional honesty and openness are still amongst the sacrifices they m a k e to
manhood". 2 1 9 But, as in the case study above, some m e n have been able to find
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ways of being honest about themselves as m e n to construct an identity appropriate
to a post-patriarchal society.
This new proliferation of literature, of course, does not guarantee that widespread
visible change has occurred. Social change is never as fast or far-reaching as the
pioneers of n e w ideas would hope, but it must be conceded by Naifeh and Smith
and others that even the m e n shackled by old values are more aware of themselves
with respect to their masculinity than their equals of fifty years ago. Although
some men's emotional dishonesty will never allow them to be willing or able to
change I a m optimistic that the masculinities of the twenty-first century m a y be
m o r e sensitive reflections of a relevant sexual politics, allowing for the
intransigence inherent in h u m a n nature. A s stated earlier, although offered
primarily as a personal account it has a wider general application to other men.
In my writing there are three main areas to note in this contribution to building a
relevant body of knowledge on men. Firstly, from a sociological stance, post-war
Port Kembla w a s an environment typical of m u c h of the Australia that moulded the
m e n of m y generation. M y story offers a possible benchmark relevant to further
research. For example, to expand the data base on Australian masculinities
constructive comparisons could be m a d e between life in this steelmaking town, the
inner city and the country areas of the same era. Secondly, from a literary
perspective, the n e w acceptability of autobiography as a serious vehicle for
academic writing encourages the recording of an uncomplicated account of the lives
of m e n not traditionally regarded as chroniclers of gender theory. I found from m y
research that m y perceptions of m y boyhood were echoed by similar perceptions
by other m e n and that there was a growing willingness amongst m e n to 'talk about
themselves'. I have used the areas of masculinity and autobiography to feed into
the third area, the account of sexual abuse, in which I feel I have m a d e the
strongest contribution. This is an area in which there is a paucity of relevant
literature and the available material lacks local input. In Australia in 1987 most of
what w a s published was about w o m e n and/or w a s written in America. The
significance to m y personal empowerment has already been described, but to write
publicly about an Australian situation brings to light a crime that is m a d e
particularly difficult to acknowledge by our macho version of masculine society.
Writing about male survivors undermines the patriarchal smugness that denies the
secret that m e n could actually regard young boys as sexual objects. It also clarifies
the confusion surrounding the definitions of paedophilia and homosexuality,
c o m m o n l y understood as synonymous terms. However, such discourse still sits
uncomfortably in our society so any attempts at re-education need strategic
handling. I consider that writing autobiographically is one of the most expedient
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forms of documenting this type of personal and sensitive material which is best
written from the inside.
In both the writing and the exhibited sculptures there were similar trends in
production. Just as the writing m o v e d from the general to the specific so did the
practical work as it became more autobiographical. The visual metaphors, chosen
consciously at first, evolved to take on their o w n dynamic. They lead the
imperceptible drift into the personal, moving beyond verbal language into the
subconscious. T h e actual clay m e d i u m and the construction techniques also
worked in leading the concept. Thefirstsculptures, torsos handbuilt from slabs of
clay, were unable to express the sensitive dialogue of the final delicate, slip-cast
forms. Also as the scale of the forms was progressively reduced from life-size
and public to miniature and private the works emitted a more sensitive feeling and
invited an intimate response from the viewers. Another trend was the transition
from the blatant exploration of gender and sexuality to the subtlety of personal
spirituality. In reaching the published or exhibited end product m u c h of the
material from the initial explorations was selectively culled with each revision.
In summary, my analysis of the working processes, whether creating with words
or with clay, revealed both to be valid tools of investigation in a personal
archaeology. The interrelationships of the two approaches showed each to lead the
other at different times, with concurrent operation at other times, and with each
n e w outcome it became obvious that there were still more layers of possible
investigation.
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More Boxes
When I visit my mother now in her retirement village unit there is an
absence. The familiar slouched and sleepingfigureis gone. Now there
is a photograph. The Jason recliner-rocker with its lambswool cover
has gone. My uncle owns it now.
I see him in her garden, filling my father's role and I realise that that is
what he had done in my life to some extent. Where is the anger I am
unable to express?
As I reach the end of this autobiography I feel apprehensive about
taking it to the binder to have it sealed into the official blue cover with
the gold lettering. I know there can be no turning back. It is just
another chapter of my life. I remind myself that it is like letting my
father's ashes go to the wind—the

end of a life, the start of new

growth. Or letting go of the letter to my uncle, committing it to the
irrevocable mercy of Australia Post—the end of a silence, the start of
new growth. All my different selves in my head compete to be heard
— w h a t will they think—it has to be done—this takes courage—there's
nothing more to hide. And amidst the confusion there's still a little
boy's voice saying, "this is too hard"—the end of a process, the start of
more new growth.
High on the shelf I see yet another row of tiny boxes. I reach for them,
reluctantly.

APPENDIX 1

DESCRIPTIONS OF EXHIBITIONS

Images

of Men

Coalface Gallery, Yallourn
October 1989
Technical Specifications
Construction

Press-moulded in plaster moulds

Clay Body

Bendigo Stoneware

Firing Temperature

Bisque
Glaze
Blackfiring

Glazes

Cesco Earthenware - 'Signal Red'
White Crackle
Recipe
Potash Feldspar
Talc
Kaolin
Frit 4508

980°
1050°
610°

Centigrade
Centigrade
Centigrade

50.0%
9.4%
3.1%
37.5%

Surface Decoration

Plaster stamps

Special Treatment

Black firing
Gas-fired
Top-loading brick kiln
Smoked - rubber inner tubes in sealed chamber

Mould

Plaster torso mould (neck to thighs) - cast in three
pieces using live model. Used in various sections for
all sculptures

al femminile

e al maschile

Galleria T e o r e m a , Florence, Italy
October - N o v e m b e r 1990

Construction

Slip-cast assembled modules

Clay Body

White casting slip
Recipe
Kaolin
Silica
Potash Feldspar
Ball Clay
Add
Soda Ash
Sodium Silicate
Water

25%
25%
25%
25%
25gm
22ml
8.51

Firing Temperatures

Bisque
Lustre
Blackfiring

Glazes

Metallic lustre
Recipe - (Courtesy of Beryl Ryan)
Frit 4364
78%
Frit 2964
11%
Silica
7%
Kaolin
3%
Bentonite
1%
Barium Carbonate
1%

Special Treatment

Black firing
Gas-fired
Fibre top-hat kiln
Smoked using naphthalene flakes in sealed chamber

Moulds

Plaster slip-casting moulds made from hand-sculpted
clay forms. T w o different male figures and three
different-sized box forms

1040°
640°
610°

Centigrade
Centigrade
Centigrade

Images

of Men

- Representations of Masculinity

Wollongong City Gallery July 1992
Installation in Archaeologies - Images, Vestiges and Shadows
Technical .Specifications
Construction

Sim-cast assembled modules
Wheel-thrown vessels
M u s e u m display cases

Clay Body

Cesco Stoneware casting slip
Keane's White Stoneware

Firing Temperatures

Bisque
Glaze

Glazes

Raku
Recipe - Glaze 1
Frit 4508
CuC03
Recipe - Glaze 2
Frit 4508
Sn203

1040°
1000°

Centigrade
Centigrade

95%

5%

95%
5%

Special Treatment

Raku fired
Gas-fired
Fibre top-hat kiln inside top-loading brick chamber
Reduced using sawdust in sealed chamber

Moulds

Plaster slip-casting moulds made from hand-sculpted
clay forms. Six different male figures, a horse head
and three different-sized box forms.

Reliquaries
Wollongong, February 1995
Technical Specificatinng
Construction

Thrown ceramic vessels
Slip-cast forms
Assembled with timber, metal and Araldite
Glass shelves

Clay Body

Ccsco Stoneware casting slip
Keane's White Stoneware

Firing Temperatures

bisque
Glaze (raku)
Glaze (stoneware)
Blaclcfiring

Glazes

Raku
Recipe - Glaze 1
Frit 4508
CUCO3

95%
5%

Recipe - Glaze 2
Frit 4508
Sn203

95%
5%

980°
1000°
1280O
610°

Centigrade
Centigrade
Centigrade
Centigrade

Stoneware
Recipe - Glaze 1 Blue/Grey
Potash Feldspar
43%
Silica
25%
Whiting
19%
Kaolin
13%
C0CO3
1.0%
Mn203
3.0%
Recipe -Glaze White
Potash Feldspar
Whiting
Kaolin

MgC03
Ball Clay

Special Treatment

59%
12.5%
17.8%
3.6%
7.1%

Raku fired
Gas-fired
Fibre top-hat kiln inside top-loadinjI brick chamber
Reduced using sawdust in sealed chamber.

LIST OF PLATES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Saint Sebastian
Fragmented Torso
Torso With Red Drawers
Liberation
Lazarus
Shattered Dreams & The Sins of the Fathers
Never-Ending Journey
O n the Death of m y Father
The King Has Clay Feet
General View of the Installation
Typical Display Case
Breaking the Ancestral Ties
Stored Memories
Ancestral Ties
General Display Case
Plurality of Masculinities
Personal Baggage
King Faces C o m m o n e r
Ancestral Ties U
The Outsider Considers His Difference
Looking for Meaning
Phallocentric Discourse
Olympic Heroes I
Olympic Heroes U
Archangelic Instruction
Collective Unconscious
Night Watch
Natural W i s d o m
Guardians of the Horse G o d
Journey
Masculinity in Transition
The Archaeology Case
Reliquary for Saint Clement
Paternal Bridge
Distilled Life
Distillation 1
Distillation 2
Distillation 3

Original photographs by Michael Young.
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